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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Atter analyzing the current methods used in teaching reading and speech, 
1 
Dumbleton and others reported that ear training (auditory stimulation and 
auditory discrimination) received major emphasis in the teaching of consonants 
and vowels. This emphasis occurred both in word analysis for reading and 
articulation for effective speech • . 
Because of the similarity ot methods ot teaching the consonants and vowels 
in speec;h and reading, it is possible that an integrated approach may be developed 
in which speech and reading skills will reinforce each other. This manual pre-
sents materials for teaching the sounds in the kindergarten and primary grades. 
Each consonant is presented in such a way as to develop reading and speech 
skills simultaneously. Included in the materiels are stories, poems, vocab-
ulary, games and work sheets for reinforcing the learning of the consonant 
sounds for speaking and reading. Simila.r types of materials are included for 
the vowel sounds. 
1 Charles F. Dumbleton, et. al., An Analysis of the Relationships Between 
SReech and Reading Abilities of Four Hundred and Twenty-Five First Grade 
Children, Unpublished ABater of E:iucation Thesis, Boston University, 1952. 
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CHAl?TER II 
S~E LESSONS FOR TEACHING CONSONANTS 
The purpose of this manual is to teach children of kindergarten and pri-
mary grades the consonant sounds. 
The lessons in this chapter are organized in the following way: 
Step I. 
Step II. 
Step III. 
Step IV. 
Step v. 
The teacher presents the sound by itself in a short, interesting 
story form. 
The child is given clues by watching the teacher's lips, tongue and 
teeth as she makes the various sounds. Reinforcement is given by 
kinesthetic training in feeling the sounds as they are spoken. 
The teacher says words that begin, or end, with the sound, and the 
children listen to hear the sound element in the words. The children 
repeat the words that begin, or end, with the sound. 
The teacher then says a group of four words, one of which does not 
begin, or end, with the sound. Children listen and then repeat 
words after the teacher. This will test their ability to identify 
words that begin, or end, with the sound element. 
The teacher then distributes a work-sheet containing twenty pictures, 
five of which are incorrect. The children identify the correct pic-
tures of beginning or ending sounds as the teacher says the words, 
by placing markers such as pegs, circles, or squares cut from oaktag. 
Each child is given fifteen markers to keep in his desk. It is 
suggested that the teacher make a permanent work-sheet of every con-
sonant sound for each child. 
-2-
3 
Step VI. For speech practice each child may bring up his work-sheet to the 
teacher for correction. This can be done in the form of a game. 
The child repeats the marked words to the teacher. If the sound 
being taught is articulated correctly , the child gets a point. 
The child would have a perfect score if all words containing the 
sound were _articulated accurately. 
Step VII. A basic vocabulary is included with each lesson for further rein-
forcement of the sound element • . This vocabulary may be used with the 
supplementary games and seatwork included in Chapters III and IV. 
Step VIII. For supplementary practice poems, songs and jingles can now be used. 
By oral reading or choral speaking of the poems and jingles, and 
by singing the songs, children can practice using the soUDds. 
1 
At the B. U. School of Education Library, two theses by Balch 
2 
and Taborn provide extensive bibliography of prose and poetry 
for reinforcement of each sound. These lists note the frequency of 
occurrence of the various sounds in poems and stories. 
1 Robin T. Bal~h, An Analysis of Children's Fictional Literature for Material 
Suitable for Use in Speech Corre.ction and Speech Improvement, Unpublished 
Ed.~ Thesis, Boston University, 1949. 
2 M3.rion Elizabeth Taborn, An Analysis of Children's Poetry for Material 
Suitable for Use in S;peech Correction and S;p eech Improvement in the Elementary 
.Grades, Unpublished Ea.~ Thesis, Boston University, 1949. 
'!HE P SOUND 
Initial P Sound 
These are the suggested words for the teacher~ 
"Did you ever visit the beach? 
(Children answer yes and noJ 
Well, When you were there did you ever hear or see a motor boat? It seems 
to say something as it goes byQ Doesn 9 t it? Listen while I pretend I am a 
motorboat. P--p--p-~p. What does it s a y? 
(All repeat. Children and teacher say it together. 
Now here is a picture of our friend the motorboat. (Show picture.) 
Now watch wha t my mouth does when I play motorboat. (Make lips go together) 
I press my lips together and then I open them quickly. That 9s right. Now you 
try it and put your hand up to your mouth, feel the little breeze as you say it? 
(All try it.) 
Let 9 s all do it again. Did your lips come together? 
Now l i sten very carefully. I want you to hear the motorboat sound at the 
beginning of these words. Listen carefully • 
. 
Say the VIOrds after. ,me. · 
PENCIL l'UT PAT PICRLE 
Did you hear the motorboat sound at the beginning of those words? Let 9 a 
say the words again with the motorboat sound at the beginning. 
PENCIL PUT PAT PICKLE 
Here are some other words that begin with the motorboat sound. Say them 
after me. 
PANSY POCKET roLL 
W8sn 9t that flm? Feel the breeze on your fingers? 
Listen very carefully. I am going to say some words that begin with the 
motorboat sound and rome that do not. You watch and see when my lips come to-
gether. 
PATSY PENNY PAUL HAT 
Fine. PATSY, PENNY and PAUL all begin with the motorboat sound. HAT did 
not begin with the motorboat ~ound. Here are some more words that begin with 
the motorboat sound. Say them after me. Some are different. 
l'USH PANTRY NICE PICK 
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Fine. PUSH, PANTRY, and PICK all begin wi t h the motorboat sound. NICE 
does not. 
Instructions for Picture Work Sheetz 
(Pass out picture work sheet to each child for beginning P.) 
I will say the names of the pictures. Some of the pictures will begin with 
the motorboat sound and some will not. You will look at the pictures while I 
say their names. Put a marker on the pictures that begin with the motorboat 
sound. Ready&' 
PASTE 
Did ~TE begin with the motorboat sound? Yes, it did, so you put a marker 
on it. 
Here is another word. Don 9t let me fool you. 
PEAS 
P~ begins with the motorboat sound ~ so you put a marker on it. (Check 
to see that the child is following directions.) 
Ready for the next word? 
POTA'ro 
Did POTATO begin with the motorboat sound? Yes, it did. Put a marker on ito 
Here is another word. Ready? 
SOCRS 
SOCKS did not begin with the motorboat sound so you did not put a marker 
on it. 
Now I 9ll say s ome words that begin with the motorboat sound. Remember, 
only mark t hose that begin with the motorboat sound. Ready? 
PFACH 
PIG 
PILOT 
PEN 
PAIL 
PITCHER 
BFAR 
PANTS 
Final P· Sound 
These are the suggested words for the teacherg 
NUT 
SHOES 
PFAR 
PAN 
PIE 
PARROT 
PIN 
CAN" 
"Now our motorboat sound is going to be at the end of some words. Remember 
how .I~ pres-sedLmy.: .. lips· together. and then I opened them q_uickly. 
Lis t en very carefully while I say some words tha t end with the motorto at 
sound. Listen. 
~ STOP WHIP MOP 
Did you hear the motorboat sound? 
motorboa t soundo 
Let 9 s all say the words that end with the 
TAP STOP WHIP MOP 
Here are some other words that end with the motorboat soundo Say them after 
CROP SIP SHOP 
Now you will have to l i sten very carefully to the words I am going to sayo 
Some of the words end with the motorboat sound and some do not o Say them after meo 
HOPE TIP HOUSE RAP 
What words ended with the motorboa t sound? 
(Chil dren 9 s response ~ Hope 9 Tip p Rap) 
What word did not end with the motorbo~t sound? 
(Children 9 s response g House) 
Here are some more wordso Listen very carefully for the ones that end 
with the motorboat soundo 
SKIP TYPE TOWN .CLAP 
SKIP P TYPEP and CLAP all end with the motorboat soundo TOWN did noto 
Now we are going to play a game with some pictureso I will say the namES of 
the pictureso Some of the names of the pictures will end with the motorboat 
sound and some wi ll noto . You will have to listen very carefully because this 
time I wi l l not be able to help youo 
Instructions for Pi cture Work Sheetg 
(Pass out pi cture work sheet to each child for final Po) 
I wi ll say the names of the pictures o Some of the pictures will end with 
the motorboa t sound and some will not" You will look at the pictures while I 
say the ir nameso Put a marker on the pictures that end with the motorboat soundo 
ReadyJ 
TOP 
Di d TOP. end with the motorboat sound'? Yes 9 it did P so you put your :tm rker 
on ito 
Here i s another oneo Don 9t let me fool you nOWo 
CUP 
CUP does end with the motorboat soundo Put your marker on ito 
WHEEL 
: WHEEL .:.d i d no t end 'Wit h the md.torboa.t so undo Do not put your mrker on ito 
SOAP 
Did SOAP end wit h the motorboat sound? Yeso Put your n:arker on ito 
'? 
Now !911 say some words and remember to put your marker only on the ones 
that end with the motorboat sound. 
LAMP 
STEP 
SOUP 
HOOP 
Poetry and Jingles: 
Pie, 
SUN 
TEEm 
COP 
SHIP 
Tug Boat 
1 
CAMP 
JUMP 
ROPE 
CAT 
All together, girls and boys, 
Rake a little puffing noise, 
"p-p-p-p-p-p-p-p" 
Put your lips together so, 
Let your little tug boat go. 
dp-p-p-p-p-p-p-p" 
Take , it all around the lake; 
As the engine sound you make, 
"p-p-p-p-p-p-p-p". 
pie, pudding and pie, 
Pete likes pudding and Pete likes pie. 
VOCABULARY 
List of words to say for the initial P sound: 
List 
pack 
page 
put 
pinch 
pay 
of words 
Puff 
pebble 
pear 
peach 
pumpkin 
to be 
point 
papa 
pull 
package 
pick 
pictured for the 
pail 
paint 
pan 
paddle 
path 
Paul 
Pilgrim 
Peter 
party 
paste 
initial P sound~ 
pencil 
pocket 
pen 
pot 
pancake 
2 
HOP 
SHEEP 
ROBE 
CAP" 
pass 
park 
partner 
peak 
paw 
p3.rrot 
puppy 
puddle 
pin 
pansy 
1 Scott and Thompson, Talking Time, Webster Publishing Company, p. 87. 
2 . Stoddard, Clara Be, Sounds for Little Folks, Expression Company, NBgnolia, 
Ml.ssachusetts·, 1944, p. 34o 
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List of words to say for the final P sound: 
pop sip turnip, leap 
tap hip pup heap 
rip keep crump steep 
di p deep lump creep 
tip help reap skip 
List of words to be pictured for the final P sound; 
mop flop pump cup 
top tap bump chop 
cop hop stump sheep 
nap cap dump peep 
rap gallop soap pup 
0 
., . 
Ki\tf\ 
THE B SOUND 
Initial B Sound 
These are the suggested words for the teacherg 
ttOne Saturday morning mother was washing the dishes. A:fter she washed a 
milk bottle she filled it with cold water to rinse out the soap. As the water 
came out of the bottle it said b- b-b-b-p-b-b. Let 9s pretend that we are pouring 
water from a bot tle and I!Bke it say . this sound' b-b-b-b-b. 
Now I want you to watch my mouth when I make the bottle sound. See how 
my lips open and then close. B- b-b-b-b-b. 
You make the bottle sound and see if your lips open and close like mine dido 
Let 9s make the bottle sound again. B-b-b-b-b-b. 
Here is a game. You will have to listen very carefully. I am going to 
say some words that begin with the bottle sound. Watch how my mouth opens and 
closes when I make the bottle sound. Now listen carefully to hear words that 
begin with the bottle sound. 
(Say the following words~ emphasizing the beginning sound.) 
BOOT BUNDLE BAKER 
Did you hear 
Let 1 s all say the 
lips touchi ng? 
the bottle sound? Did you see how my lips closed and opened? 
words that begin with the bottle sound. Can you feel your 
BOOT BUNDLE BA.'lH 
Wasn 9t that fun? Here are some other words that begin with the bottle 
sound. Say them after me. ReadyJ 
BONE BFACH BANG BERRY 
Did you hear the bottle sound at the beginning of each word? Did you see 
how my lips opened and cl. osed? Did you feel your lips touching? 
Now I am going to say some more words that begin with the bottle sound, 
and some that do not begin with the bottle sound. Listen carefully While I say 
each word. See if you can tell me which words begin with the bottle sound and 
which ones do not. Ready-----Here's the first wordJ 
BUTTER 
Does BUTTER begin with the bottle sound? Yes, it does. 
Here is another word. Don 1 t let me fool you. 
BABY 
Does BABY begin with the bottle sound? Yes. 
Listen to the next word. 
l'&N 
Does M\N begin with the bottle sound? No. 
Listen carefully to the last word. 
BANANA 
Does BANANA begin with the bottle sound? Yes. 
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Here are some more words that begin with the bottle sound, and some that 
do not. Listen carefully while I say ea ch word. Here's the first word. 
BOTTLE 
Does the word BOTTLE begin with the bottle sound? Yes. 
BED 
Does BED begin with the bottle sound? Yes. 
BASKET 
Does BASKET begin with the bottle sound? Yes. 
APPLE 
Does ~E begin with the bottle sound? No, it does noto 
Instructions for Picture Work Sheet~ 
(Pass out pi cture work sheet to each child for sound B.) 
I will say th e names of the pictures. Some of the pictures begin with the 
bottle sound and some do not. You will look a t the pictures while I say their 
names. Put a marker on the pictures that begin with the bottle sound. 
ReadyJ 
BELL 
Does BELL begin with the bottle sound? Yes. Did you put a marker on it? 
Here is another word. Don't let me fool you. 
BOW 
Does BOW begin with the bottle sound'? Yes. Put a marker on it. (Check 
papers to see that children are marking correctly.) 
Ready for the next word. 
FAN 
Does FAN begin with the bottle sound? No. Do not put a marker on it. 
Now for the last word. 
Bl!I.T 
Does BELT begin with the bottle sound'? Yes. Put a marker on it. 
Now I will say some more words. Remember to put a marker only on the ones 
that begin wi th the bottle soundo ReadyJ 
BAT 
BIRD 
BOOK 
BOAT 
EA.G 
BOX 
BEADS 
BALL 
Final B Sound · 
BUS 
VIOLIN 
PF.AR 
DOLL 
These are t he suggested words for the teacherg 
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LOCK 
BOY 
BFAR 
BICYCLE" 
•Some words have the bottle sound at the end of them. Let's listen while 
I say some words that end with the bottle sound. Watch my mouth when I say the 
end of each worde (Say the following words, emphasizing the final sound.} 
DRAB SCB EBB FIB 
Did you hear the bottle sound at the end of each word? Let's all say the 
words that end with the bottle sound. See if your lips touch at the end of each 
word. 
DRAB SOB EBB FIB 
Here are some other words that end with the bottle soun:l. Say them after 
me. ReadyJ 
ROB SLAB DAB DIB 
Di d you hear the bottle sound at the end of each word? Did you see how 
my mout h opened and closed? Did you feel your lips touching~ 
Now I am going to say some more words that end with the bottle so tmd and some 
that do not end with the bottle sound. Listen carefully while I say each word. 
See if you can tell me which words end with the bottle sound and which ones do 
not. Ready. Here Qs the first word. 
JOB 
Does J OB end with the bottle sound? Yes. 
Here i s another word. Don't let me fool you. 
RIP 
Does RIP end with the bottle sound? No. 
Listen to the next word. 
GRAB 
Does GRAB end with the bottle sound? Yes. 
Listen to the last w:>rde 
STA.B 
Does STAB end with the bottle sotmd? Yes. 
Here are some more words that end with the bottle sound, and some that do 
not. Listen carefully while I say each one. See if you can tell which wcr ds end 
with the bottle sound and which ones do not. Here's the first word., 
::WB 
Does MOB end with the bottle sound? Yes. 
FAB 
Does FAB end with the bottle sound? Yes. 
CURB 
Does CURB end with the bottle sound? Yes. 
CHAIR 
Does CHAIR end with the bottle sound? No, it does not. 
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Here i s another game with pictures. This time the pictures are on paperg 
I will say the names of the pictures. Some of the pictures end with the bottle 
sound and some do not . 
Instructions for Picture Work Sheetg 
(Pass out picture work sheet to each child for final B.) 
I wi ll say t he names of the pictures. Some of the pictures begin with the 
bottle sound and some do not. You will look at the pictures while I say their 
names. Put a marker on the pictures that begin with the bottle soundu ReadyJ 
TOBE 
Does TUBE end wi t h the bottle sound? Yes, it does. Put a marker on it. 
BULB 
Does BULB end with the bottle sound? Yes. Put a marker on it. 
TOB 
Does TUB end wl t h the bottle sound? Yes, put a marker on it. 
Now t he last word. 
MILK 
Does MILK end with the bottle sound? No. Do not put a marker on it. 
Now I will say some more words. Remember to put a marker only on the ones 
that end wi th the bottle sound. ReadyJ 
CRIB 
CLUB 
SUB 
KNOB 
BOB 
RUB 
CAB 
WED 
BIB 
SFAL 
CAP 
WEB 
KNIFE 
CRAB 
ROB 
CUB'' 
Poetry and Jingles: 
Buy a big bun. 
'Tis the best of fun 
To buy a big bun 
From the baker. 1 
A man named Cobb 
And a boy named Bob, 
(Initial) 
Lived in a hollow by the little old mill. 
13 
Bob had a brother, (Final) 
List 
List 
List 
List 
of words 
back 
bang 
bump 
bit 
bubble 
of words 
baby 
ball 
bat 
bird 
bear 
of words 
bub 
cub 
dub 
flub 
cab 
of words 
cub 
tub 
sub 
rub 
crib 
Rob was the other, 
So Bob Cobb and Rob Cobb 
Lived in the hollow by the little old mill. 2 
VOCABULARY 
to say for the initial B sound g 
band butter brook 
bull button bridge 
buzz bus brass 
but burn boss 
boo brush born 
to be pictured for the ini tiel B sound: 
boat bottle bone 
barn basket boy 
box bag bee 
book bat bug 
boot bed bonnet 
to say for the final B sound: 
bab climb tab 
crab dumb snub 
crib drab limb 
sub slab rob 
tub nab fib 
to be pictured for the final B sound: 
crab web stub 
bib knob tomb 
rib shrub bomb 
hub club comb 
scrub crumb climb 
1 Clara B. Stoddard , Sounds for Little Folks, Expression Company, Magnolia, 
Massachusetts, 1944, p. 34. 
2 Ibid ., p. 34. 
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'IHE T SOUND 
Initial T Sound 
These are the suggested words for the teacherg 
"One morn i ng I awoke before anyone in my houseo Although I knew th~t every-
one was asl eep I could hear one faint soundo It was the soft ticking of the 
old clo ck on our f ront stairso As . its big golden pendulum swings back and forth, 
it says T=t-t-t=t =t. 
Let Qs all make believe we are clockso We can make the clock sound with 
our tongueo Let Qs all say ~T-t-t -t-to Watch my tongue as I say ito I press 
the tip of my t ongue on the little ridge behind my teetho I keep my mouth open 
a l i ttle. When I drop my tongue quickly~ I say TP just like the clocko Listen 
while I make the clock sound p T- t - t - t - to 
.Now you do it. Press the tip of your tongue against the little ridge behind 
your upper teetho Drop it quickly and say To Now let 9 s all be clocks and say 
T- t-t - t-t o Remember to press the tip of your tongue against the little ridge 
before each T sound. 
(Teacher and children say T- t - t - t-t-t together.) 
Sometimes we use the clock sound when we say wordso Listen to the clock 
sound at the beginning Of these words. 
TELEVISION TICKLE TIM!!: TIN 
Listen to the clock sound in these words. 
TURKEY TAKE TURTLE TAB 
Now I am going to say some more wordso Some of the words begin with the 
clock sound o Some of the words do not begin with the clock sound. 
TALL TEEI'H TOAD RING 
Dood 3 ~' TEETHs and TOAD begin with the clock sound. RING did not 
begin with the clock soundo 
Lis t en again to some more words that begin with the clock sound: 
TOY NAPKIN TUBE TAIL 
Good S TOYs TUBE, and TAIL did begin with the clock sound. NAPKIN did not 
begin wi th the clock soundo 
· Now we are going to play a game with some pictureso I will say the names 
of the pic t ures. Some of the names of 'the pictures will begin with the clock 
sound and some will noto You will have to listen very carefully because I am 
not going to help youo 
Instruct i ons for Picture Work Sheetg 
(Fass out pi cture work sheet to each child for T sound~ 
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I Will sa y the names of the pi ctures. Some of the pi ctures will begin with 
the clock so und and some wi ll not . You wi ll l ook a t the pi ctures while I say 
thei r names. Put a marker on the pictures that begin with the clock sound. 
Ready2 
TOMlTO 
Di d TOMATO begin wi th the clock sound? Yes g it did . So put a marker on it. 
Here is another word . 
TENT 
TENT does begi n wi th the clock sound so you should have a marker on it. 
(Check papers to see that children are marking correctly.) 
ito 
that 
Ready fo r t he next word. 
TOP 
TOP does begi n with the clock sound and you should have a marker on it. 
Here is anot her word . ReadyJ 
IDON 
NOON does not begin wi th the clock soundg so you should not have a marker on 
Now I will S!=l.Y 
begi n with the 
TIGER 
TOWE!L 
TOAD 
TELEPHONE 
some more words. Remember 
clo ck sound. Readyl 
TABLE 
TULIP 
DART 
TIE 
to put a Ill9.rker only on the ones 
1DUSE 
RACK 
TART 
PIE 
TUB 
TOES 
TOASTER 
TFASFOON" 
Final T Sound 
Sometimes we say the clock sound at the end of words. Listen to the clock 
sound at t he end of t hese words. 
WENT SAT LATE ROOT 
Listen t o the clock sound at the end of these words. 
BENT SOUGHT P.AT BUT 
Now I am goi ng to say some more words . Some of the words end with t re clock 
sound . Some of the words do not end with the clock sound. Listen. 
LET HOT WALK FAT 
LET ~ HOT ~ and FAT end with the clock sound. WALK did not end With tm clock 
sound. 
Listen again to some more words that end wi th the clock sound. 
VIOLE!' RUN PEANUT 
VIOLETg PEANUT ~ and ELEPHANT end with the clock sound. RUN did not end with 
the clo ck sound . 
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Now we are goi ng to play a game with some pictures. I will say the names 
of the pi ctures. Some of the names of the pictures will end with the clock sound 
and some will not. Yo u will have to listen very carefully because I am not going 
to hel p you. 
Instructions for Picture Work Sheetg 
(Pass out p icture work sheet to each child for final T sound . ) 
I wi ll say t he names for the pictures. Some of the pictures will end with 
the clock sound and some will not. You will l ook at the pictures while I say 
their names. Put a marker on the pictures that begin with the ~lock sound. 
Readyg 
BONNET 
Di d BONNET end with the clock sound? Yes p i t di do So you put a marker on it. 
Here i s another word. 
PLANT 
R.ANT does end with the cl ock sound so you should have a marker on it. 
Ready f or the next word. 
MOON 
MOON does not end wit h the clock sound so you should not have a marker 
on ito Here i s another word. Ready2 
SHIRl' 
SHIRT does end with the clock sound 9 so you should have a marker on it. 
Now I will say some more words. Remember to put a marker only on the ones 
that end with t he clock sound. Ready2 
BEL'Il BOAT MAT KEY 
RITE PEAR BAT BAT 
LIGHT PILOT COD COT 
COAT CAT CAP .RAT" 
Poetry and Jingl esg 
1 
The Clock 
When I say to Mr. Clock 
"All you say is 9 tock ~ tick ~ toek ,~ ~ 
He replied 9 with mAllow click , 
~Listen now for a 9ti ck , tock p t ick. 9 ~ 
2 
My Nose 
It doesn 9t breathe 
(Initial) 
It doesn 9 t smell (Final) 
It doesn 9t feel so very well ; 
I am discouraged with my nose ; 
The only t hing i t does --- it blows. 
1 Clara B. Stoddar d 9 Sounds f or Little Fo1ksp Expression Company ~ Magnolia, 
Massachuse t ts 9 1944 ~ p. 104. 
2 Ibi do p Po 66o 
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VOCABULARY 
List of words to say for the initial T sound: 
t elevision tail tears two 
tickle tooth tell turn 
time tip tall tricks 
tin trip took talk 
tab trap town team 
List of words to be pictured for the initial T sound: 
t ent towel tassel tongue 
toy Tim top tackle 
telephone tooth tom to tank 
t oad train turkey turnip 
tiger tie turtle toast 
List of words to say for the final T sound: 
ticket wet night bi ta 
bent want fat ~ast 
lent eat saint bit 
toast beet paint sat 
pa t seat sweet but 
List of words to be pictured for the final T sound: 
rabbit light boat post 
peanut bat heart pet 
elephant :rmt nut plant 
nest rat goat shirt 
hat cat cut breakfast 
/ 
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'!HE D SOUND 
Initial D Sound 
These are suggested words for the teacher~ 
(Show picture of MOther using sewi ng machine.) 
See MOt her2 She is very busy. Do you know what MOther is doing? Yes, 
she is sewi ng on the sewing machine. Does your mother use a sewing machine? 
Listen3 The sewi ng machine sings a little song as it sews~ It says, "D-d-d-d." 
Latu s all be sewi ng machines and make the sewing machine sound. D-d- d-d-do 
Letus help MOther with her work. Come on. We will stitch the clothes. 
D-d -d ~d ~d . Wasn ut that fun2 
Now we are go i ng to play another game2 Open your mouth like this. (Show 
how lips are half open to make the D sound.) 
Now we ul l be sewing machines and make the sewing machine sound. D-d-d-d-d. 
Did you f eel t he l i ttle taps your tongue made on the top of your mouth? 
Latu s be sewing machines again: See if you feel your tongue make little 
taps on t he top of your mouth. D-d- d-d - d-d. Did you feel .• i t? 
Let vs pla y anot her game. You will have to listen carefully. I am going to 
say some wor ds that begin with the sewing machine sound. Watch my mouth when 
I say words that begi n with the sewing machine sound. See if you can hear the 
sewing ma chine sound at the beginning of the words. Ready? (Say the following 
words ~ emphasizing the beginning sound~) 
DARK DIG DEN DO 
Di d you hea r t he sewing machine sound? Let 9 s all say the words t bat begin 
with the s ewing machine sound. See if you feel your tongue tap the top of your 
mouth when you say words that begin with the sewing machine sound. Ready3 
DARK DIG Dl!N DO 
Good 2 Di d your tongue tap the top of your mouth? 
Here are some other words that begin with the sewing machine sound. Say 
them aft er me. See what your tongue does. 
DANCE DATE DAY DEEP 
Wha t did your tongue do? Yes , it tapped the top :of your mouth. Wasn't 
that fun ? 
Li sten carefully to these 
with the sewing mach i ne sound. 
machine sound . 
DOCK DIM 
words that I say. Some of the words will begin 
Some of the words will not begin with the sewing 
DIVE 'IRIS 
Did DOCK begin with the sewing machine sound? Yeso 
Did DIM begin with the sewing machine sound? Yes. 
Di d DIVE begin with the sewing machine sound? Yes. 
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Did THIS begin with the sewing machine sound? No. THIS did not begin with 
the sewi ng machine sound. 
Here are some more words. Don't let me fool you~ Listen very carefully. 
DID SHUT DON DECK 
DID P DON, a nd Dl!X:K began with the sewing machine sound. SHUT did not begin 
with the sewing machine sound. 
Now we are going to play a new gameJ This game has pictures. I will say 
the names of the pictures. Some of the names of the pictures will begin with the 
sewing machine sound. Some of the names of the pictures will not begin with the 
sewing machine sounde You will have to listen very carefully to hear which words 
begin wi th the sewing machine sound. 
Instructions for Picture Work Sheet: 
(Pass out picture work sheet to each child for sound D.) 
I wi ll say the names of the pictures. Some of the pictures will begin with 
the sewing machine sound and some will hot. You will look at the pictures while 
I say thei r names. Put a marker on the pictures that begin with the sewing ma-
chine sound. Ready! 
DUCK 
Did DUCK begin wi th the sewing machine sound? Yes, it did. 
Here is another word. Listen carefully. 
DOLL 
Did DOLL begi n with the sewing machine sound? Be . sure you put a marker on it. 
Ready for the next wordl 
DOCTOR 
Di d DOCTOR begin with the sewing machine sound? Yes. Did you put a marker 
on it? Ready for the next word} 
'IHIMBLE 
Did THIMBLE begin with t~e sewing machine sound? No. You do not put a 
iiiBrker on THIMBLE because it does not begin with the sewing machine sound. 
Now I am going to say some more words. Remember to mark only the ones 
that begin with the sewing machine sound. ReadyJ 
DOOR 
DEER 
DAISY 
DISH 
DOUGHNUT 
DUTCH 
MONKEY 
DIME 
SHOE 
:OOG 
DONKEY 
TIME 
DESK 
NUT 
DIG 
DOLLAR" 
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Final D Sound 
"Now the sewing machine sound is going to come at the end of words. Can 
you listen very carefully so you will hear the sewing machine sound at the end 
of the words? Ready2 (Teacher says the following words emphasizing the ending 
sound~) 
RED SAND HIDE BLONDE 
Did you hear the sewing machine sound at the end of the words? Let's all 
say the words tha t end with the sewing machine sound. See if you feel your 
tongue tap the top of your mouth at the end of the words. Ready2 
RED SAND HIDE m.ONDE 
Did you feel your tongue tap the top of your mouth at the end of the words? 
Good 2 
Here are some more words that end with the sewing machine s ouni. Say them 
after me. Feel what your tongue does. 
SLIDE ROUND FRED S'roOD 
Good . What did your tongue do? Yes, it tapped the top of your mouth. 
You will have to listen very carefully to 
words will end with the sewing machine sound. 
with the sewing machine sound. 
the words I say. Some of the 
Some of the words will not end 
PROUD SAID GLASS 
Does PROUD end with the sewing machine sound? Yes. 
Does SAID end with the sewing machine sound? Yes. 
LAND 
Does GLASS end with the sewing machine sound? No. It does not end with 
the sewi ng machine sound. 
Does LAND end with the sewing machine sound? Yes. 
Here are same more words. ReadyJ 
HOOD NED LOAD 
HOODg NED, and LOAD end with the sewing machine sound. MILL did not end 
with the sewing machine sound. 
Instructions for Jicture Work Sheet: 
(Pass out picture work sheet to each child for final D.) 
Now we are going to play a game with pictures. I will say the names of 
the pictures. Some of the pictures will end with the sewing machine sound and 
some will not. You will look at the pictures while I say their names. Put a 
marker on the pictures that end with the sewing machine sound. Ready! Look 
at the pictures while I say their names. Put a marker on each one that ends 
with the sewing machine sound. 
BIRD 
Does BIRD end with the sewing machine sound? Yes. 
::, . 
Here i s another word. Listen carefullyJ 
BREAD 
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Does ~end with the sewing machine sound? Yes. ~rk it. Ready for 
the next word i 
HOUSE 
Does HOUSE end with the sewing mchine sound? No. HOUSE does not end with 
the sewing machine sound , so you do not put a marker on it. 
Here is another word. Ready3 
HAND 
Does HANDend with the sewing machine sound? Yes. Did you put a marker on it? 
Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only the ones that end 
with the sewing machine sound. 
SLED 
WOOD 
SPADE 
HEAD 
Poetry and Jingles: 
List of words to be 
dog 
duck 
doll 
desk 
door 
BED 
THREAD 
ROAD 
CART 
WADE 
CAP 
ROBE 
CARD 
Dickory, Dickory, Dock; 
The mouse ran up the clock 
The clock struck one, 
The mouse ran down. 
Dickory, Dickory, dock. 
Mother Goose 
Riddle 
The food I like is bread 
I don't sleep in a bed; 
I land on the sand when I want to stand 
And bob, bob, bob goes my head. 
VOCABULARY 
pictured for the .lni·ttl.al : D sound: 
dance doctor 
dish dump 
drink drum 
dig dress 
diamond dad 
CAMEL 
TOAD 
CLOUD 
YARD II 
(Initial) 
{Final) 
dry 
dot 
draw 
drive 
dollar 
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,ist of words to say for the initial D sound: 
drain dust dip deck 
down drip deep drill 
den drop dash dirt 
dull dear dark dive 
dent did dim damp 
.ist of words to be pictured for the final D sound: 
bed sand shade food 
sleci road fed band 
bread pond wed cold 
bird wood seed gold 
hand hood bead land 
,ist of' words to say for the final D sound: 
bud fade said pad 
need red paid tweed 
led raid bleed send 
sad card weed friend 
mud lad head crowd 
-.,-
10 
'0 
J l 
-
---

'IHE K SO'UND 
Initial K Sound 
These are suggested words for the teacher: 
•Let's pretend. Listen: K-k-k-k-k-kl What's all the noise about? 
h-hJ (Show picture of a s~uirrel.) 
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Chippy S~uirrel is angry and he is frightened. You would be too, if you 
·ere a little s~uirrel and you saw a hungry cat climbing up the tree to eat you. 
at is still climbing. Listen to Cb.ippy scold: "K;..k-k-k-k-kJ" 
(Said a little louder than before.) 
Up comes Cat. "K-k-k-k-k-k-k-k" gpes Chippy. "Get out of my treel" I 
:uess that frightened CatJ Cat fell .right out of the treeJ There goes Chippy 
.p to the top of the tree. He is still scolding. Listen.: "K-k-k-k-k-k-kl" 
Children with teacher.) 
She's still climbing up our tree. Let's scold some more. (Individual 
hilzien may be Cb.ippy S~uirrel and scold cat.) 
Listen while I make the s~uirrel sound: K-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k. Now all of 
ou make the s~uirrel sound. Notice how it feels like a coughing sound, in 
he back of your throato Let's make the s~uirrel sound and be sure you feel it 
n the back of your throat. (Teacher does with pupils. Pupils do it alone.) 
Now .I am going to say some words that begin with the s~uirrel sound. Listen 
or the s~uirrel sound in each word that I say. 
KID KICKBALL KIDNEY BFAN KIMJNA. 
Listen again for the s~uirrel sound in these words. 
EILTS KEYBOARD KE:I."l'LLDRUM KEY RING 
Did you hear the squirrel sound in each word that I said? Now I am going to 
ay some more words. This time you will have to listen very carefully because 
ome of the words will begin wi tht the s~uirrel sound and some will not. See 
f you ca~ tell me which ones begin with -the s ~uirrel sound and which ones do 
ot begin with the squirrel sound. Readyl 
Di'BERINE VANILIA . R;EEL KELP 
Did KA.THERINE begin w1 th the s~uirrel sound? Yes. 
Did VANILLA begin with the s~uirrel. sound? No, it did not. 
Did KEEL begin with the s~uirrel sound? Yes. 
Did KELP begin with the s~uirrel sound? Yes. 
I am going to say some more words. Listen care1"ully and tell me which words 
egin with the s~uirrel sound and which ones do not. 
KEROSENE KENNEL KICKOFF WOOL 
Did KEBOSENE begin with the s~uirrel sound? Yes. 
Did KENNl!L begin w1 th the s~uirrel sound? Yes. 
Did KICKOFF begin with the s~uirrel sound? Yes. 
Did WOOL begin with the s~uirrel sound? No, it did not. 
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Instructions for Pi cture Work Sheet s 
(Pass. out picture work sheet to each child for K soundg) 
I will say the names of the picturesc Some of the pictures Will begin with 
the s·quirrel sound and some will not. You will look at the p:i.ctures while I 
say t he i r names. Put a marker on the pictures that begin with the squirrel soundo 
Readyg 
KITTEN 
Did kit ten begi n with the squirrel sound? Yesp it did~ Put a marker on ito 
Here is ano t her wordo 
KING 
KING does begin with the squirrel soundP so you put a marker on ito 
( Check to s ee if the children are marking correctlyo) 
Raady f or the next word J 
COMB 
Di d COMB begin with the squirrel sound? Yes. Put a marker on ito Here 
is another wordo ReadyJ 
RABBIT 
RABBIT di d not begin with the squirrel sound pso do not put a marker on ito 
Now I will say some mor e wordso Remember to put a marker only on the ones 
that beg j.n wi t h the squirrel soundo Ready3 
cow 
CORN 
KEY 
CAP 
MOON 
VAN 
c~ 
KITE 
Fi nal lr Sound 
CUP 
COT 
COAT 
CABLE 
CAKE 
CASE 
GOAT 
TABLE" 
-Somet i mes we hear the squirrel sound at the end of words. Let's listen 
while I say t he names of th i ngs that end with the squirrel sound. Listen for 
the squirrel sound on the end of each word and say them after meo 
MILK KAYAK ROCK DICK . 
Di d you hear the squirrel sound at the end of each word? 
RJCK SHARK SHACK 
Now I am going to say some words that end with the squirrel sound ani so:rm 
that do na to See if you can tell me which ones end with the squirrel sound and 
ghich ones do not end with the squirrel sound. 
JACK STITCH INK SINK 
Does JACK end wit h the squirrel sound? Yes. 
Does STITCH end with the squirrel sound? No, it does not. 
Does INK end with the squirrel sound? 
Does SINK end with the squirrel sound? 
Yes. 
Yes. 
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I am going to say some more WJ rds. Some of them end with the squirrel 
sound and some do not. Listen carefully and see if you cen tell Which words 
end wi t h the squirrel sound and which ones do not. Ready! 
NOZZLE WINK DOCK DISK 
Does NOZZLE end with the squirrel sound? No, it does not. 
Does WINK end with the squirrel sound? Yes. 
Does DOCK end with the squirrel sound? Yes. 
Does DISK end with the squirrel sound? Yes. 
Instructions for ~cture Work Sheet: 
(Pass out picture work sheet to each child for final K sound.) 
I will say the names of the pictures. Some of the pictures will end w1 th 
the squi rrel sound a!rl some do not. You will look at the pictures while I say 
their names. Put a marker on the pictures that end with the squirrel sound. 
Ready3 
CAKE 
Did CAKE end with the squirrel sound? Yes, it did. Put a marker on it. 
~ere is another word. 
SOCK 
SOCK does end with the squirrel sound. Put a marker on it. (Check papers 
to see that children are marking correctly.) 
Ready for the next wordJ 
MILK 
Did MILK end with the squirrel sound? Yes. Put a marker on it. Here is 
mother word. ReadyJ 
LFAF 
LEAF did not end with the squirrel sound, so don't put a marker on it. 
Now I will say some mre words. Remember to put a nerker only on the ones 
;hat end with the squirrel sound. Ready! 
STICK 
BLOCK 
RAKE 
CLOCK 
l£SK 
TRACK 
TRUCK 
TACK 
SUN 
GARAGE 
LOCK 
FORT 
BOOK 
Dl!SK 
LOG 
FORK" 
Poetry and Jinglesg 
Can you hop like a rabbit? 
Can you jump like a rrog? 
Can you walk like a duck? 
Can you run like a dog? 
Can you fly like a bird? 
Can you swim like a rish? 
And be still, like a gpod child 
As still as you wish? l 
Tick, took, tick, took, · 
Merrily sings the clock; 
It as time for work, 
It vs time for play, 
So it sings throughout the day. 
Tick , took , tick, tock9 
Merrily sings the clock. 2 
VOCABULARY 
List of words to say for the initial K sound: 
cup 
coat 
col d 
corn 
cake 
List of words 
crown 
,, can 
cows 
cup 
cowboy 
List or words 
book 
look 
like 
lake 
wake 
List or words 
book 
duck 
trunk 
milk 
smoke 
cage color 
cough cover 
carrot coal 
card kitty 
eat kiss 
to be pictured ror the initial K sound~ 
carpet candy 
kitty kangaroo 
king crow ! 
car kite 
cap key 
to say for the final K sound: 
bake 
rock 
block 
duck 
clock 
to be pictured for the 
chick 
cake 
neck 
cock 
mask 
final 
tick 
took 
cock 
crack 
cluck 
K sound~ 
clock 
stick 
lake 
oak 
rake 
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(Initial) 
(Final) 
king 
couch 
count 
curl 
climb 
coal 
curl 
cage 
carrot 
cracker 
sick 
stick 
milk 
drink 
back 
1 Lucille Do Schoolfield, Better Speech and Better Reading, Expression Company, 
Magnolia, Massachusetts, 1951, p. 164. P 
2 Ibid., P• 194. 
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THE G SOUND 
Initial G Sound 
These are suggested words for the teacherg 
LetQs pretend it is a very hot day and we are out in the field for a 
picnic. MY2 How thirsty we arei Let 9s get a drink from the water jug. (Show 
lrawing of jug or real gallon jug.) Tip the jug and out oo mes some water into 
v-our cup (Name some child). "G-g-g-g-g." (Repeat several more times.) Let's 
?retend we each have a jug. Pbur a cup of .water and let's make the ~G-g-g-g-g" 
30und. Fi l l the cup$ Let Qs all make the water-jug sound. 
Now let Qs have one person pretend they are pouring wa.ter from the jug into 
i cup. (Choose one or two children who go to another child and make-believe 
they po ur water from the jug to the cup.) 
Li s t en a gain while I make the water jug sound, "G-g-g-g-g-g." Now you 
nake the water jug sound. Put your hand on your voice box. (Demonstrate) 
~eep your l i ps and teeth open a little. Tap the back of your tongue against 
~he soft part on top of your mouth. Make a coughing sound . like this: (TeaCher 
iemonstrate "g~g-g-g-g") Go ahead~ Did you feel something move? Good! 
[ow use your voice and .make the water jug sound like this; "g-g-g-g-g-g." 
:Teacher Wi t h children~ then children alone.) 
Let vs listen to these words. They are names of things the names of which 
)egin wit h the water jug sound. Listen for the water jug sound as I say each 
vord. 
GATE GIRL GOAT GOOSE 
Lis t en again for the water jug sound at the beginning of these words: 
GAME GOLF GA'IHER GOLD 
Now I am going to say four words. They are names of things. Listen for 
the wat er jug sound at the beginning of each word. Some of the words begin 
rii th the wa t er jug sound and some of the words do not begin with the water jug 
30und. ListenJ 
GIVE GRAPE NUMBER GASOLINE 
Good2 GIVE, GRAPE and GASOLINE began with the water jug sound. NUMBER 
lid not begin with the water jug sound. 
Listen again. 
GOBBLER DICK GORTI..IA GIGGLE 
Good2 GOBBLER~ GORILLA. and GOGGLES began with the water jug sound. DICK 
lid not begin with the water jug sound. 
Now we are going to play a game with some pictures. · I will say the name of 
~he pictures. Some of the names of the pictures will begin with the water jug 
;ound and some will not. You will have to listen very carefully because this 
~ime I wi ll not be able to help you. 
Instructions for Picture Work Sheet& 
(Pass out pi cture work sheet to each child for initial G.) 
I will say the names of the pictures. Some of the pictures will begin 
with the wat er jug sou.D.d and some will not. You will look at the pic-tures 
whil e I say the i r names. Put a marker on the pictures that begin with the 
wat er j ug sound. ReadyJ 
GUN 
Di d GUN begi n with the water jug sound? Yes, it did~ so you put your 
marker on it o 
Here i s another oneo Don gt let me fool you now. 
GA.TE 
GATE does end with the water jug sound. Put your marker on ito 
Here is another word. Ready9 
GOGGL:ES 
Did GOGGLJ!S begin wi t h the water jug sound? Yes. Put your marker on ito 
Ready for the next word? 
MrTT:EN 
MITTEN di d not begin with the water jug sound? DO not p.lt your marker 
on ito 
Now I 011 say some words and remember to put your marker only on the 
·'-!· 
ones that begin wi th the water jug sounds 
GUITAR GOLDFISH SCISSORS GUM 
GIRL CURL GO CART GIFI' 
GOOSE ROBIN GUARD GARAGE 
GAS GARBAGE CAN DOUGHNUT GHOST" 
Final G Sound 
"Sometimes we hear the water jug sound at the end of wordso Let's listen 
while .! say the names of things that end with the water jug sound. 
BRAG FAG SCRAG NAG 
Li s t en again for the water jug sound on the end. 
OOG ~G mG BRIG 
Now I am going to say some more wordso Listen for the water jug sound 
at the end of each word. Some of the words end with the water jug sound 
and some of t he words do not end with the water jug sound. ListenJ 
CLOG ZIG PLUG CORN 
Good J CLOG » ~G9 and PLUG had the water jug sound on the end. CORN 
did not end with the water jug sound. 
Li sten again for t he water jug sound at the end of these wordsg 
HUG MILK PEG RAG 
GoodJ HUG~ PEG ~ and RAG ended with the water jug sound. MILK did 
not end with the water jug sound. 
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Now we are going to play a game with some pictures. I will say the names 
of .th e pictureso Some of the names of the pictures Will end with the water 
jug sou.11.d and some will not. You will have to listen very carefully because 
this time I will not be able to help youo 
Instrue·tions for ~lcture Work Sheet~ 
(Pass out picture work sheet to each child for final G.) 
I will say the names of the pictures. Some of the pictures will end 
with the water jug s ound and some will not. You will look at the pictures 
while I say their nameso Put a marker on the p ictures that end with the water 
jug soundo Ready2 
RUG 
Di d RUG end wtth the water jug sound? YesP it did~ so you put your 
mrker on it. 
Here is another one. Donut let me fool you now. 
EGG 
EGG does end with the wat er jug sound. Put your nBrker on it. 
He:r'e i s another word. ReadyJ 
RAG 
D:i.d FLAG end wi t h the water jug sound "i' Yes. Put your marker on it. 
Ready for the next word "i' 
FISH 
FISH di d not end with the water jug soundp so you did not put a marker 
on ito 
Now IUll say some words and remember to put your marker only on the 
ones that end with the water jug sound. 
JUG 
BAG 
BUG 
DOG 
Poetry and Jingles~ 
PIG 
LID 
WIG 
CORN 
PICK 
MUD 
B\IL 
FROO 
"G" is the first sound we hear in "go P• 
In "gum" and "gas," and "gi g.fll 
It also . is heard at the end of a "'word, 
And this word must be "pig. • 
LOG. 
MUG 
DIG 
ICEBERG 
(Initial) 
Littl e girlp li.ttle gi r lp where have you been? 
Gat her i ng roses to give to t he queen. (Initial ) 
Li ttle girl p little girl~ what gave she you? 
She gave me a diamond as b i g a s my shoe. 1 
Jiggert y J'i g 2 
J'iggerty jig, jiggerty jigp 
J'ohnny Jumper is dancing a jig. 
J i ggerty 9 jiggerty jig. 
VOCAB'UL.ARY 
List of words to say for ini t i a l G soundg 
got; good-by guide 
go gas h geese 
get going gay 
guess gunman garbage 
good gang goblin 
List of wor ds to be pictures for the initial G soundg 
gun gi r l goldenrod 
goa t goose go cart 
garage gum glass 
gam~ gol dfish goggles 
gate guitar guard 
List of' words to say for final G soundg 
big drag rig 
p ug wag shag 
beg l ong gag 
dug sag hag 
f og hog lug 
List of words t o picture f or final G soundg 
dog log dig 
egg rug jug 
p ig flag mug 
bag frog bug 
rag l eg tug 
(Final) 
gobble 
gaze 
goody 
Gary 
gunboat 
garden 
gallop 
gift 
garter 
gutter 
jig 
keg 
prig 
jog 
lag 
fig 
tag 
hug 
peg 
wig 
1 Adapt ed from~ Pearl Lloyd~ Our First Speech Bookp Newson and Company, 
New York p 1942, p. 23. 
2 The f i rst part of a jingle i n Scott and Thompson 9 Talking Ti mep Webster 
Publishing Company 9 Atlanta 9 Georgia 9 1951, p. 149v 
prm·· 

'!HE M SOUND 
Ini tiel M Sound 
These are t he suggested words for the teacherg 
."Here vs a picture of one of your favor i te toys. (Show it.) What is it? 
It makes a sound when it i s going around, doesnvt it? It says, M-m-m-m-m. 
Shall we all repeat m=m~m~m=m-m. 
Now I want you to watch my mout h when I 9m the top. See how my top lip and 
bottom lip touch and all the sound goes up my nose? Try it. Does the sound roar 
i n your nose? (All do i t.) 
Listen very carefully whil e I say some words that begi n with the humming 
sound. Watch how my lips are toget her. Li sten carefully now. 
M\T M\Y ME M\P 
Di d you h ear the humming top sound ? Did you see my lips come together at 
the beginning? Let 9s all say t he words that begi n with the hurmning top sound. 
MlT Ml.Y ME M\P 
Here are some other words that begi n with the humming top sound. Say them 
after me. 
MIGHT MY MJST 
Di d you f eel the sound i n your nose? wasn vt that fun? 
Now you will have t o listen carefully to words that I am going to say. 
Some of the words will begi n with t he hummi ng sound and some of them do not 
begin wH;h the humming sound. 
MORE MAKE CALL MOUm 
MORE , MlKE and MOU'IH begi n with the humming sound. CALL did not begin with 
the humming sound. Here are some more words. Listen very carefully. 
MFAN MINE . TABLE MILL 
MElN » MINE and MILL all beg,an with t he humming top sound. TlBLE did not 
begin with the humming top sound. 
Now we are going t o play a game with pi ctures. I will say the names of 
the pictures. Some of the names of the pictures wi ll begin with the humming 
top sound and some will not. You will have t o listen very carefully because 
this t ime I will not be able to help you. So l isten carefully. 
Instructions for the Pi cture Work Sheet~ 
(Pass out picture work sheet to each child for ini tial M.) 
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Look at the pict ures on your paper while I say their names. Put a marker 
1n only the pi ctures that begin with the humming top sound. Ready1 
MOUSE 
Did MOUSE begi n with the humming sound? Yes, put a marker on it. 
:ere i s another word. Don't let me fool you now. 
M\N 
~ does begi n wi th the humming sound so you put a marker on it. (Cl:e ck 
,apers t o see that chil dren are marking correctly.) 
Ready for the next word? 
M\TCH 
Di d ~TCH begin with the humming sound? Yes. Put a mrker on it. 
ere is another word. Ready? 
SAW 
SAW d i d not begi n with the humming sound, so you did not put a marker on it. 
Now I 9ll say some words and remember to put a marker on only the ones that 
egin wi th the humming sound. ReadyJ 
MILK 
MITTEN 
MOP 
MO'lHER 
LFAF 
MONREY 
BUNNY 
MAIL 
Final M Sound 
MUFF 
MILKMAN 
MONEY 
NAIL 
MOON 
RAKE 
MlR:stl!S 
MIRROR" 
"Now our hummi ng t op sound is going to come at the end of some words • 
. emember how r my top l ip and bottom lip touch and all the sound goes up my nose? 
Listen very ca r efully while I say some words 
ound. Wa t ch how my l i ps are together. Listen3 
n the f ol lowi ng words .) 
DIM SEEM 
t hat end with the hunming top 
(Emphasize the ending sound 
HUM NAME 
Did you hear the humming sound? Did you see my tm lips come together at 
ne end . Let as all sa y the words that end with the humming sound. 
DIM SEEM HUM NAME 
Her e are some other words that end with the humming top sound. Say them 
f'ter me . 
SOME CAME HAM PLUM 
Did you feel the sound in your nose? Fun, wasn 9 t it? 
Now you will have to l i sten very carefully to words t~at I am going to say. 
ome of t he words end with the humming sound and some do not end with the humming 
ound. 
HOME COME DUCK HIM 
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HOME ~ COME ~ and HIM end wit h t he hurrnning top sound. DUCK did not end 
L t h a hummi ng sound. 
Here are some more words. Li sten very carefully. 
LAME FROM CAT 'ffiEM 
Fi ne. LAME ~ FROM» and THEM all end with the humming top sound. CAT did 
Now we are goi ng to pl ay a game with some pictures. I will say the names 
• the piot ur es . Some of t he names of the pictures will end with the humming 
'P sound and some wi l l not. You will have to listen very carefully because 
1i s t i me I will not be able to help youo 
1struct i ons for Picture Work Sheet g 
?ass out picture work sheet to each child for final Mo) 
Look at t he pi ct ures on your paper while I say their names. Put a marker 
1 only the pi ctures that end with the humming top sounde ReadyJ 
BROOM 
Di d BROOM end with t he hummi ng top sound? Yes 9 it did. Put a marker on it. 
~re i s anot her word. 
DRUM 
DRUM do es e:n,d wi t h the hummi ng souni 9 so you put a marker on it. (Check papers. ) 
'ady for t he n ext word? 
ROOF 
ROOF di d not end wi th the humming top sound » so you did not put a marker on 
Here i s anot her word. Ready? 
JAM 
Did JAM end wi t h the hummi ng top sound? Yes. Did you put a marker on it? 
Now I Qll say some words and remember to put a marker on only the ones that 
1d wit h t he humming sound. Ready? 
'IHUMB 
ROOM 
LAMB 
TIME 
WELL 
DIME 
lAMP 
GUN 
FARM 
LADDER 
BOMB 
GUM 
letry and J i ngles g 
Three Littl e Kittens 
Thr ee l i ttl e kittens put on their mittens 
To eat thei r Chr i stmas pi e 
Meow • •• •• ~OWo o ooMeow 
To eat t he i r Chri s t mas p i e. 
SWIM 
WORM 
ARM 
LIMB" 
lst of words 
make 
mat ch 
mash 
melt 
mew-mew 
.st of words 
man 
mouse 
map 
mirror 
mail 
.st of words 
some 
roam 
crumb 
name 
seem 
Three little kittens they lost their mittens 
And they began to cry 
Meow.ooooMeow.ooooMeow 
And they began to cry. 
You naughty kittens, go find those mittens 
Or you shall have no pie 
:Meow o • o o • o Meow. o o o o Meow 
Or you shall have no pie. (Initial) 
The three little kittens they found their mittens 
Now we can have some pie 
Meow- oo.MeOWooooMeow 
Now we can have some pie. 
A. Silly Dream 
In my dream I saw a farm 
With a stream made of ice cream (Final) 
A great bi g ham all covered with jam 
And a IOOther lamb calling •Sam~ Sal;u» sam.• 
M:l.ry milked the cow one day 
Early in the month of M9.y (Initial) 
Said Mary in her dress of silk 
•When I am f i nished I 011 drink this milk.~ 
VOCABULARY 
to say for the initial M sounds 
much mile mow 
mud mob must 
music molasses mosquito 
mad moo-mOO mui"f 
mill morning me 
to picture for initial M soundg 
milk moth mix 
march meal mop 
meat marry mouth 
monkey mother mountain 
moon money mustache 
to say for the final M soundg 
blame foam team 
come him stream 
hem hum stean 
from fame strum 
dream gleam stem 
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is t of words to picture for j final .i M sound g 
jam warm frame limb 
gum. home comb beam 
ham lamb cream broom 
farm arm drum bomb 
pl um. game trim room 
---
~ 
-
...... 
-
-
.~· l -~ 
-diM 
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THE FINAL NG SOUND 
These are the suggested words for the teacher: 
~Listen to the big bell ringing in the church steeple. It is calling all 
he people to church. It says ng-ng-ng-ng-ng. Let's all make the bell sound 
:>gat her. 
Letas all make believe we are bells. Let's all say Ng-ng-ng-ng. Our 
lps and teeth are slightly parted and the tip of our tongue is behind our 
:>wer teeth. We hump our tongue against the roo f of our mouth and make the 
)und come out our nose. It sounds as if we were humming. Let's all say ng-
~-ng=ng~ng, just like the bell sound. (Teacher and children together.) 
Sometimes we use the bell sound when we say words. Listen to the bell 
)und at the ends of these words. 
SING LOOKING THING BANG 
Listen to the bell sound in these words. 
SANG RANG BUiG HANG 
Now I am going to say some more words. Some of the words end with the bell 
'und and some of the words do not end with the bell sound. ListenZ 
ASKING LOOKING PEEPING WASH 
ASKING, LOOKING, and PEEPING end with the bell sotind. WASH did not end 
lth the bell sound. Listen again to some more words that end with the bell 
lundo 
RAINING CALLING FALL PICKING 
RAINING, CALLING, and PICKING did end with the bell sound. FALL did 
lt end wi th the bell sound. 
Now we are going to play a game with pictures. I Will say the names of 
1e pictures. Some of the names of the pictures will end with the bell sound 
m some will not. You will have to listen very carefully because I am not 
>ing to help you. 
lstructions for Picture Work Sheet: 
~ss out picture work sheet to each child for final NG) 
Look a.t the pictures on your paper while I say their names. Put a mrker 
L only the pictures that end with the bell sound. ReadyZ 
BUILDING 
Did BUILDING end with the bell sound? Yes, it did, so you put a mrker 
L ito 
Here is another word. 
PLAYING 
3'7 
PrAYING does end with · the bell sound, so you shoUld put a marker on it. 
Jheck papers to see that children are marking correctly.) 
Ready for the next word. 
DUCK 
DUCK does not end with the bell round, so you do not put a marker on it. 
Here is another word. Ready1 
WING 
WING does end with the bell sound, so you should put a marker on it. -
Now I will say some more words. Remember to put a marker on the ones 
1at end with the bell sound. ReadyJ 
J:UMI?ING 
FISHING 
SAILING 
IITNG 
RONNING 
MlUTH 
SINGING 
RIM 
ENITI'ING 
STOCKING 
SWING . 
RING 
>etry and Jinglesg 
lst of words 
sing 
ring 
rang 
sang 
bang 
let of words 
fishing 
jumping 
sleeping 
rtm.ning 
helping 
As I was going e.long, long, long, 
A singing a comical song, song, song, 
The way that r went vias so long, long, long, 
And the song that I sang was so long, 
And the song that I sang was so long, long,long, 
And so r went singing along. 
to say for the final NG sound: 
hang talking 
thing along 
playing 
.. , bing 
asking laughing 
saying hearing 
to picture for the final NG sound. 
raining picking 
painting falling 
peeping holding 
creeping kneeling 
calling dropping 
NUl' 
SKATING 
SWIM 
miNTING-
(Final) 
steering 
dumping 
romping 
working 
hung 
stopping 
looking 
drinking 
peeling 
raking 
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THE N SOUND 
Initial N Sound 
These are suggested words for the teacher~ 
"Let vs pretend! One night while sitting out on the porch, we heard a 
unny noise. I t said "n- n-n-n-n." What is that? "OuchJ A mosquito just 
i :t: me J"' Close your eyes and listen while I make the mosquito sound, 
~n=n-n=n=n. Let 9s listen once again~ .,N-n-n-n-n-n-n-n." Did you feel 
hat mosqui to bi te you? 
Now pretend you are the mosquito singing your song. N.,.n-n-n-n-n-n-n. 
Do as a group or choose some one child who makes the mosquito sound. 
Leta s al l be mosquitos again. Listen while I make the mosquito sound. 
N-n- n- n =n- n- n=n." Put your tongue on the top of your mouth in back of your 
pper teeth and make the mosquito sound in your nose. Be sure your lips 
nd your teeth are a little way apart. (Teacher do with pupils then pupils 
o alone. ) 
Now I am going to say some words that begin with the mosquito sound. 
lsten for the mosquito sound in each word that I say. 
NASH NANCY NANNY GOAT NECKLACE 
Li s t en aga i n for the mosquito sound. 
NOZZLE NIGHTCAP NOSEGAY NUTCRACKER 
Di d yo u hear the mosqui to sound in each word that I said? Now I am going 
o say some more words. This time you will have to listen very carefully 
ecause some of the words will begin With the mos~qui to sound and some will 
ot. See if you can tell me which ones begin with the mosquito sound and 
hich ones do not begin with the mosquito sound. 
NAPTHA WAX NIPPERS NU'I'M:I!X} 
Di d NAP~ begin with the mosquito sound? Yes. 
Di d WAX begin with the mosquito sound? No, it did not. 
Di d NIPPERS begin with the mosquito sound? Yes. 
Did NUTMEG begi n with the mosquito sound? Yes. 
I am going to say some more words. 
~gin with t he mosquito soundg 
Listen carefully and tell me which words 
RID NASTURTIUM NORTH 
Did KID begin with the mosquito sound? No, it did not. 
Did NASTURTIUM begin with the mosquito sound? Yes. 
Did NORTH begin with the mosquito sound? Yes. 
Did NEIGHBOR begin with the mosquito sound? Yes. 
Lstruct i ons for Pi cture Work Sheetz 
?ass out picture work sheet to each child for ini tiel N. ) 
NEIGHBOR 
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Look at the pictures on your paper while I say their names. Put a marker 
'n only the pic tures that begin with the mosquito sound: N-n-n. Ready! 
NUT 
Did NUT begin with the mosquito sound? Yes, it dido So we put a marker 
)n it o 
NEIDLE 
NEEDLE does begin with the mosquito sound, so you put a marker on it. 
(Check papers to see that children are marking correctly.) 
Ready for the next wordJ 
SHELL 
SHELL d i d not begin with the mosquito sound, so you did not put a marker 
)ll i t o 
k>odJ 
Here is another word. ReadyJ 
NOSE 
Did NOSE begi n with the mosquito sound? Yes. Did you put a marker on it? 
Now I will say some more words. Remember to put a marker on ones that 
)egin with the mosquito sound only. Ready! 
NEST 
NET 
NINE 
NAJL 
NUMBERS 
NORSE 
NIGHTGOWN 
MAn. 
PAW 
NEWSPJ\lllm 
DUNE 
NOTES 
Final N Sound 
NICKEL 
LADDER 
NOON 
NECKTIE 
Sometimes we hear the mosquito sound at the end of words. Let's listen 
vhile I say the names of things that end with the mosquito sound. · Listen 
~or the mosquito sound at the end of these words and say them after me. 
CORN RAIN CAN SPOON 
Did you hear the mosquito sound at the end of each word? Here are some 
oore words that end with the mosquito sound. Say them after me. 
CLOWN ACORN FAWN MAN 
Now I am going to say some words that end with the mosquito sound and some 
~hat do no t . See if you can tell me which ones end with the mosquito sound and 
~hich ones do not end with the mosquito sound. 
FERN WOODCHUCK DAN PECAN 
Does FERN end with the mosquito sound? Yes. 
Does WOODCHUCK end with the mosquito sound? No, it does not. 
Does DAN end with the mosquito sound? Yes. 
Does PECAN end with the mosquito sound? Yes. 
4 J 
I am going to say some more words. Some of them end with the mosquito 
ound and some do not. Listen carefully and see if you can tell which words 
nd wi th the mosquito sound and which ones do not. ReadyJ 
STO~~ BEAN BALLOON WOOL 
Does STONE end with the mosquito sound? Yes. 
Does BEAN end with the mosquito sound? Yes. 
Does BALLOON end with the mosqui to sound? Yes. 
Does WOOL end with the mosquito sound? No, it does not. 
nstructions for Picture Work Sheetg 
Pass out picture work sheet to each child for final N.) 
Look at the pictures on your paper while I say their names. Put a marker 
~only t he pictures that end with the top sound. N=n-n. ReadyJ 
BARN 
Di d BARN end wit h the mosquito sound? Yes, it did. So we will put a 
1rker on it . Here is another word. 
PUMPKIN 
PUMPKIN does end with the mosquito sound, so you should put a marker on it. 
'heck papers to see t hat children are marking correctly.) 
.. 
>OdJ 
Ready for the next word2 
WITCH 
WITCH d i d not end with the mosquito sound v so you did not put a marker on 
Here i.s anot:her word. Ready3 
SUN 
Did SUN end wi th the mosquito sound? Yes » did you put a marker on it? 
Now I will say some more words. Remember to put a marker on ones that 
td with the mosquito sound only. ReadyJ 
WAGON 
CROWN 
MOON 
PIN 
>etry a nd J i ngles g 
HORN 
GUN 
FA II. 
LEMON 
CRAYON 
FAN 
PANE 
COMB 
Nora , Nancy and Naughty Nit 
All went on the porch to sit. 
Now Nora sat and Nancy knit 
And nobody nodded to Naughty Nit. 
PIG 
SEAL 
MITTEN 
CONEDQ 
(Initial) 
"~ is the first sound we hear in "neck,~ 
In "Nick" and "Natalie" and "Nan.'! 
It also is heard at the end of a word. 
The word I 911 say i s "man.• 1 
See=saw sacradown, 
Which is the way to London town? 
One foot up, the -other foot down, 
The t is the waY' to London town. 2 
VOCABULARY 
~ist of words t o say for the initial N soundg 
no t nowhere Nancy 
now new Nick 
no near neighbor 
news never neck 
name noon naughty 
.ist of words t o picture for the initi al N soundg 
needle newspaper nail 
number night nickel 
nest note nine 
nose nurse necktie 
net nut napkin 
.ist of words to say for the f i nal N sound g 
down fun bean 
Susan br own children 
in soon man 
ran cane pan 
on s t one spoon 
.ist of words to picture for the fina l N soundg 
can hen moon 
run balloon wagon 
trai n ch:i,::ken crayon 
ki tten pumpkin crown 
barn sun gun 
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(Ini tial) 
(Final) 
{Final) 
:p.ap 
next 
need 
neat 
noise 
nipple 
nutcracker 
necklace 
nightdress 
notebook 
rain 
clown 
acorn 
fawn 
pen 
fan 
mitten 
pin 
lemon 
corn 
Adapt ed from j ingle in Me Pearl Lloyd, Our First Speech Book, New York, 
ewson and Company, 1942 , p. 23. 
" Taken from One Thousand Peoms for Children, Selected and arranged by 
lizabet h Hough Sechr i s t 9 Philadelphi a, Necrae-Smith Company, 1946, p. 75. 
1 < 3 
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THE W SOUND 
Initial W Sound 
These are the suggested words for the teacherg 
"Let 0 s pretend we are visiting a dog kennel --
all kinds of dogs for sale. We want to buy a dog. 
these dogs make3 Let 0s listen. That one has a bi g 
each vo i ce.) 
a place where they keep 
MY2 What a lot of noise 
voice. (Demonstrate 
"Wuh=wuh-wuh2" That one has a middle-sized voice. "Wuh-wuh-wuh." 
And that one has a little voice. ~wuh~wuh-wuh." I like the one with the 
middl e -sized "Wuh-wuh-wuh. " And I like the one with the little "wuh-wuh-
wuh. " . All sorts of voices3 . (Demonstrate all three voices again.) 
Which voice d i d you like the best? you may show us with your voice 
how your dog t alked. 
(Let individual children demonstrate the voice o:f the dog they liked best. 
Let group demons trate how all the dogs sounded as they were all barking at 
the kennel . ) 
Li sten again while I make the dog sound-~~"Wuh-wuh-wuh." (Said in a 
normal tone.) Now you make the dog sound. Feel how round your lips are 
as you make the dog sound. (Teacher does with pupils~ then pupils do alone.) 
Now I am going to say some words tba t begin with the dog. sound. List en 
for the dog sound in each word that I say and say them after me. 
WALK WAX WALRUS WINK 
List en again for the dog sound in these words and say them a:fter me. 
WAITER WAITRE3S WATERBUG WFASl!L 
Now I am going to say some more words. This time you will have to 
listen very carefully because some of the words will begin with the dog 
sound and some will not. See if you can tell me which ones begin with the 
dog sound and which ones do not begin with the dog sound. Ready. 
WOODCHUCK WARBLER SINK WAMPOM BELT 
GoodJ' WOODCHUCK, WARBLER and WAMPUM BELT began with the dog sound. 
SINK did not begin with the dog sound. 
Listen again. Don 9 t let me fool you. 
WOOL Kerosene WINTER WARRIOR 
GoodJ WOOL , WINTER, and WARRIOR began with the dog sound. KEROSENE 
did not begin with the dog sound. 
Instructions for Picture Work Sheet g 
(Pass out picture work sheet to each child for ini tiel W.) 
Look a t t he pi ctures on your paper while I say thei r nameso Put a 
ma rker on only t he pictures tha t begi n with the dog soundo •wo• ReadyJ 
WINDMILL 
Di d WINDMILL begi n with the dog sound? Yes 9 it dido So put a marker 
on it o 
Here i s ano t her word o 
WAGON 
WAGON does begin wi th t he dog sound» so you should have put a marker on 
i t o (Check paper s to s ee that children are marking correctlyo 
Ready f or the next word 2 
WORM 
Di d WORM begi n with t he dog sound? Yes o Did you put a marker on ito 
Good 2 
Here is another wordo Ready2 
SHOE 
SHOE di d no t begin wit h the dog souild 9 so you did not put a marker on 
Now I will say some more words o Remember to put a mrker on only the 
ones that begin wi t h the dog sound o ReadyJ 
WITCH 
WASH 
WOLF 
WALLET 
Poetry and Jingles~ 
WAND LA.CE 
WAU. M)NEY 
RUN ONE 
WALNUT WOOF 
The puppy dog 9s tai l 
Went wig ~ wig, wago 
And his mouth went~ 
•Woof ~ woof , woof J" 
He wa gged and he woofed 
And he woofed and he wagged 
At a little white cat 
On the roofo 1 
WINDOW 
WELL 
WA.TCH 
HOOF'' 
(Initial) 
•ww is the first sound we hear in ~walk," 
. In "we" and "went " and "wowo" 
I t a l so is heard at the . end of a word , 
The word I 9l l say i s "nowo" 2 
(Initial) 
1 Mo Pearl Ll oyd 9 Our Firs t Speech Book , Newson & Company~ New York, 1942, 
Po 16o 
2 Ibi d o 9 Po 23o 
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Words to say for initial W sound: 
we wax will wait 
wag work wax wet 
water went winter wash 
wish want war way 
wind with warm wedding 
Words to pi ctures for the i nitial W sound: 
weed wagon wall wave 
window worm woman wade 
walk witch watch · wire 
wink wand wallet washrag 
windmill washing wood wastebasket 

THE L SOUND 
Initial L Sound 
Suggested words for the teacher: 
~Listen to a song I am going to singo Some of you may know it. 
Here we go looby lao 
Here we go looby la 
Here we go looby loo 
All on a Saturday Nighto 
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Let 9 s all sing the song togethero (T~acher and class repeat song.) 
Listen to the funny words in the song: 
Looby-loo , looby-la 
You say them with me. 
Looby-loo, looby-la 
Did you feel your tongue moving when you said the funny words? We 
put the tip of our tongue on the little ridge behind our teeth. The sound 
comes out over the side of our tongueo Put your tongue behind your ridge 
and say lao , lao , loa, lao , loa with meo 
Sometimes we say real words that begin with the same sound as looby-
lOOo Li sten to the way these words begino 
LOOK LI'l"I'LE LIKE LIVE 
Li sten to some more words that begin like looby-looo 
LET LOST LAST LAUGH 
Now I am going to say some more words. Some of the words begin like 
looby=looo Some of the words do not begin like looby-loo. Listen] 
LEIDN I..AKE3 LILACS 'roP 
Good2 LEMON , LAKES, and LILACS begin like looby-loo. TOP did not begin 
like looby~looo 
Listen again to some more words that begin like looby -loo. 
LOST LOOK DRAIN LEARN 
Goodl LOST, LOOK, and LFARN did begin like looby-loo. DRAIN did not 
begin like looby-looo 
Now we are going to play a game with some pictures. Twill say the 
names of the pictureso Some of the names of the pictures will begin like 
looby-loo and some will noto You will have to listen carefully because I 
~ not going to help youo 
~ --
Instruction f or Picture Work Sheet~ 
(Pass out pi cture work sheet to each child for initial Lo) 
Look a t t he pi ctures on your paper while I say their nameso Put a 
marker on onl y the pictures that begi n like looby~looo Ready3 
LAMB 
Di d LAMB begi n like looby- loo? Yes, it dido Put a marker on ito 
Here i s another wordo 
LETTER 
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LETTER does begin like looby- loo 9 so you should have put a marker on ito 
(Check paper s to see that children are marking correctlyo) 
Read y for the next rowo 
NAIL 
NAIL does not begin like looby- loop so you do not put a marker on it. 
Here i s anot her word o ReadyJ 
LI FS 
LIFS does begin like looby=looP so you should put a marker on ito 
Now I will say some more wordso Remanber to put a marker on the ones 
that begi n l i ke looby- looo ReadyJ 
LAF 
LETTUCE 
LEGS 
LINE 
LILY 
RADIO 
YARD 
LOCK 
LAMP 
LIGHT 
LARD 
ROCK 
Final L Sound 
VASE 
LADDER 
LUNCH 
LOLLYFOP" 
~sometimes we say words that end the way looby-loo beginso (Teacher 
emphas i ze t he placement of tongueo) Listen to these wordso 
HILL RULE THRILL MlLL 
Li sten to some more words that end the same wayo 
FILL SELL FELL DRILL 
Now 9 I am goi ng to say some more wordso Some of the words end like 
HILL and RULEo Some of the words do noto ListenJ 
PULL HALL STORY BILL 
Good J PULL, 
end like HILL and 
RULEo 
TELL 
HALL and BILL did end like HILL and RULEo STORY d:id not 
RULEo Listen to some more words that end like HILL and 
BOOK sn.L BOWL 
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GoodS TELL, SILL and BOWL did end like HILL and RULE. BOOK did not end 
like Hn:.L and RULE. 
Now we are going to play a game with some pictures. I will say the names 
of the pi ctures. Some of the names of the pictures will end like HILL and 
RULE and some wi ll not. You will have to l i s t en carefully. 
Instructions for Picture Work Sheet . 
(Pass out picture work sheet to each child for final L.) 
Look at the pictures on your paper while I say ·their names. Put a IIB rker 
on only the pict ures tha t end like HILL and JUJLEo ReadyJ 
\'fELL 
Did WELL end l i ke HILL and RULE? Yes , it did. So you put a marker on it. 
Here is another word o 
BALL 
BALL does end like HILL and RULE so you should put a marker on it. 
(Che ck papers t o see that children are marking correctly.) 
Ready for the next wordo 
RING 
RING does no t end like HILL and RULE ~ so you do ~ put a marker on it. 
Here i s anot her word. 
WHALE 
WHALE does end like HILL and RULE, so you put a marker on it. 
Now I will say some more words. Remember to put a marker 
end like HILL and RULE. 
SHELL 
SCALE 
SAIL 
.APH..E 
Poetry and ~inglesg 
PAIL DOLL 
MILK FASl!I. 
OWL HOUR. · 
RAIN RAIL 
Little Etta Lollipop 
In bright yellow clothes, 
The better you like her 
The smaller she growso 
London Bridge is falling down 
Falling down , Falling down 
London Bridge is falling down 
My" fair ladyo 1 
on ones 
SCARF 
ROLL 
SHOv:EL 
BELL" 
1 Mbther Goose 9 Giant ~unior Classics , Books Inc., New York, 1946. 
that 
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VOCABULARY 
Li s t of words to say f or the initial L s ound ~ 
lady lamb lily laugh 
l eaf' lunch lay l eg 
light ladder lake lip 
lion lantern leave l og 
loaf l esson like l ift 
List of words t o be p i ctured f or the i n i t ial L sound Q 
leaf log light l i d 
lion lady l i f t letter 
l oaf lake lunch l awn 
l amb l i p land l amp 
l eg laugh l ock l ap 
Li s t of wor ds to say for the final L sound g 
ball owl puzzl e apple 
bell t able wel l purple 
s chool eagle hill puzzl e 
girl turtle cradle bowl 
oil bottle bubbl e f i ddle 
List of wor ds to picture for the final L sound g 
bal l gi rl tabl e bot tle 
well oil eagle puzzle 
h:tll owl appl e bell 
pull cr adl e purpl e bowl 
school bubbl e turtle fiddle 
. i 
.' 
/ 
J • · 
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THE R SOUND 
Initi al R Sound 
Suggested words for the teacher~ 
(Show a p icture of a planeo) 
"Have you ever had a ride i n an airplane, or visited an airport? Even 
·if you haven 9 t ~ Pm sure you have seen one of these. When this fellow 
starts up he says, r=r-r -r-r-ro Let 9s pretend we are airplanes starting Upo 
(Repeat r-r- r -r-ro) 
Now I want you to l i sten as I tell you where my tongue is while I 9m 
playi ng airplaneo The sides of my tongue touch my top teeth on both sides 
and t he tip of my tongue is poin t ed up and a little forwardo Let 9s try it 
and you t ell me where your t ongue iso Remembero Keep your mouth half 
smilingo (Al l do it o) 
Listen very carefullyo I am going to say some words that begin with 
the a i rpl ane soundo watch my mouth tooo 
RUB RAN RED RIGHT 
Di d you hear the a irplane sound ? Did you see mv mouth open and half 
smiling? Let 9s al l say the words beginning wi t h the airplane sounde 
RUB BAN RID RIGHT 
Here are some ot her words that begin with the airplane soundo Say 
them aft er meo 
RAIN ROB ROOM RACE 
Di d your mouth do the same t hi ng as mine? Fun ~ wasn 9 t i t ? 
Now you will have to listen very carefully to the words I 9m going to 
say. Some of t he words begi n wi th t he ail~lane sound and some do not begin 
with t he a i rplane sound. 
RIDE ~ PUPPY RIB 
Fi ne. RIDE, READ, and RIB do begin with the airplane sound. PUPPY 
iid not begin wi t h the airplane sound. 
Here are some more words o 
RON ROUND 
Lis t en very carefullyo 
OOAT 
RUN, ROUND, and WRAP all began with the airplane sound o COAT did not o 
Now we are going to play a game >vith some pi ctures. I Will say the names 
lf the pi ctures. Some of the naDB s of the pictures will begin with the a:ir-
~ane sound and some wi ll na t o You will have to listen very carefully because 
;his t i me I wi ll not be abl e to help you. 
~structions for Picture Work Sheet & 
(Pass out pict ure work sheet to each child for initial Ro) 
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Look at the pictures on your paper while I say their nameso Put a marker 
on only t he pictures that begin with the airplane soundo ReadyJ 
RAT'JI.E 
Di d RA.T'JI.E begin with the airplane sound? Yes, put a marker on it. 
Here is another wordo Don't let me fool you nowo 
ROPE 
ROPE does begin with the airplane sound, so yo.u will put a mrker on 
ito (Check papers to see if the children ar~ marking correctlyo) 
Ready for the next word! 
RUG 
Di d RUG begin with the airplane sound? Yes.. Did you put a marker on 
it? Fi neo 
Here is another wordo Ready? 
PIPE 
PIPE did not begin with the airplane sound, so you do not put a marker 
on it .. 
Now I 9ll say some words, and remember only to put a marker on a word 
that begi ns with the airplane soundo Ready3 
RADIO 
RUBBERS 
ROOSTER 
ROBIN 
VALENTINE 
ROBE 
WRFATH 
RING 
ROOF 
BABBIT 
LAKE 
WING 
REINDEER 
K!TE 
RAKE 
ROSE" 
Poetry and J i ngl esg 
C.ist of words to 
rug 
ring 
rake 
road 
rose 
Rooster 1 
Every day the rooster crows r-r-r-r-r-r 
As he stretches on his toes r-r-r-r-r-r 
He flaps his wings and shakes his head r-r-r-r-r-r 
And he says wGet up, you sleepy head" r-r-r-r-r-r 
VOCABULARY 
picture for the initial R sound: 
rope reindeer river 
roof rattle wreath 
radio rain roo star 
rabbit rat rubbers 
robin rock robe 
l Scott and Thompson, Talking Time, Webster Publishing Coo, Atlanta, Ga., 1951, 
Do 87 o 
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List ot: words to say for t he initial R sound~ 
r ip rag ruler ribbon 
run rail rent rice 
ride round report rich 
red raid rest rob 
roll rainbow root row 
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'IRE H SOUND 
Ini t i al H Sound 
Suggested words for the teacherg 
(Show picture of dog. ) 
~Thi s dog 9 s nBme is Spoto One day Spot fel t very frisky. He ran and 
ran and ran. Soon$ he was a long way from .home. Spot thought to himself, 
~I 9m hungry. I guess I 9l l go home and eat." So he ran and jumped all the 
way home . When he got home~ he was so tired he couldn 9t eat. All Spot 
could do was lie down and pant very fast like this~ H- h-h-h-h. 
Let 9s all be Spot and make t he tired dog sound. H- h-h-h-h-h. Wasn 9 t 
tha t fun2 You sounded just like tired dogs. 
Let 9 s be dogs a gain. This time we will make believe that we saw a cat 
and chased and chased and chased it until it ran up a tree. How do we feel 
now? Oh v how t i red we are2 Let 9s all make the tired dog sound. H~h-h-h-h. 
That was fun2 
Now we are going to play another ~me2 Open your mouths like this. 
(Show how mouths should be open. ) 
Now ws 911 be dogs and make the t i red dog sound. H-h-h-h-h-h. Did you 
feel a puff of breath through your open mouth~ 
Put your hand in front of your mouth as you make the tired dog sound. 
(Show how hand should be held in front of mouth.) 
See i f yo u feel little puffs of breath against your hand when you make 
the t i red dog sound. H=h=h=h-h=h. Did you feel it'? 
Come on . Let 9 s do it again. Be sure your mouth is open. Hold your 
nand up to fe el the little puffs of breat h. H- h=h-h-h. 
Here is a new game. You will have to listen very carefully. I am going 
to say some words that begin with the tired dog sound. Watch how my mouth 
ls open to make the tir ed dog sound. Now listen carefully to hear words that 
begin with the tired dog sound. {Say the following words $ emphasizing the 
)eginning soundg) 
HOME HEJ!L H::ffi HIDE 
Did you hear the tired dog sound'? Did you see how I open my mouth to 
Jay words that begi n with the tired dog sound'? 
Let 9s all say the words that begin with the tired dog sound. Is your 
1outh open? 
HOME HE]I. HER HIDE 
Here are some other words that begin with the tired dog sound. Say 
ihem after me. Hold your hand in front of your mouth to feel the puff of 
>reath. ReadyJ 
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HOOK HIM HUNT HEM 
Wasn 9 t that fun2 
Can you listen very carefully to the words I say? Some of the wa.-ds 
begin with the tired dog sound. Some of the words do not beginwiththe tired 
dog sound. 
Watch my mouth to see if it is open for words that begin with the tired 
ilog sound. 
HOLD HAVE BOY HALL 
HOLD$ HAVE, and HALL begin with the tired dog sound. BOY did not begin 
with the tired dog sound. 
Here are some more words. Don 9 t let me fool you. Ready! 
HOT HURT HOLE GATE 
HOT~ HURT, and HOLE begin with the tired dog sound. GATE did not begin 
with the tired dog sound. 
Instructions for Picture Work Sheet~ 
(Fas s out picture work sheet to each child for sound H.) 
I will say the names of the pictures. Some of the pictures will begin 
~ith the tired dog sound and some will not. You will look at the pictures 
mile I say their names. Put a marker on the pictures that begin with the 
~ired dog sound. Ready. 
HAND 
Di d HAND begin with the tired dog sound? Yes, it did. Put a marker 
>n it. 
Here is another worde Don 9 t let me fool you now! 
HAIR 
Did '.J HAIR begin with tired dog sound'? Yes , put a mrker on it. 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctly.) 
Ready for the next wordS 
HAT 
Did HAT begi n with the tired dog sound? Yes. Did you put a marker 
'n 1 t. Good3 
Here is another word. Ree~y3 
BELL 
Did BELL begin with the tired dog sound? No. Do not put a marker on it. 
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Now I will say some more wordso Remember to put a marker only on the 
~nes that begin with the tired dog sound. Ready1 
HOUSE 
HAMMER 
HEART 
HILL 
Poetry and Jinglesg 
HAY 
HOE 
WHEl!L 
HEN 
GOAT 
SOCRS 
HEEL 
PEN 
I Had a Little Hobby-Horse 1 
"I had a little liobby-horse 
.His name was Hobby Gray, 
His head was made of Gingerbread, 
His tail was made of hayo" 
Holly 
Give me holly, bold and jolly, 
Honest, friendly, shining holly; 
Bring me holly, leaf and berry, 
Let the holiday be merryo 
VOCABULARY 
.ist of words to say for the initial H sound. 
him had hug 
hustle has hip 
hackle have hash 
hill hard hum 
hall happy hike 
.ist of words to picture for the initial H sound~ 
hatchet head handkerchief 
hill hat ham 
hamner horn home 
house handle hit 
hand hay hair 
HORN 
HORSE 
HANGER 
HELMET" 
hide 
Halloween 
hello 
heel 
hurt 
heart 
hunt 
hook 
honey 
hankie 
Clara B. Stoddard, Sounds for the Little Folks, Expression , ao., Magnolia, 
assachusetts p 1944, po 102e 
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THE F SOUND 
Initial F Sound 
These are the suggested words for the teacherz 
&~see thi s kitty? Did you ever have one? I did. Do you know what she 
ould do when she was very angry? She would say F~f-f-f-f. Isn 9t that a 
unny sound? Let as pretend we are all angry kittens and say f-f-f-f-f toge-
b.er. (All r epeat <> ) 
Now I want you to watch my mouth when I am the angry kitten. See how 
he top t eet h touch my lower lip? You be the angry kitty and see if your 
outh does the same thing as mine. (All do it.) 
Li s t en very carefully while I say some words that begin with the angry 
l t t y sound . Watch my top teeth touch my lower lip too • . Listen carefully. 
FACE FEEL FAT FEVER 
Here are some other words that begin with the angry kitty sound. Say 
1em af t er me. 
FIX FIN F.ALL FINTIE 
Did your top teeth touch your lower lip? Wasn 9t it fun? 
Now you will have to listen very carefully to the words that I 9m going 
) say. Some or the words begin with the angry kitty sound and some do not 
agin wit h the angry ki t t y sound. 
FIDDLE FAST BALL FIND 
FIDDLE 9 FAST and FIND do begin with the angry kitty sound. BALL 
)9S net begi n Wit h t he angry kitty sound. 
Here are some more words that you mus t listen very carefully to. ReadyJ 
FAMILY HOUSE FARM FOX 
FAMILY9 FARMP and FOX all begin with the angry kitty sound. HOUSE 
ld not begi n with the angry kitty sound. 
lstruct i ons f or Pi ct ure Work Sheetg 
~ss out pi ct ure work sheet to each child for initial F sound.) 
I will say the names of the pictures. Some of the pictures will 
1gin with the angry kitty sound and some will not. You will look at the 
.ctures while I say their names. Put a marker on the pictures that begin with 
.e angry ki tty sound. Ready2 
FI SH 
Di d FISH begin with the angry kitty sound? Yes. It dido Put a marker 
Here is another word. Don 9t let me fool you now. 
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FORK 
FORK does begin with the angry kitty sound so you will put a marker 
1 ito ( Check papers to see that children are marking correctlyo ) 
Ready for the next word? 
DOOR 
Di d DOOR begin with the angry kitty sound? No~ it did nato Do not 
1t a marker on ito 
Her e i s anot her word. Ready~ 
FIRE 
FIRE began wi t h the angry ki tty sound 9 d i dn 9 t it? Yes 9 put a marker 
l it o 
Now I 011 say some "for ds and remember to put a marker on only the 
tes tha t begi n with the angry kitty sound o Ready g 
FENCE FATHER FOOT MASK 
FAUCET WATCH FIREELACE FEATHER 
FINGER P:EN FAN FAIRY 
FENDER FURNACE FACE VASE" 
Final F Sound 
~Now our angry kit ty sound is go i ng to come at the em of some vo rdso 
1member how my top t eeth touched my l ower lip when I was the angry kitty? 
Li s t en very carefull y wh ile I say some words that end with the angry 
.tty sound" \'latch my top teeth touch my lower lipo Listen carefully. 
H~OUGB RIFF SCUFF BEEF 
Di d you hear the angry kitty sound at the end? Did you see my top teeth 
'uch my lower lip? Let 9 s say the words ending with the angry kitty sound. 
pea to 
ENOUGH RIFF SCUFF BEEF 
Here are some other words tha t end with the angry kitty soundo Say 
em after me. 
ROUGH TOUGH HUFF PUFF 
Di d your top t eeth touch your lower lip? Fineo 
Now you listen very carefully to the words that I 9m going to say. 
me of t he words end with the angry kitty sound and some do nato Ready~ 
GRUFF WOOF BALL STIFF 
GRUFF 9 WOOF and STIFF do end with the angry kitty sound ., BALL did 
Here are some more words. 
GULF TOP 
Li sten very carefullyo 
F.LUFF TARIFF 
GULF ~ F.L UFF and TARIFF all end with the angry kitty so l.md <+ TOP di d not o 
nstruct i ons f or Picture Wor k Sheet~ 
Fess out pict ure work sheet to each child for f i nal F sound.) 
I will say the names of the pictures. Some of the pictures will end with 
he angry kit t y sound and some will not. You Will look at the pictures while 
say the i r names . Put a marker on the pi ctures that end with the angry 
itty SOl.md . Ready2 
LFAF 
Di d LEAF end with t he angry ki tty so1.md? Yes~ it di d so you put a Il'Brker 
n it. 
Here i s anoth er word. Don ut let me foo l you now. 
KNIFE 
:KNIFE does end with the angry kitty so1.md so you Will put a ma.rker on it. 
Check the papers and see i f the chihlren are marking correctly.) 
Ready for the next word? 
ROOF 
Di d ROOF end wit h the angry kitty sound? Yes p it did. Put a marker 
1 it. 
Here i s ano t her word. ReadyZ 
BALL . 
Di d BALL end wi th the angry kitty sound ? No v it didn't. Don ' t put 
I1'B rker on it . 
Now I Vll say some words and remember to put a marker on only the ones 
1a t end wit h t he angry kit ty sound. Ready? 
CALF 
HOOF 
COUGH 
SHELF 
>etry and J i nglesg 
RING 
SCARF 
MUFF 
LAUGH 
CHIEF 
CUFF 
MJUTB 
STOVE 
FE - FI - FO - FUM 1 
Fe - fi - fo - fump 
Fe - fi - fo - fum ~ 
Fe - fi - fo - fum » 
Where is little Tom Thumb? 
Fe - fi - fo - fum p 
WOLF 
ROBE 
l!!LF 
LOAF" 
Clara B. Stoddard 9 So1.mds for Little Folks v Expression Company, Magnolia, 
lSSo p 1944 ~ Po 35o 
Li s t of words 
f l a t 
f lop 
flow 
f l yi ng 
flicker 
:..ist of words 
fan 
f l ag, .. 
f l y 
fa ther 
:t' i ve 
~ist of words 
half 
s-taff 
beef 
reef 
herself 
.ist o:r words 
Puf'f 
mu:t'f' 
cuff' 
calf' 
l eaf 
Fe - f i = fo - fum, 
Only a baby 
Sucks hi s thumbo 
I Had a Litt le Dog I 
I had a little dog, his name was Buff ; 
(Initial) 
I sent him to the store for an ounce of snuff, 
But he lost the bag , and spilt the snuff, 
So take t ha t cuff 9 and that ~ s enougho 
VOCAB"'LA.RY 
to say for t he initial F soundg 
fri end fruit 
front fil l 
frozen fall 
fin fresh 
:t'rom :t'ellow 
to be pictured :t'or the initial F soundg 
farm :t'rog 
:renee f' i ddle 
:t'our :t'ish 
:t'eet face 
:t'l ower feast 
to say for t he f i na l F soundg 
tuff tari ff 
bluff thi ef 
buff off 
self proof 
stu:t'f scuff 
to be pi ctured :t'or the :t'inal F sound g 
chief loaf' 
handkerchief' thief 
s carf snuff' 
wolf cha:t':t' 
roof fl u:f'f' 
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(Final) 
fast 
fight 
feoo 
f' i rs t 
find 
fairy 
:t'eather 
f'ork 
football 
fireman 
wuff 
huff 
gu:f'f 
puff 
deaf 
golf 
Je:t'f 
tough 
beef' 
staff' 
II 0 I 
~ u ....__ I 
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'IDE V SOUND 
I nitial V Sound 
These are the sugges ted words for t he teac:herg 
"Tcday letgs pretend t hat we a re mother and take our vacuum cleanero 
)h 9 my 9 " sa i d I~thero "Fuzzy Cat ha s been get ting hairs all over my living )Om2 I must take my vacuum cl eaner and cl ean upo I wi ll clean off the big 
w iro (Demonstrat eo) "V=v-v~v-v-v-v=v-v" went t he vacuum cl eanero "Dearp 
~arJ Hai r on the sofa »" sai d M:>thero '!V-v=v-v- v·-v-v• went the vacuum 
.eanero "Ha i r on t he l i ttl e cha i r»" said Mothero "V~v-v~v-v" went the 
LGU111Il cleanero ~air all over my rug 9 " s a i d :Mothero fiiV- v-v- v-v-v=v" said 
te va cuum cleaner o .J~then Fuzzy Cat came i n the dooro "V- v=v-v - v- v" 
tid the va euum cleanero "You ge t out of here~ Fuzzy Catofll fiiV=v=v-v- v =vo" 
td Fu zzy Cat vvas so fr ightened that he r an into t he kitchen and never went 
tto the living room agai no 
Let ' ll s all make the vacuum cl eaner noi seo (Do ) 
Now l e t Qs hav·e one person pretend that he (or she) i s M:>ther us vacuum 
ean er o Fi rst tell us where you are cl eaning and then make t he vacuum 
.eaner sound o 
Li sten wh il e I make the vacuum cl eaner soundg ~v-v-v -v=vo" Now you 
ke the vacuum cleaner soundo Use your upper teet h and your lower lipo 
.te your lower lip gently wi t h your upper teet h and bl ow out your breath 
you make t he vacuum cl eaner soundo Put your f i nger on your voice box 
temonstratE~ ) and feel the tickleo (Teacher with children then children 
oneo ) 
Listen for the vacuum cl eaner sound i n these words and say them after 
0 
V1!HI CLE VIEW VJN ISHING CREAM VALVE 
Listen again for the vacuum cleaner soundo 
VITAMIN PILL VELOCIPEDE VARNISH VICTORIA 
Di d you hear the va cuum cleaner sound in each word tha t I said? Did 
,u fe el your t op t eeth touch your lower lip? 
Now I am go i ng to say some more wrdso 'Ihi s time you will have to listen 
ry carefully because some of the words will begin with the vacuum cleaner 
und and some will nato See i f you can tell me which ones begin with the 
cuum cl ooner sound and wh i ch ones do not begin with the vacuum cleaner 
undo 
VANILlA VENTILATOR vmETIAN BLIND KICKBALL 
Go od2 VANU.LA s VI!Nl'n..ATOR and VENEI'IAN BLIND began with the vacuum 
eaner soundo KICKBA..LL d i d. not begi n with the vacuum cl eaner soundo 
Li sten a~ino Don ut let me f ool youo 
Vl!BPER SPARROW FAWN VINCllNT 
Good 2 VESPER SPARROW v VINCENT and VIREO began with t he vacuum cleaner 
~ound. FAWN di d not: begi.n wi t h t he vacuum cl eaner sound. 
Inst;ruction s f or Picture Work Sheet z 
(Pa ss out picture work sheet t o each child far sound Vo ) 
I will say the names of the pi.ctureso Some of the p i ct ures will begin 
Ni th the vacuum cleaner sound and some will not, You wi ll look a t the 
pictures while I say theil• names o Put a Ill9.I"ker on the pictures that begi n 
llith the vacuum cl eaner soundo Ready2 
li'IDETAELE 
Di d Vl!XJ.ETABLE begin wi.th the vacuum cleaner sound'? Yes, i t di do Put 
3. mar ker on. i t a 
Here :Ls another wo :rd o 
VIOLIN 
VIOLIN does beg:!,n with t he vacuum cleaner sound P s o you put a marker 
>n i t o ( Ch e ck papers t o s ee that children are marking correctl y .. ) 
R.ead y f'or the next vmrd g 
VAN 
Di d VAN begi n with the va cuum cl eaner sound? Yes. Di d you put a marker 
>n it~ Goodg 
Here i s a n.o't;her word 2 
CAKE 
CAKE d i d not . begin with the vacuum cleaner s ound , so you di d not put 
t marker on i"t o 
mes 
Now ! wi l l say 
that begin wi t h 
\IAL.ENriNE 
VINE 
VILLAGE 
VASELINE 
~etry and J i ngl e s g 
some mor e word so Remember to put 
t he vacuum cl ean e r soundo Ready & 
a marker on only the 
LEAF VINIDAR 
VIOLET VEST 
VAULT FACE 
VOI CE VISE 
Vi rginia wore a velvet dress, 
Vee~ ViP Viv Veeo 
Victoria wore a viole t dress , 
Vee, Vi, Vi, Vee o 
Vi and Vee and Ve e and Vio 
Now let 0s wa t ch them both go bye 
VEIL 
Nl!ST 
VASE 
DICE " 
.s t of words to say for the i ni t i al v so undo 
vi sit verse vaccination victory 
voice Victoria valuable vitamins 
v·a0ation value vel vet vase line 
very voyage varni sh Virginia 
Victor Vincent vanish vain 
.s t of words t o picture f or t he initial V sound~ 
vine viol et vic t rol a vault 
ves t vase valley view 
valentine van visitor ventilator 
vegetabl es vane vessel vanilla 
violin veil vill age vinegar 
-·~ • • 
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THE VOrCELESS 'IH SOUND 
Initial T.H Sound 
Suggested words for teacher: 
"Ruth, Edith, and Beth lived on a farm. They had many pets: a dog 
~med Theodore, a rabbit named Thumper, and a kitten called "Tom Thumb" 
3Cause he was so tiny. Theodore liked to chase the animals.on the farm. 
1ere was an old gray goose named "Thorny." All the animals were very 
~reful to keep away from Thorny because they were afraid she might peck 
1em with her rough bill. Theodore thought he would have some fun with 
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1orny.. He came up behind her as she was eating some grain and began barking. 
1orny wasn't the least bit afraid. She just ruffled up her feathers and 
~gan hissing so loudly that Theodore ran away as fast as he could. This . 
1 the sound Thorny made - th-th-th-th-th. 
Would you like to be an old gray goose'? Let us all mke believe we 
~e a young gray goose. We smile and show our teeth while our tongue peeks 
trough our teeth. Now we blow gently (like this). Now listen carefully to 
r goose sound th-th-th-th. (Teacher makes sound .and class listens) ReadyJ 
lt us make the goose sound together: th-th-th-th-the (Teacher and class.) 
Sometimes we use the goose sound when we say words. Listen to the 
tOSe sound at the beginning of these words. 
'IHIRSTY 'IHUMP 'lHREW THOUSAND 
Listen to the goose sound in these words. 
'lHANK THIGH 'IHIRD '!HmTE1!N 
Now I am going to say some more words. 
1e goose sound. 
'IHUIISDA Y 'lHATCH 
Some of the words begin with 
'IHAW PUT 
THURSDAY, '!HATCH, and THAW begin with the goose sound. PUT did. not 
tgin with the goose sound. 
Listen to some more words that begin with the goose sound. 
THIRST 'IHUNDER LOOK 'IHOUGHT 
'm:IRST, THUNDER, and 'IHOU(}l!T did begin with the goose sound. LOOK 
.d not begin with the goose sound • 
. structions f.or Picture Work Sheet: 
ass out picture work sheet to each child for initial voiceless TH.) 
Look at the pictures on your paper while I say their names. Put a 
rker on only the pictures that begin with the goose sound. Ready! 
'm:UMB 
Did THUMB begin with the goose sound'? Yes, it did. So you will put 
marker on it. 
Her e is another word. 
THI MBLE 
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THIMBLE does begin with the goose sound so you should have put a 
trker on it. ( Check papers to see that children are marking correctly.) 
Ready for the next word Q 
BA.T 
BAT does not begin with the goose sound so you should not put ;a marker 
L it o 
Her e is another wordQ Ready~ 
THREE 
THREEdoes begin with the gpose sound so you will put a marker on it. 
Now I wi l l say some more wo.rds. Renember to put a marker on only the 
Les t hat begi n with the goose sound. 
THREAD 
'lBFATRE 
THROAT 
'IHROUGH 
tetry and .T i ngl es g 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
TIE 
TURKEY 
WHISTLE 
'IHIRI'Y 
THRONE 
THICK 
THISTLE 
'IHIN _ 
Thinkery ~ thinkery ~ tham 
I l i ke my bread with jam. 
Thi nkery 9 th i nkery » thum » 
Now I shall give you some. 1 
I Hear It 2 
hear i t i n thumb, but not in arm, 
hear it in thimble , but not in farm, 
hear it in ba thtub ~ but not in door, 
hear it in three , but not in four» 
hea r it in thread, but not in bat» 
'mROW 
'IHINK 
THERMOMETER 
SHIN" 
(initial) 
hear i t in toothbrush , but not in cat. 
I open my teeth 
Let my tongue peek through. 
I heard it again 
In throughoooodi d you? 
Clara B. Stoddard, Sounds for Little Folks, Boston, Expression Company, 
40, P o 37 o 
Scott and Thompson , Talking Time, At lanta , Georgi a , Webster Publishing 
mpany» 1951 , p. 71 . 
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VOCABULARY 
.is t of words to say for the initial voiceless TH soundg 
.ist 
Thursday 
t humb 
three 
thumbtack 
of words to 
thumb 
th i stle 
t humbtack 
th i n 
be 
thread 
Thanksgiving 
thanks 
throb 
pictured for 
thirty 
three 
thousand 
thirsty 
the i nitial 
thirsty 
thorn 
t h i rteen 
through 
voiceless 
thimble 
thirteen 
thief 
throw 
TH 
throne 
thimble 
thistle 
thick 
soundg 
throat 
thread 
thorn 
thinking 
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THE S SOUND 
Initial S Sound 
Sugges t ed words for the teacherg 
(Show picture of a t ea kettl e.) 
•Here is a picture of a tea kettl e. Do you have one of these at your 
:> use? Well ~ I do . And mi ne makes a funny noise when the water inside is 
)t, very hot. I t says 9 s=s~s-s~s-s-s-s, does yours? Let 9 s pretend that we 
Ll hav e t ea ket t l es that are hot. (All say s - s - s - s - s.) 
Now wa t ch my mouth while I am the tea kettl e. See the tip of my tongue 
lght behi nd my t op t eet h on that little ridge? MY lips are open and my 
!eth are toget her. I can feel tha t breeze as I play the tea kettle. Let 0 s 
.1 be t ea k et t l es and s ee i f you can feel the breeze on your hands. 
Now shal l we list en very carefully again as I say some words that have 
Le tea kettl e sound in the very beginning. Listen carefully. {Say the 
'llowi ng words emphasizing the beginning sounds.) 
SEE SIT SOON SOUND 
Di d you hear the t ea kettl e sound? Did you see the tip of my tongue 
.ght behi nd my top t eet h, on that little r i dge? MY lips are open and my 
,eth are t ogether and I could feel tha t little breeze. 
Le t 0 s al l say t he word s that begi n with the tea kettle sound, and see 
' your t ongue tickles t he ridge in your mouth and you can feel a breeze. 
SEE SIT SOON SOUND 
Di d yo u feel the breeze on your hands'? Wasn °t that fun'? 
Hera a re s ome mor e words that begin with the tea kettle sound. Say 
Lam after me. 
SAND SOUP SIX SAT 
Now you will have to listen very carefully to the words that I 0mgoing 
say. Some of the wor ds begin with the tea kettle sound and some do not. 
ady3 
SUIT SAUCER .BA.T SAME 
SUIT, SAUCER 9 a nd SAME begin with the tea kettle sound. BAT did not 
gin with the tea kettl e sound. 
Here are some more words. Listen very carefully. 
SALLY TOP SEASHORE SEW 
Fine. SALLY, SElSHORE and SEW all begin with the tea kettle sound. 
P did not. 
.. 
Now we are going to play a game with some pi ctures. I will say the names 
the pictures. Some of the pictures will begin with the tea kettle sound 
d some wi ll no t . You will have to listen very carefully. 
,. 
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I ns t ructions for Picture Work Sheet 
(Pass out pi cture work sheet to each child for initial s.) 
Look at the pictures on your paper while I say the i r names. Put a 
mar ker on only the pictures that begi n with the tea kettle sound~ s. Ready2 
SEESAW 
Di d SEESAW begin wit h the t ea kettle sound ? Yes, put a marker on ito 
Her e i s anot her word. Don 9t let me fool you now. 
SANTA 
SAN~ do es begin wi t h the tea kettle sound so you will put a marker on 
it . (Che ck pa pers t o see t hat t he children a re marking correctl y.) 
Ready for the next word? 
SOAP 
Di d SOAP begin with t he t ea kettle sound? Yes, put a marker on ito 
Her e i s another word. Ready2 
Mn.K 
MILK did no t begin wi t h the tea kettle so und so you d i d not put a marker 
:m ito 
Now I 0ll say s ome words and r emember to put a marker on o~1y the ones 
that begin with the t ea ke ttl e sound. Ready? 
SOISSOP.S 
SADDLE 
SDE 
SODA 
SVIING 
SINK 
zoo 
FOX 
LAMB 
COMB 
SANDWICH 
SOCRS 
Fi nal S Sound 
SAW 
SAIL 
SUN 
SEAL IV 
~Now our t ea kettl e s ound is going to come at the end of some w:> rdso 
Remember how my lips were open a nd my teeth are together and I can feel the 
breeze as I pl ay the t ea ke ttle. 
Listen very carefully whil e I say some words tha t end with the tea kettle 
30und. Li sten2 (Sa y the following words emphasizing the ending sound.) 
CLASS MISS THIS VOICE 
Di d you hear the t ea kettl e_ sound? Di d you see my lips open and my 
~eeth toget her? Let 9 s all say the words that end with the tea kettle roundo 
CLASS MISS 'IRIS VOICE 
Here are s ome other words that end with t he tea kettle sound. Say 
~hem after me. 
tB KISS FUSS PASS 
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Did your tongue tickle the roof of your mouth and did you feel the breeze? 
Now you will have to listen very carefully to words that I am going to 
1y. Some of the words end with the tea kettle sound and some of them do 
>t end with the tea kettle sound. Ready? 
CATS SLICE THROW HISS 
Fine. GATS, SLICE and HISS do end with the tea kettle sound. THROW 
Ld not end with the tea kettle sound. 
Here are some more words. Listen very carefully. 
FUSS CHOPS BALL RACE 
FUSS, CHOPS, and RACE all end with the tea kettle sound. BALL did not 
Ld with the tea kettle sound. 
Now we are going to play with some pictures. I will say the . names of 
.e pictures. Some of the names of the pictures will end with the tea kettle 
·und and some will not. You have to listen. very carefully • 
. structions for Picture Work Sheet: 
'ass out pictur~ work sheet to each child for final S.) 
Look at the pictures on your paper while I say their names. Put a marker 
ly on the pictures that end with the tea kettle sound, s. ReadyJJ 
HOUSE 
Did HOUSE end with the tea kettle sound. Yes, put a marker on it. 
Here is another word. Don't let me fool youJ 
HORSE 
HORSE does end with the tea kettle sound, so you put a marker on it. 
heck their papers) 
Ready for the next word? 
NE.IDLE 
NEEDLE did not end with the tea kettle sound so you did not put a marker 
it. 
Here is another word. ReadyJ 
DRESS 
Did DRESS end with the tea kettle sound? 
Now I 9ll say some words and remember to 
~t end with the tea kettle sound. Ready? 
LA.CE LErTUCE 
FENCE WRFATH 
GRASS BUZZ 
ICE MOUSE 
Yes, did you put a marker on 
put a marker on only the ones 
BOOTS 
FACE 
BUS 
MDU'IH 
BROOM 
LIES 
FI:Rm.ACE 
GLASS" 
?oetry and Jingles: 
Have 
Have 
Yes, 
Yes, 
The Snake 
(Sing to the tune of "Mary Had a Little Lamb) 
you heard a hissing snake, a 
hissing sna~e, 
you heard a hissing snake go 
I've heard a hissing snake, a 
a hissing snake, 
I've heard a hissing snake go 
The Race 1 
Miss Goose and Miss Mouse 
Ran a race arouri.d the house 
Said M[ss Goose, ~It I miss, 
hissing snake, 
s-s-s-s-s-s 
hissing snake, 
s-s-s-s-s. 
I shall be hungry .. after this1" 
Seesaw 2 
Sal sat on a seesaw 
A seesaw, a seesawo 
Sal sat on a seesaw 
All on a sunny day~ 
VOCABULARY 
:.ist of words to picture for initial S sound: 
sun stage slipper suit 
scarf swim stop swing 
seal smoke soda store 
s i nk sea sled sand 
ski sleep string spoon 
l.ist of words to say for the initial S sound: 
sweep sweet side sell 
sore stab soft seed 
sing spider speed smile 
split Santa sore save 
spot sad smash school 
:.1st of words to picture for final S sound; 
/ kiss horse ice mouse 
bus toss slice tennis 
dress grass goose race 
face lace house case 
nurse glass fence juice 
l Alice L~ Wood, The Jingle Book, Dutton & Company, Inc., New York, 
2 Ibido, Po 70. 
68 
a 
1937, P• 83. 
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lst of words to say for final S sound: 
pass mess purse brace 
gas piece trace swiss 
puss fuss miss boss 
this hiss choice rice 
class less moss grease 
0 ' 
l u u 
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THE Z SOUND 
Final Z Sound 
Suggested words for the teacher: 
-once there was a little girl named Sally Ann. She was playing in the 
t~den one day when she heard a strange sound. It sounded like Z-z-z-z-z~z. 
1lly Ann looked all around and what do you suppose she found! Honey bees! 
The bees are singing a song while they make honey. They are saying, 
-z- z-z-z-z-zc 
Let 9 s all b~ bees and make the honey bee sound. Z-z-~-z-z-z-z. Wasn't 
Lat fun3 
Put your teeth together like this. Open your mouth a little bit. 
lliow how teeth are together to make the honey bee sound.) 
Now let's be ho:p.ey bees ;..,and·Jneke the honey bee sound-. z-;z-z-z-z • 
. d you feel your tongue hide behind your teeth when you make the honey 
1e sound? Now put your fingers on your throat. (Demonstrate tips of 
ngers on voice box.) 
Feel the buzz when you say the honey bee sound? 
Come onJ Let 9 s make the honey bee sound again. See if your teeth are 
gether. See if you blow out to make the sound. See if your tongue hides 
·hind your teeth. Feel the buzz in your throe.t with your finger . tips. 
tadyJ Z-z~z-z-z-z-z. You were very good honey beesJ 
You will have to listen very carefullyc I am going to say some words 
.at~ with the honey bee sound. 
Listen carefully so you will ' hear the honey bee sound at the end of -
e words. watch my teeth to see them come together at the end of the words. 
e.dyJ (Say the following words, emphasizing the final sound.) 
Cl.O'mEB · TIES BEYS TELLS 
Did you hear the honey bee sound at the end of the words? Did you 
e my teeth come together? 
Let's all say the words that end with the honey bee sound. See if your 
eth come together at the end of the words. Ready'. 
CLOTHI!S TIJ!S BEYS TELLS 
Did your teeth come together? Did you hear the honey bee sound at the 
d? 
Here are some more words that end with the honey bee sound. Say them 
ter me. See if your teeth come together at the end. Ready'. 
CALLS TEASE SINGS NOISE 
-, 
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That was good} 
You will have to listen very carefully to the words I say. Some of 
1e words end with the honey bee sound and some do not. Watch my teeth to 
~e how they come togehter at the end of words that end with the honey bee 
>und. Remember. You may hear some words that do not end with the honey 
~e sound. ReadyJ 
FROZE BUYS LICK SHELlS 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Did FROZE end with the honey bee sound. 
Did BUYS end with the honey bee sound? 
Did LICK end with the honey bee sound? No, it did not end with 
1e honey bee sound. 
Did SHELLS end with the honey bee sound. Yes. 
Here ere some more words. ReadyJ 
CHOSE P.LEASE LIES CLOWN 
CHOSE, PLEASE, and LI:ES end with the honey bee sound. Did you hear 
1e honey bee sound? CLOWN did not end with the honey bee sound. 
Now we are going to play a game with pictures. I will say the names 
• the pictures. Some of the names of the pictures will end with the honey 
~e sound. Some of the names of the pictures will not end with the honey 
~e sound. You will have to listen very carefully because this time I am 
>t going to help you. This time you will not see my teeth go together 
; the end of words that end with the honey bee sound. 
tstructions for Picture Work Sheet; 
~ss out picture work sheet to each child for final Z.) 
Look at the pictures on your paper while I say their names. Put a 
trker on only the pictures that end with the honey bee sound, z. Ready!: 
ROSE 
Did ROSE end with the honey bee sound. Yes, put a marker on it. 
Here is another word. Listen carefully: 
CHEE3E 
Does CHEESE end with the honey bee sound? Put a marker on it. 
Here is another word: Ready: 
CHICK 
Does CHICK end with the honey bee sound? No. You will not put a 
.rker on it. 
Ready for the next word: 
NOSE 
NOSE ends with the honey bee sound. Put a marker on it. 
Now I will say some more words. Ready: 
' 
!l'Ol!S C' . 
BO'YS 
EYlB · 
RINGS 
toe try and Jingles: 
HOSE 
DOG 
ICE 
P'Lil!S 
'1'018 
BIRDS 
BALLS 
Bl!LT 
Bees buzzing· rotind ·my nose 
HOD 
TRElB 
COOXIIS 
BBU.S 
'finds blowing arouild my clothes ·· 
'Tis the month· when -br-eezes blow 
And the birds forget the snow. 
VOCABULARY 
1st of words to picture for final Z sound: 
rose nails hose ear a 
clothes bees sews eye a 
toes · nose birds shOes 
bows squeeze dogs snooze 
oows pose vase trees 
lst of· words to say for the final Z sound: 
sneeze laws freeze lays 
paws buzz bruise gaze 
news choose breeze his 
lose duz jazz days 
ties g,.uiz saws raise 
r. ,. 
, . 
.. . 
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THE SH SOUND 
Initial SH Sound 
Suggested words for the teacher~ 
"Once upon a time in Oceanland there lived a very sad little seashello 
[e was tiny and colorless and very chipped. His voice was so very weak that 
rhen he made his SH sound like all the other seashells he could hardly be 
.eard. All the other seashells would not play with him but instead would say, 
Sh-sh- sh=sh" very loudlyp "look at the ugly seashello" Now the sad l~tle 
eashell used to dream that one day he would be beautiful with a very strong 
oice so that he could say, "sh-sh-sh" very loudly. One day there was a great 
torm at sea. The whole sea bottom was turned upside down and the ugly little 
eashell was washed up on the beach. Suddenly the ugly little seashell was 
icked up by two tiny hands, ~Look MommyJ" cried the owner of the two little 
ands, "Look at. the beautiful seashell I have found. I shall hold it close 
o my ear because I love so to hear its strong SH sound." The ugly little 
eashell hearing these kind words of love beamed and made the loudest SH 
ound ever heard in Oceanlando 
I put my finger to my lips and say SH=sh-sh each time I wish the class 
o be quieto Make some noise and when you hear me say, Sh~sh-sh-sh, I want 
ou all to be very quiet little seashells. (Teacher does this and children 
uiet down.) 
To make the qui et seashell sound , the sides of the tongue are pressed 
gainst the teeth. Our lips are pushed out like this: Sh- sh-sh-sh. 
Now I will make some noise and you will tell me to be quiet by making 
ae seashell soundo 
Jlass says Sh- sh; ~sh-sh.) 
Sometimes we use the s eashell sound when we say words. Listen to the 
:~ashell sound a t the beginning of these wordso 
SHE SHUT SHALL SHEET 
Listen to the seashell sound in these wordso 
SHOW SHADOW SHAFT SHOT 
Now I am going to say some more wordso Some of the words begin with 
1e seashell sound and some of the words do not begin with the seashell 
>und. ListenJ 
SHAVE SHE SHAWL PALL 
GoodJ SHAVE, SHE, and SHAWL begin with the seashell sound. BALL did 
>t begin with the seashell sound. 
SHARP SHEmERD DOG SHOULDER 
GoodJ SHARP, SHEH!ERD, and SHOULDER did begin with the seashell soundo 
)G did not begin with the seashell sound. 
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Now we are going to play a game with some pictures. I will say the names 
r the pi ctures. Some of the names of the pictures will begin with the sea-
n.ell sound and some will not. You will have to listen very carefully because 
am not going to help you. 
astructions for Pi cture Work Sheet: 
Pass out a pi cture work sheet to each child for initial SH.) 
Look at the pictures on your paper while I say their nameso Put a mar-
3r on only t he pictures that begin with the seashell sound, SHo Ready! 
SHOE 
Di d SHOE begin with the seashell sound? Yes, it did. So put a mrker 
l ito 
Here is another word. 
SHINE 
SHINE does begin with the seashell sound so you put a marker on it. 
Tileck papers to see that children are marking correctly.) 
Ready for the next word. 
MOlBE 
MOUSE does no t begin with the seashell sound so you dod not put a marker 
l ito 
Here is another word. Ready$ 
SHELF 
SHELF does begin with the seashell sound so you should have put a marker 
l it 0 
Now I wi ll say some more words. Remember to put a marker on only the 
Les that begin with the seashell sound. 
SHADE 
SHID 
SHELL 
SHARPENER 
CAKE 
SHOOT 
JACK 
SHIP 
Final SH Sound 
SHIRT 
SHOVEL 
SHACK 
CHIP' 
SHAKE 
SUN 
SHOWER 
SHEEP' 
"sometimes we say the seashell sound at the end of words. Listen to 
Le seashell sound in these words. 
PUSH HUSH 'IHRUSH RUSH 
Li sten to the seashell sound in these wordso 
SPLASH WASH FRE3H FINISH 
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Now I am going to say some more v.ords. Some of the words end with 
;he seashell sound. Some of the words do not end with the seashell sound • 
• ist en2 
vf.ISH RASH LASH 
WISH~ HASHp and LASH end with the seashell sound. BALL did not end with 
;he seashell so und o 
Li sten a @B i n to some more words that end with the seashell sound. 
TRASH DROP POLISH SWISH 
GoodJ TRASH 9 POLISH, SWISH did end with the seashell sound. DROP 
Lid not end with the seashell sound. 
Now we are going t o play a game with some pictures. I will say the names 
1f the pictures. Some of the names of the pictures will end with the sea-
lhell sound and some will no t. You will have to listen very carefully because 
: am not go i ng to help you. 
:nst r uctions for Pi ct ure Work Sheet g 
Pass out a pi cture work sheet to each child for final SH.) 
Look at the pictures on your paper while I say their names. Put a marker 
n only t he pictures that end with the seashell sound, SR. Ready~ 
DISH 
D:!.d DISH end wit h the sea shell sound'? Yes, it dido So you put a marker 
n ito 
Here is anot her word. 
TOO':m:BRUSH 
TOOTHBRUSH does end with the seashell sound so · you should put a marker 
nit. ( Check papers to see that children are marking correctly.) 
Ready for the next word. 
BAIL 
BALL does not end with the seashell sound so you do not put a marker 
C. ito 
Here is another word. Ready2 
PUSH 
PDSH does end with the seashell sound so you should put a marker on i ·t. 
Now I will say some more words. Remember to put a marker on only the 
1es that end with the seashell sound. 
BUSH 
SPLASH 
TRASH 
MESH 
SQ.UASH 
EYELASH 
SIW\SH 
CASH 
POLISH 
SASH 
FISH 
WATCH 
NEIDLE 
LADDER 
FIZZ 
WASH 
)etry and J ingles g 
The fishman comes to-day 
The f ishman comes to- day 
Fresh fish~ Fresh fish~ 
Fine fresh fish for saleo 1 
Shall I show you how the farmer 
Shal l I show you how t he farmer 
Shall I show you how the farmer 
Sows his barley and h is wheat e 
I will show you how the farmer 
I will show you how t he farmer 
L wi ll show you how th e farmer 
Sows his barley and his wheat. 2 
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(final) 
(initial) 
(Circle armmd while s i nging a bove di ttyo Stop and make motions of sowing 
wheat a) 
VOCABUlARY 
l s t of words to say f or t he i ni t:i.al SH sound g 
shape sheep shel f shovel 
shirt shower shade she 
short shall .shrill sheet 
shi p shine s hame should 
shell shape shed shoe 
.st of words to be pict ured for the initial SH soundz 
shop shadow shepherd shelf 
shell shower sheet shoot 
shears shovel shade shrimp 
sugar ship shed short 
shoe sh i rt shine sharp 
st of words to say for the final SH soundg 
f oolish splash di sh 
squash fresh sl ush 
finish fish radish 
dash wash smash 
hush mash crush 
st of words to be pictured for the final SH sound~ 
squash wash fish dish 
rad ish bush ha i rbrush brush 
toothbrush spl ash crash leash 
Barrows and Hall ~ Games and J i ng1es for Speech Development, Boston, Ex-
ession Companyp l936p · p. 42. 
Lit tle Golden Bock of Si nging Games ~ Simon and Schuster, New York, 1944, po 20o 
1: ~ , . ~ 
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THE OH SOTJND 
Initial CH Sound 
Suggested words for t he tea~herg 
~one col d v snowy wi nt er Qs day P Li ttl e Engi neer went out t o start Little 
lglneo (Show p l.Gture of engineo) Li ttle Engine was coldo First it went 
~h-~-===~ch==~===ch=====~ch~ (slowlyo) Then Little Engi ne began t o get 
trmero (Demon s tra t e slowl y _ then fast er and fas t e ro) "Ch-~===ch====ch=== 
l==ch==ch=ch=ch=ch=cho" Little Engineer drove Little . Engi ne down the trackso 
.rst Little Engi ne went merrl ly through the snowo (Demonstrate with the 
ts t ft! C'n===ch==ch==cho tv) Then suddenly he bumped r i ght i nto a big snow drift 
td--~======-stoppedo (Demonstrateg ~ ch=ch=ch- ch-----~====Ch.) How that 
trpr l sed L:ttt le Engi neer& Little Engineer said 9 111 0ome on p Little Engine 9 
1sh 9 push 9 pusho'l 116 So Littl e Engine pus hed and pushedo If you had beoo 
Lere l i steni ngv y u w.:nud have heard h i m going 111 CH=CH=CH- CH J " (Danonstra t e 
,udl y and s l owl yo) But he couldn 9 t move a t a l12 111.Push harder P Little 
Lgine2 19 s a i d L l t t .le Engin eer o So L~. ttle Engine p 1.1,<Jhed harder and hardero 
lemonstr a t e as before-=~just a l i ttl e l oudero) Then--all of a s udden out of 
.e snowdr:l..ft he came with a greai;; big ~VCH111 JI Then away went Littl e Engine 
Ld Little Engineer merr i y down the traeksa (Demonstra te ) "'Ch~ch=ch-ch= 
.- ch=chAI a ll t he ·way t o the next station~ "Ch=ch=ch-ch=~h=cho And all 
Le way home ~ nch=ch=ch=ch-ch=cha 1111 
Let 0 s pret end t hat we are Li tUe Engi ne a (Al l demons t rate a f t er t eachero ) 
Now you may be Litt l e En.g i.ne by yoursel f o Fi rst 9 t ell us i f you are 
1rming upp going slowl y 9 goi.ng fastv stuck in the snowdrift 9 or t;rying to 
~t out of t he snowban.k:o T"nen l e t us hear your s ound o (Let sev er a l chil dren 
~mons tre te o) 
L:l. s ten a s I make the engin.e soundo I!!Ch-ch=ch=ch=cho" Now you make the 
.g ine solui.d a To .ch your t ongue i n back of your f ront t eet h as i f you were 
~ ing t o say fll t fll (Demonstra t e) o Now say SH (Demonst rat e) as if you were 
:king Baby to go t o s l eepa Now say •t• and aH toget her quickl y p like 
is-=CHo (Demonstrate ) o You us e your . br eath and make the engine sourd o Use 
~ur f i ngers to feel how your l i ps push ou.ta Find the hol e between your 
ps P t ooo 1v.Iake t he engi ne s ound agai n o (Teacher with children and tlhen ' 
ild ren a l oneo ) 
Now I am goi ng t o say some vo rds that begi n >rl t h the engi ne soundo 
s tan for the engine sound in each word that I say P and say them after meo 
CHARIOT CHECKERS CHART CIDSSI.AN 
Li sten aga i n for the engine so1md and say t hese words a f t er mao 
CHICKADEE CHI SEL CHECK CHAPEL 
Now I am 
'ry carefully 
>me wi.l l nota 
.d which ones 
CHALI CE 
going to say some more w.J rdso Thi s time you will have to listen 
because some of the words wi ll begin with t he engine sound and 
See i f you can tell me which ones begi n with the engine sound 
d o not begi n with th e engine s oundo Ready2 
CHOW DOG NUMBER CHAIR TABLE 
18 
Good3 CHALICE~ CHOW DOG 9 and CHAIR TABLE began wi th t he engi ne sound, 
rnffiER di d not begi n with t he eng~ ue SOllnd o 
.s t en again . Don gt let me fool y 
CHINCHILLA \~ER CHIMPANZEE CHIPPING SPARROW 
Good g CRINGiiiLIA? CHI:MPANZEE aud CHIPPING SPARROW' began with the 
tg i ne soundo WARBLER did not begin ''id.t h t he engi ne soundo 
LStr u ctions for Pic.~t ure Work Sh eet g 
~ss out a picture work sheet t o each chil d for i n itial CH.) 
Look at t he p:lctur-es on your paper~ while I s ay t he i r names. Put a 
rker on only· t he pictures that begin wi t h t he engine sound ~ CH. Ready33 
CHAIR 
Di.d CHAIR be.g :m wi t'·l t;h;:, eng:~ ne ,::;,ound? Yes P it did. Put a marker 
l i t . 
Here is an t her W'C.IxU . 
CHI MNEY 
CHIMNET does bdgin with t he engine srnxudp so you put a marker on i t. 
heck: papel"'S ·to see ·i;,}m ·t c;h ild:r.'€1l1 are marking correctl.yo) 
Ready for the next word g 
ROS E 
ROSE d~d no'~ begin wi '<h the engi ne sound ? s o you d i d not put a marker 
Here is an ther word . Resdy3 
CHE:BSE 
Di d CHEESE begin wit h t he engi ne sound? Yes. Did you put a marker 
it. Good J 
Now I v.-"ill sa y some more i\0 rdso Remember to put a marker only on the 
es that begi n wi t h the engi ne sound. Ready2 
CHERRIES CHICKEN CHAIN BARN 
CHURCH KNI FE GI-l:ALK CHILD 
CH:EST CHURN FERN CHOPPER 
C'RI .EF CHIPMUNK SHIEIC CHEEK " 
Fi nal CH Sound 
"Sometimes we hear the eng ine s ound at the end of word so Let 9 s look 
d listen whil.e I s ay the names of t h:i.ngs t hat end wi t h the engi ne soundo 
sten for t he engine SOQ~d on the end of each wordo 
SKETCH STARCH WINCH KETCH 
J Ci. '79 
.. t 
Listen again for the engine sound on the end of each word. 
LATCH Mr\RCH POUCH INCH 
Di d you hear the engine sound at the end of each word? 
Now I am going to say some more words. This time you will have to listen 
ry carefully because some of the words will end with the engine · souni and 
me will not.. See if you can tell me which ones end with the engine sound 
d which ones do not end with the engine sound. 
REACH FINCH CORN COACH 
Good2 RFACHp FINCH and COACH had the engine sound on the end. CORN did 
t have the engine sound on the end. Listen again. 
Here are some more words. Don~~ ,!~t me fool you .. 
STITCH NOZZLE • ]1)<!;". • HITCH TORCH 
Good2 STITCH~ HITCH and TORCH had the engine sound on the end. NOZZLE 
i not have t he engine sound on the end. 
structions for Picture Work Sheet: 
ass out a picture work sheet to each child for final CHo) 
Look at the pi ctures on your paper while I say their names. Put a 
rker on only the pictures that end with the engine sound, CH.. ReadyJ 
PORCH 
Did PORCH end with the engine sound? YesP it dido So we put a marker 
Her e i s another word. 
WITCH 
WITCH does end wit h the engine soUI'ld , so you put a marker on 1 t. 
1eck papers to see that children are marking correctly .. ) 
Ready for the next wordJ 
P.FA.CH 
Did PEACH end with the engine sound? Yes. Did you put a marker on it~ 
Here is another word~ Ready! 
SHELL 
SHELL did not end with the engine sound, so you did not put a marker 
it .. 
Now I Will say some more words. 
tS that end wi t h the engine SOUndo 
:e this.. (Demonstrate) ReadyJ 
Remember to put a marker on only the 
Put your n:e.rker under the second row 
... 
·' ~ 
... 
MlTCH 
WRENCH 
BFACH 
WATCH 
BENCH 
BROOM 
LUNCH 
WASH 
FLAG 
DUTCH 
cows 
PONCH 
,etry and J inglesg 
Here sits t he Lord Mayo~~ 
Here sit his two men ; 
Her e sits t he co ck 
Here s i t s the hen ; 
Here s i t the l i ttle chickens~ 
Here t hey run i n; 
Chinchopper 9 ch i nchopper 9 
(forehead ) 
(eyes) 
(right che ek ) 
(l eft cheek) 
(tip of nose) 
(muth ) 
Chinchopper 9 chinS (Chuck the chin) 
111 CH" :1.$ t he firs t sound we h~ar in "chai r/0 
In 10 chick• and "ch :ln"' and A' churcho '! 
It al so is heard at the end of a word o 
The word Pll say i s"'percho " 1 
St:!.. tching 2 
A pocket handkerchi ef to hi m-= 
Oh dear 9 oh dear ~ oh dearg 
How many· stiches it wi ll take 
Before it 9 s done 9 I f ear o 
Yet set a sti t ch and t hen a st it ch 9 
And sti t ch and stitch away 9 
Ti l l stitch by stitch the hem i s done-~ 
And aft er work is playg 
VOCABUlARY 
s t of words to say for t he initial CH soundg 
chick chop cheekbone 
child choose cheer 
chin cheesecake cheat 
~heckerboard cheerful chatter=box 
chi p cheap chart 
st of words to picture for the i nitial CH soundg 
chai r chalk church 
children check cherri es . 
chickens cheese chest 
cht mney chief chopper 
chain checkers chi pmunk 
:m.TCH 
SPINACH 
COUCH 
HATCH~ 
( Initial) 
(final) 
charcoal 
charge 
chickadee 
chubby 
chestnuts 
cheek 
chocolate 
change 
chase 
chariot 
80 
Adapted from Mo Pearl Lloyd 9 Our Fi rst Speech Book 9 Newson & Coo~ New Yorkp 
429 Po 23o 
Elizabe·th Ho Sechri s t 9 One Thousand Poems :for ChildrenP Macrae-Smith CooP 
iladel phi a v 1946~ Po 35o 
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Lst of words to say for the final CH sound g 
punch ouch i nch crouch 
starch . it ch latch birch 
stitch hitch scorch dit-ch 
which pitch catch rich 
pinch wrench sketch hatch 
.s t of words to pi cture for final CH soundg 
wat ch march spi nach coach 
pa t ch reach punch pouch 
porch peach lunch finch 
wi t ch match couch torch 
church bench bunch Dutch 

/ 
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'!HE J" SOUND 
Initial J" Sound 
Sugges t ed words for the teacher~ 
(Show pi cture of Jack- in-the-box ~ or a real one.) 
•I am a jolly Jumping Jack 
In a box of red and black 
Lift the lid and I jump out 
See me smile ~ 
I never pout. 
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Did you hear the Jumping Jack sound when I said • jolly Jumping Jack?• 
1ten ~ j - j - j ~ j ~ j - j -j . Let 9 s all be Jumping Jacks and .make thG Jumping 
:k sound. Push your lips forward~ press the t i p of your tongue o~ the 
> of your mout h behi nd your upper teet h. Now ~ make your tongue jump 
rn as you sa y the Jumping Jack sound. Let 9 s all say J. 
Good 2 Let 9s al l say the Jumping Jack sound again. 
tr l i ps forward. Press your tongue at the top of your 
•th. Can you feel your lips pushed out. Can you feel 
inst the top of your mouth. Good2 Now let 9s say the 
making our tongues jump down in our mouth~ J. 
Get ready. Push 
mouth behind your 
your tongue pressed 
Jumping Jack sound 
Here i s a new gameJ You will have to listen very carefully. I an 
ng to s a y words that begin with the Jumping Jack sound. (Teacher says 
lowing words emphas i zing the beginning sound.) 
JELLO JUST JOHN JELLY 
Did 
words 
you 
that 
hear t he Jumping Jack sound at the beginning? Let's all say 
begi n with the Jumping Jack sound. 
Here are some other words that begin with the Jumping Jack sound. Say 
m after me. 
JAY JOB JAMES 
I have anot her game. Can you listen very carefully 
e of the words will begin with the Jumping Jack sound. 
l not begin with the Jumping Jack sound. 
JOLLY JOY WALL 
YesJ 
Y~s. 
JOIN 
to tbe words I say? 
Some of the words 
JOURNEY 
Did JOLLY begin with the Jumping Jack sound? 
Di d JOY begin with the Jumping Jack sound? 
Did WALL begin wi th the Jumping Jack sound? No. It does:~ begin 
1 the Jumping Jac~ sound. 
Did JOURNEY begin with the Jumping Jack sound? Yes. 
Here are some more words. Don 9t let me fool youJ Listen very care-
Ly. Ready2 
JUNIOR JOKE JIM PULL 
83 
JUNIOR, JOKE, and JIM begin with the Jumping Jack sound. PULL did not 
~gin ~~th the J1~ping Jack sound . 
Now we are going t o play a new game2 Thi s game has pi cturesJ I will 
lY the names of the pi ctures. Some of the names of the pictures will be-
.n with the Jumpi ng Jack sound. Some of the names of the pictures wi ll not 
lgin with the Jumping Jack sound. You will have t o l i sten very carefully 
1 hear which wor~s begi n with the Jumping Ja ck sound. 
lstruc ti.ons for Picture Work Sheetg 
lass out pict ure work shee·t to each child for the J sound.) 
Look at the pi ctures on your paper while I say t heir namesa Put a market' 
only the pictures that begin with the J·umping Jack sound, J. Ready~ 
JAR 
Di d JAR begin with the Jumping Jack sound? Yes . Put a marker on it. 
heck to see i f all children have marked JAR correctl y. ) 
Here i s another wor d. 
JACKS 
Ready2 
Di.d JACRS begi n with t he Jumping Jack sound'? Put a marker on it. 
Ready for the next word2 
WAGON 
Di d v~GON begi n with the Jumping Jack sound? Noa You do not put a 
t."ker on i t o 
Ready3 
JACKKNIFE 
Di d JACKKNIFE begin wit h the Jumping Jack sound? Yes. Put a marker 
ita 
Now I am going t o say s ome more words. Remember to put a marker on 
.y the ones that begin with t he Jumping Jack sounda 
JACK=O=LANTERN 
JACKET 
JAM 
JUG 
ltry and Jingles~ 
PI G 
JUICE 
JUMP 
JET 
GIRAFFE 
TOP 
JACK 
zoo 
Jingle bells , jingle bells 
Jingle all the way. 
Oh 9 what fun i t i s t o ride 
In a one horse open slei gh. 
JAIL 
JAW 
SHACK 
J.EWEL 
84 
Jack be ni mble 
Jack be qui ck 
Jack jump over the candl e stick. 1 
VOCABULARY 
Ls t of words to say for the initial J soundg 
jam James Jill join 
jug jacket jar January 
jelly June just July 
jigsaw Ja ck joke giant 
j erk jump John general 
~s t of words to pi cture for the i nitial J sound~ 
jar jam John jeep 
jug jay gi ant jacket 
jump jigsaw general judge 
Abney and Naniace 9 This Way to Better Speechp World Book Co., New York, 1940o 
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B5 
THE WH SOUND 
Initial WH Sound 
Suggested words for the teacherg 
"Here is a picture or Sister Nancy 9s birthday cake. {Show a picture 
a cake with lighted candles on it. Have flames colored yellow. Have 
ese f lames on a removable piece of paper so that they may be removed.) 
was Sister Nancyu s birthday. She was t en years ol d. Mother .IIE.de a 
g cake for Si ster Nancy~ She put t en candles on the cake. When it was time 
r dinner dessert that night~ mother lighted the ten candles and went off to 
t some plates. Now Baby Sister followed mother. She looked at the candles 
i sa i d, "Pretty 9 Pretty$ Baby blow.w Baby di d blow. She went"WH" and 
t went one candl e. {Take off one flame as you-say l ast sentence.) 
She went "Wh=wh~ and out went two more candl es. (Remove two more flames.) 
tJ. -wh-wh~wh" went Baby and out went four more candles. Just then Baby Sister 
~rd mother comingo "Wh-wh-wh" and Baby blew out the last three candles and 
1 away fast. Mother laughed at Baby. She lighted the candles again and 
>k the cake in to Sister Nancy. (Put candle flames -back in.) "If you 
>w them all out in one blow , you are supposed to get your wish,~- said 
;her. "WH3" blew Nancy9 (Demonstrate a big bl ow.) and out went all 
~candles. (Take out all of the flames.) 
Let 9s al l make the blow sound. 
>w me how Si s t er Nancy blew out all 
; a candle and take out the flame. 
:ture of cake.) 
Show me how Baby blew out one candle. 
the eandlesa You may blow 
(Let several children do this using 
Listen while I make the blow soundg "Wh-wh- wh- wh." Now you make the 
,w sound. Ml.ke your lips· round . Next make your breath blow out like 
_sg (Teacher demonstra te.) Feel how your tongue, teeth and lips move 
.ckly as you. make the blow sound. (Teacher wit h children then children 
tne. ) 
Let 9 s list en to t hese words. These words begin with the blow sound. 
:ten to each word and try to hear the blow sound in the beginning. 
WHY WHINE WHACK WHIZ 
Look and listen again for the blow soundg 
WHEAT FARMER WHITE WHICH WHISTLER 
Now I am goi ng to say some more words. 
h the bl ow sound and some words that do not. 
words which begin wit h the blow sound. 
WHIRL WHEl!ZE 
rhe~e ~re wor~that begin 
Listen very carefully for 
WHEELHOUSE 
Good3 WRIR:t> 9 WHEJlZE~ and WHEELHOUS.E began with the blow sound. 
L did not begin Wi t h the blow sound. 
Listen again. 
WHERE 
Be sure you know which words begin with the blow sound. 
COW WHITEN WH!N 
WHERE ~ WHITEN 9 and WHl!N began with the blow sound. COW did not begin 
h the blow sound. 
.. 
Now we are go i ng t o play a game with picturesJ I will say the names 
r t he pi ctures o Some of the names of the pictures will begin with the 
.ow so tmd o Some of the names of the pic tures will no t begi n with the 
.ow soundo You will have to listen very carefully to hear which words 
3gin with t he blow sound. 
1structions for Picture Work Sheetg 
?ass out picture work sheet to each child for the WH sound. ) 
Look a t t he pictures on your paper whil e I say their names. Put a 
1rker on only the pictures that begi n with the blow sound» WH. ReadyJ 
WHEEL 
Did WHEEL begin with. the blow sound? Yes. Put a marker on it. 
Here i s another word . ReadyJ 
WHFATI :ES 
Di d WHEATIES begin wit h the blow sound'? Yeso Put a marker on it. 
~eck to s ee if all chil dren have marked their papers correctly.} 
Ready for the next word J 
WHI SKBROOM 
Di d WHI SKBROOM begin with t he blow s ound"? Yes. Put a marker on it . 
Ready3 
FOX 
Di d FOX begin with the blow sound"? No. You do not put a marker on it . 
Now I am goi ng to say some more words. Remember to put a mar ker on 
l y the ones t hat begi n wit h t he blow sound. 
WHALE 
WHEAT 
WHI!."ELBARROW 
WHIPFORWILL 
etry and J i ngles g 
WHISTLE 
MFAT 
WITCH 
WHIFFLE 
B\N 
WHIRLJ?OOL 
WHISKER 
SHOE 
WHIP 
WHISPER 
~\HITTLE 
WHIRLWIND" 
•Wh• is the firs t sound we hear in "why~" 
In "what " and "when" and "where'O• 
It never . is heard at the end of a word p 
But nobody seems to ca re. 1 
~ Pearl Lloydp Our Fi rst Speech Book p Newson and Companyp New York» 1942p 
23. 
Blow the pin wheel round and round, 
"Wh, Wh 9 Who 11 
Vo ice . is quiet, not a sound, 
"Whp wh p wh , 111 
~Wh~ i n where , ~ in wear p 
"Wh~ in whichp "WW in witcho 
Feel the di fference as you blow, 
"Wh , wh, who" 
Li ps are rounded as you go, 
11Wh 9 Wh 9 Who" 1 
VOCABULARY 
s t of words f or WH soundg 
wha t 
whitewash 
whi mper 
whi r 
wheel er 
whiff 
whi sk 
whi zzer 
whal er 
whi s tl er 
whi st 
whi z 
wh i nny 
wheatworm. 
whet her 
whither 
whipping 
whalebone 
whatnot 
whoosh 
Scott and Thompson, Talki ng Time p Webster Publishing Coo, Atlanta, 1951, 
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CHAPTER III 
MATERIALS FOR REJ:NFORCING CONSONANT SOUNDS 
This section i ncl udes mat er i als that the teachers may use to make the teach= 
of consonants more vari ed and more interestingo The material is designed to 
el op grea ter ski ll i n word analysis and in articulationo The vocabulary and 
es of ma t erials used are designed pr i marily for use i n kindergart~n and grade 
9 although same ma t erials may be adapted by teachers of grades two and threeo 
Tne mat eri al s i n this section are to be used to further reinforce the work 
un in Chapter IIo Some exercises have bem fully devel oped to show usage of 
onsonant sound i n bot h th e i nitial and final positiono The remaining material 
been developed for only an ini t i al position consonant or for only the final 
I . 
ition consonanto Except for "Fun with th" ~ "Echo Fun~ 9 "Things" and 10Collect-
Pict Ures" all exercises may be adapted by the cl~ssroom teacher to develop both 
ini t i al and final positi on consonant so If the teacher wishes to develop any 
.. 
the mat erial for a sound different t han .that developed here p she may refer to 
wcrd lis t in Chapt er IIo That word list contains words for both initial and 
al position cons onants o 
Di ffer ent t ypes of exercises have been included to provide motivation and to 
interesto Types of materials used are~ word naming ~ pictures~ word-pictures,' _. 
ple sentences 9 simpl e riddlesp object and picture collections~ a song, sound 
r games 9 finding things alike or different~ devices and patterns, guessing 
3S 9 card g~es ~ chart games ~ matching games s and simple motivation rewardso 
All mater i als have been classified as to usage and giv.en a ti tleo toSentence 
' 9 " In.ty-Minty- Dibity- Dobtt » "Fun with thtO» "Circle Guessing"» ffiiide in the Clo~ 
0 p "Sent ence Time I I "v and "Like Old Maid" have been developed for group work 
ro ttW'heel Fun" 9 "The Airplane Game" P and 10Name Awa~ will be of most value 
indi vidual wor ko However » i f a teacher has extra help or has especially .:·.:-; 
- 88-
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abl e childr en f or helpers 9 she may devel op these for group worko All other 
as may be adapted for group or for individual warko 
Instruct ions are incl uded wi th each exerc i seo These instructions include 
ormation a s to the purpose of the material p when and where to use the material 9 
e i deas for adaptation 9 how to make patterns p and whether tne material is for 
up or f or i nd i vidual work or for botho 
The wordsg ~teacher voi ces the sound~ or ~children voice the sound" mean to 
e the sound t he l et ter represent~ not to say the letter nameo In using materials 
olving spe ech practice 9 t he t eacher shoul d encourage the use of accurate arti~ 
ation p and she s hould check each child for accurate articulationo 
Due to res t r ictions of time 9 age 9 and a t tent ion ~an» the teacher may wish to 
e up her own game combi na tionso In most i nstances if several reinforcement 
r ci s es P8ve been presented 9 any exercise may be used according to the ability 
t he group o I t i s not n~essary for the teacher to use all the IIB terlals includ-
in Chapt er III o The t eacher may choose those na terials that are best sui ted 
ner particular t eachi ng situationo 
All games and devices to be constructed by the teacher can be made wi.thout 
3nse and are generally simpl e in constructiono 
The value of several of the games p beyond usage as developed in this section 
l d~pend somewhat upon the i ngenuity of the classroom teachero For example 9 
e teachers may find it difficult to compose little jingles to accompany the 
5 •Kno t s•o If an opaque projector is not available » teachers will be unable 
use t he "Movie Time" exerciseo 
I o MA.TERIALS TO REINFORCE ONE aRTICULAR SOUND 
Ao Ear Trai ni ng M9.teri als 
l o "Caps" 
-
The followi ng exerc ise i s to be used for ear training and descriminationo 
.. . 
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i t for group o1• for individ ual worko For t he purpose of illustration i n i tial 
s usedo 10 Caps~ may be used as one lesson for k i nderga.r t eno For ot her grades 
bine with another game such asg ~M:> re Caps 111 9 10Riddles lf or 10Automobi le=StopJtOo 
s exercise s hould not be tau ght until IVSong Time" ~ "Cl assifica ti ons"' 9 10Pic-
e Names10 9 10Shopp i ng Time 111 and 111Movie Time" have been taughto 
The teacher is to r epeat t he words and the pupils make i maginat ive caps 
h t he ir hands on top of t he ir heads if the tm words have the same i n itial 
O.do 
IQ I will mke the_!!, sound then you say it o (Teacher t hen children) Here 
3. lis t eni ng gameo Let gs find out if t hese words begin wit h the n so undo 
ill say the wordso You say them aft er me o tQ (Teacher t hen pupils) 
lo no new 
~Did no and new both begi n with the n sound? Yes ~ !!£.and ~both began 
Cl t he nsound 9-sQwe will make a littlE;' cap wi t h our hands on top of -our 
i li.ke-thia {Teaoher demonstrate how to make ha t with f'ingers of' botli -
is t ouch:l..ng t o ma.ke a point ed capo ) to show the t .!!£, and ~ began with 
n sm.mdo 10 
-
10I wi.ll say more words o I will s ay t wo mrds each timeo You say them 
:lr meo If the t wo words begin with t he n sound P r emember to make a cap 
tJ. your hands and :put it on your heado 10 -
Teacher s ays words o 
Pupils th en say words a 
Pupils make caps i f bot h words begi n wit h n soundo 
2 o name no t 'l o nippl e nest 
3o barn nut S o nose needle 
4o ijancy· n i ne 9o p ig nail 
5o n et my lOa n i ckel neck 
6o napkin necktie 
2o " M:lre Caps " 
See directions and expl anation for ~caps 111 a For the purpose of illustration 
ll n has been usedo " M:l r e Caps 111 may be us ed as the last step i n the sam :five 
91 
es as mentioned for •caps•o "MOre Caps~ may be used with the l essons 111Mbre 
"I will make the n sound then you say it o (Teacher then children) Here 
a listeni ng gameo Let us f i nd out if these words end with the n soundo I 
1 say the words o You say th,em after me o111 (Teacher then pupilsT 
lo corn l emon 
cher & 
~Did corn and l emon bot h end with then sound ? Yes ~ ~ and lemon both 
ed wi t h t he n s ound 9 so we will Imke a little cap with our hands on top of our 
i like t h i s ( Teacher demonstrate how to make hat wi t h fingers of both hands 
~h~ng to make a point ed capo) to show that corn and lemon ended with the 
) lllld olfl 
111! will s ay more words o I will say t wo words each timeo You say them 
~r me o I,f .the two ~rds end with the n sound 9 r emember to make a cap with ~hands and put t he cap on your head o111-
Teacher s ays wor ds o 
Pupil s t hen say wordsa 
Pupi l s make caps i f bot h words end with n soundo 
2 o bam sun 'lo pumpki n hop 
3o kitten boy Bo hum spoon 
4o rug moon 9o man rain 
5 o pi n p en l Oo on i n 
6o can r un 
l 
3o ttAutomobile=St optt ' 
111Automobile- St op2 111 i s t o be used for purposes - of di scriminationo It will 
;her ear t r a i n ingo Us e for a group or for an ind i vi d ualo ~or kindergarten 
: exercise should be used as one lessono In other grades this may be followed 
mch exercises a s g lflSt~- 9 "Sentence Time 10 9 111Engine- St op2" 9 and 111Picking 
•i es•o Do not use t h i s exercise before 111 Cl assifications 111 » 111Picture Names•~ 
.dapted from Donal d Do Durrell and Hel en Bo Sull ivan with the cooperation of 
m Ao Murphy and Kat hryn Mo Junkins 9 Building Word Power 9 Yonkers=on- Hudson » 
York 9 World Book Co.o » 1 941 v p o 15 o 
opp i n g Time~ . or ~Nbvie Timeo~ For the purpos e of ill ustration i nitial w 
usedo 
The teach er r ep et: t s the words a nd every time she says one t ha t does not 
i n with ~ the children are to say ~stop 3 ~ o 
~First 9 I will make t he w soundo 
1 pupils) 
Then 9 you make the_!!: soundo~ (Teacher 
Letqs pretend 3 I am a l i ttle automobil e o To go I must say words that 
in with t h e _!!: s ound o When I say a word that b egi ns wi t h the .!! sound ~ let 
?;O o But-=if I say a wor d that does not begi n with the.!! sound 9 say S'IDP3 
1 I will go a gain until you say STOP3 Remember-=say STOPS if I say a word 
& does not begi n with the w sound o ~ 
Wor ds to be said by t he teacher g 
~we 9 wal k 9 wash , wood ~ wi nd 9 water 9 CHICKEN 9 ·watch, worm~ CAR , window, wish, 
~ wo r k p wi pe 9 wave 9 MOUSE 9 wi nk 9 woman 9 UP·, warm 9 wet, Wa.it , wag 9 HOP, want, 
1 9 P~9 war 9 wedding 9 weed 9 wire 9 was t ebasket ~ TEN , worm, want , PRETTY, 
>n 1 wal letv wade~ 
1 
4o "Engine- St opS" 
Se e the dire ctions and expl anati ons for ~Automobile-Stop J' ~o The only 
~ erence i s that for pur poses of illustration ch i s used i n the final positi on 
~his exerciseg This exercise is t o be used with "Automobile-Stop i ~ or "Sen-
:e Timeft!o 
The t eacher repeats the words and every t i me she says one that does not end 
1 oh t he child r en are to say "Stop 3 ~ o 
"First 9 I will make t he ch s ound o T.hen 9 you make the ch soundg" (Teacher 
1 pupils) 
ther g 
"Let qs pret end3 I a m a l i ttle a ut omobile o To go I must say words that end 
:bi d o 
;h t he c:h soundc When I say a word that begins wi t h the ch sound~ let me go .. 
~D if Iaay a word t hat does no t end with the eh so,md, say S'!'OP2 Then I 
.1 go again UJ1t1l you say STOPg Remember~ saySTOP$ if I say a v.ord that 
~s net end wit h the ch soundo " 
Words t o be sa i d by the t eacherg 
tewatchp patch 9 wi ·t ch 9 PUSH, porch, :n:arch, church, peach 9 bench, SEA., punch, 
iF ~ s pinach ~ lunch~ couch, ~~ punch , starch p s titch? which, ~E, hatch, 
;ch, birch , d i t ch, ca tch, ske t ch? FIVE 9 ouch, h:ltch , pinch" 
Materi als Invol ving Speech Practice in Articulating the Sound Accurately 
1 o 10Song Time" 
The purpose of t he ex erc:!.se i s to promote ear traini ng 9 speech habi ts and 
•d anal y1::1:!. s abilities. Use the song for group or f or 1.ndi vidual worko The 
lowi n g mus c i s pre s ent ed with words to show how to reinforce a beginning 
nd and to pr o-vi d e vari.e t y and entertai nmen t in t eachingo This material should 
most valua bl e if used d i rectly aft er presen·t i ng the t ype of :roo.terial gi ven 
Chapi; er I I o To illust r a te usage of this exercise the sotmd of n in the 
t iel pc si t ion is us ed o 
The teacher simpl y foll ows the writ ten direct ions. Th i s exercise is to be 
d a s one l esson f or all gradeso 
KNOTS 
· tr Jl d 
;c-kle~nails dnd nee- dles nev- er need new kn,o+s' 
J -=t-: J::-r--.:.--.1 ~~1 r~~d;---, ~1 J---+i----ll-+-1 --1 
,.,.,.. cy's I ;.i+!Je Si: e StY" I ngs a 1- wo.yl!> "feea--new -e-- k n o+s . 
"Li s t en while I s i ng thi s song about kno t so (Teacher sings and children 
ten. ) 
' I 
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cher~ 
"I will sing the song again. This time I want you to listen for all the 
.ds you can hear that begin with the n sound." (Teacher sings. Children 
ten.) 
cher: 
"Now tell me the words that began with the n sound.". (Let individual 
ldren say one word. If they do not recall all of the .words, sing the song 
in.) 
~GoodJ Nickels, nails, needles, never, need, new, knots and Nancy's 
an with the n sound." 
Next have the children sing w:ithr ' teacher, then have children sing alone. 
truct children to say the ~ sound distinctly as they sing. The teacher 
uld listen for accurate articulation of the sound. A slight prolongation 
the n sound in the words will help improve speechQ 
1 
2. "Classifications" 
These simple teaching exercises are to give added ear and speech training 
the teaching of a beginning sound. Word analysis abilities are also pro-
ede This type of exercise should be used directly following exercises in 
pter Ilo Use this for group or for individual work. To adapt this mterial 
a different beginning sound or to an ending sound the teacher must make 
classifications. This exercise should be followed by an additional exer-
e in the same lesson. Use exercises such asg "Two Alike,• "Automobile-StopJ" 
ps" or "Riddles." To illustrate thts game the sound of n in the initial 
i tion is used. 
The pupil listens as the teacher reads the directions and then repeats the 
is. The pupils should be conscious of accurate articulation of the sound as 
y say the word. 
cher~ 
"Rere are some words that tell about part of your body. T.fiey, begin with 
'· 
Mapted from DUITell and Sullivan, E.R.!_ cit., p. 20. 
~ n sound. Li sten3 nose, neck, knee, knuckleo" 
- "Now say all of the things that you can remember that are part of you 
tt begi n with the n sound. Say the n sound clearly when you name the parts." 
~t i ndi vidual children name one. Let one child name all words.} 
tcher g 
"Here are some things to use that begin with the n sound. ListenJ net, 
Jkin p needle 9 nipple, nail, newspaper , nickel . " -
"Now say all the things you can remember that are things to use that you 
L remember that begin with the n sound." (Repeat procedure of doing as in 
'S t part.) 
"Here are the names of people that begin with the ~- sound. ListenJ Ned, 
.cyp Natp Nola ... 
"Now say all the names you can remember that begin with the n sound." 
1peat as in first part.) 
:gest iom 
For ot her begi nning or ending sounds the teacher may make up different 
ssifications containing words to illustrate sound. 
Use these explanations for "Picture Names , • "Shopping Time , " and 
vie Time.fll 
The three fol lowing exercises are to promote ear and speech training for a 
:inning sound. Word analysis abilities are also promoted. Use for a group or 
an individual . The pictures will give mot i vation to the lessons. These 
sons will be best used directly following the teaching of materials in Chapter 
For kindergarten one of these exercises would be the entire lesson. For 
other grades combine with such games as "Two Alike,• "More Two Alike , " 
ps , " "Ri ddles" or "Automobile-Stop2". To illustrate the usage of these 
es the sound of n in the initial "position is used. 
The teacher should read the directions, collect the materials and repeat 
words in ~uotation marks when teaching the lesson. 
96 
cherg 
~Today let 9 s pretend, look and listen. First, let 9 s pretend we have a new 
ture book. Look at these big pictures and pretend they are in your book. 
you l ook a t the pictures, listen as I say their names.• 
(Use white vellum 9" :x: 12" or heavy manilla paper. Draw own pictures as 
t ed below or cut large pictures from a picture book or magazine. For other 
nds the teacher may draw her own pictures or collect them as suggested above.) 
Teacher di splays pictures as numbered and repeats the name of each picture, 
ting emphasis on the ini tiel or ending sound. 
l o na il 5. nut 9. nurse 13. Iiippl e 
2. nest 6. net 10. night 14. nickel 
3. napki n 7. nine llo needle -
4. neck 8. nose 12. newspaper 
cherg 
-"Now let gs choose the pi cture we like best. Hold the picture up and tell 
t it is . Say the words distinctly." 
Child goes to the front of the roomp chooses one picture to hold up so 
may see» and names the picture. Repeat until all children have had a turn. 
~et 9 s l ook a t our picture book once ~ore befor e we put it away." (Choose 
hild t o hol d up and name each picture.) 
4. "Shopping Time" 
cher g 
"Pret end you are going shopping. 
a l i st of the things you may buy. 
1. nut 5. net 
I will be the clerk in the store. 
Listen carefullyJ " 
2. n i pple 6. nine (cut out a number 9) 
3. napkin 7. nail 
4. needle 8. newspaper 
"Now you are in my store. Here are the things you may buy. (This t:i.me 
the l i st of things and hold up each object as you name it.) You may buy 
thing. Hold up what you want to buy and say what it is, like this. 
ember to speak distinctly." (Hold up one object and say the name.) 
For extra dri ll variation pupils may buy two, three, four or all of the 
acts. 
. ' ill .:-' 
5o "bbvie Ti me" 
Use sli des and slide projector or use only mounted pictures or use pictures 
tt are right i n a book to present the words mentioned belowo If using Slides, 
re a portable slide taped only at the top so all pi ctures can be placed inside 
removed in ordero 
Pictures to be usedg 
l o nose 6o nut llo needle 
2o neak 7o napkin l2o nipple 
3o net So nail l3o newspaper 
4o nine (a number nine or nine 9o nurse 14o nickel 
obj ects) l Oo n i ght 
5o nes t 
trJherg 
•Today l etvs pret end we are going to the movieso Let 9s look at the pictureo 
~first picture in projectoro) You may take turns pretending you are the 
touncer and tell u.s what each picture iso Speak distinctl yo" (This may be 
•ied by l et ting individual pupils name two or more or all of . the pi ctureso) 
6 o "Two Alike" 
This game i s used for the purpose of promoting speech and ear trainingo 
1 game also acts as an aid to word analysis techniqueso This may be used for 
'up or for ind i vidual worko This exercise should follow "Picture Names," 
.ps" or "Classifications." If not used in that grouping, it may be used in 
same l esson with "Automobile-StopJ" or "Engine-StopJ" . 
The t eacher repeats the wr i tten materialso The children listen to the 
·ee words then choose the two having a similar beginning sound o For the purpose 
illustrat i ng the exercise n in the i nitial posit ion is usedo 
cherg 
"Let 9 s all make then soundo Be sure your tongue is pressed against the 
sand that the s ound comes out your nose when you say ~o (Children with 
cher) Now we will play a ],.istening gameo I will say some words a You lis ten 
two words that begin with the .!! sound o 111 
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l o neck pi e nose 
~This time you say the words with meo~ (Children and teacher repeat.) 
neck pi e nose 
cherg 
~Who can tell what two words began with the n sound? GoodJ Neck and nose 
~n with the~ sound.• (Repeat above procedure for the following listg~ 
2o sea Nancy no 6. name apple now 
3o necktie sun net 7o number nest party 
4. new nap four 8o green newspaper night 
5o boat needle nut 9o noon money nipple 
lOo mouse nickel note 
7. "M::>re Two Alikeff 
The explanations and directions for "N.bre Two Alike" are the same as those 
~Two Alike" i n all respects but one. That is 9 that "Mbre Two Alike" has 
n developed using~ in a final position for purposes of illustration. 
cherg 
ff1Le t 9s all make the n sound . 
we will play a listening game. 
t end with the n sound . " 
1 . can hen car 
Say i t clearlyo (Children wi th teacher) 
I will say some words. You listen for t wo 
" This time you say the words with me." (Children and teacher repeat words.) 
can hen car 
cher ~ 
"Who cen tell what ~~o words ended with the n sound? GoodJ Can and hen 
ed with the n sound. " (Repeat above procedure for the following list.-)--
2. moon boy fan 7. crown house lemon 
3. mitten mouse wagon 8. born sun sea t 
4o doll balloon run 9 . gun corn four 
5. chicken train cat 10. it pen clown 
6 . rooster kitten pumpkin 
8. "Sentence Time" 
The purpose of these exercises is to further ear training and ·to strengthen 
ech habits and word analysis abilities. "Sentence Time I" may be used for 
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up or f or individual work. "Sentence Time II" i s to be used for group work 
y . Use only "Sentence Ti me I" a s a lesson in itself f or kindergarten, but 
other gr Ades combine "Sentence Time I" with "Sentence Time II . " "Sentence 
te II" should not be used until the following games have been taught g "Song 
te 9 " · "Cla ssifications . " "Picture Names s" "Shopping Time , " "!lbvie Time , " 
ps ~ " "Nbre Cans" and "Two Alike. " 
"Sentence Time I" 
The t eacher repeats the sentences a nd the pupils pick out the words that 
in wi th the s ame sound. The sound of initial n i s used to illustrate the 
rc i ses ., 
cher g 
~Li s ten f or words that begin with the n sound as I say a sentence." 
B"''ter l' epea t s sentence.) 
l . Ned saw Nola nod at Nancy. 
cher ~ 
"You say t he sentence after me. Make then sound distinctly." (The children 
eat the s ent ence "Ned saw Nol a nod at Nancy .if) 
cher ~ 
~Now name all the words in the sentence that begin with the n sound." (Use 
same p ro ced ure f or all the following sentences.) 
2. No, no » Ned, not now! 
3. Nine nickel s are not new. 
4. Ned and Nola need a needle . 
5. Ni ppl es , newspapers and napki ns are for Nancy. 
6. Naughty Nancy needed nails. 
(Lesson may stop here or continue on to the next part. This work may be used 
one or t wo 1 essons . ) 
"Sentence Time II" 
For the purpose of il lustration initial n is used. The teacher repeats the 
~ ten directions . The pupils take turns adding words to a sentence. They try 
)Ut i n as many words as possible that have initial n . 
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cher ~ 
~You have l i stened to my sentences 9 now you may make your own. Put in as 
'f wor ds as you can think of that begin with the n soundo Speak the words and 
ences di s tinctlyu~ 
( I f the pupil s have trouble constructing sentences, suggest someone give one 
i t ha t begi ns wi th the E. sound and have someone else add to it to make a 
tenceo If pupil s cont i nue to have difficulty in constructing sentences, have 
m fi r st name all the n words they can think of o Then have them try to put 
e of thos e words in t o sentenceso) 
cher ~ 
"Good 2 Now who C-8n tell us what words began with the n sound?" (Children 
e words and t h e t eacher checkso) 
ges tiong For devel opi ng other sounds , the teacher can make up sentences 
i la r to t he above using several words begi nning or ending with the desired 
o.d in one s ent enceu 
9 o "Words" 
Use thes e dir'ections for "Words s" "Riddles ~ " "Two Alike Again," "Picking 
r i es" and "Garden Ti meo" 
'r.hese f i ve exerc i ses have been developed to further ea r - training, speech 
its and wor d analysis abilities. All five exercises may be used for group or 
individ ual wor ko For kinderga rten the first three .games may be used as 
nit . For other grades all five may be taught unless time allottment or atten-
n span i s l imit ed o If these exercj.ses are used as a unit, they may be used at 
t i me aft er "Song Ti me," "Classifications," "Picture Names," "Shopping Time," 
~Movie Time~ have been taught. However, i f the teacher wishes, she may teach 
rds," "Ri ddl es ," and "Garden Time" any time immediately following the 
erials i n Chapt er ITo "Two Alike Again" and "Picking Berries" may be used 
follo w up t he a bove named l essons for grades other than kindergarten. 
lOl 
For all f ive exercises the teacher repeats the di rections and the pupils 
pond as d irected by the teacher. 
cherg 
-Let 9 s l isten to some wor ds that have the n sound on the end~ sun, moon, 
n~ Dan ~ ran~ open. Make the sound you heard- on the end of those words. 
ildren voi ~ s oundg n- n-n=n.) Now say each word after me. Be sure we can 
r the n sound on t he endJ• . (Teacher says above words one a t a time and the 
l dren r epeat them after her.) 
1 
10. '11Riddl es " 
cherg 
flllLe t 0 s have some fun with these r i ddles. You t ell me t he a nswers. The word 
say must have the n sound on the end."' 
1 . The dog chews on his (bone} 
2o Vfe ea t "'ereal with a (spoon) 
3o Soup comes in a (can) 
4. The funny man i n the circus is called a (clown) 
5. fi7Ch 9 c:h" goes the ( t ra in) 
5. Mother f r i es meat i.n a ( pan) 
7. Il~ you lose a button, maybe you use a (pin ) 
8. The ( sun ) sh i nes i n t he daytime. 
9. The (moon) shi nes at night. 
1 0. We call Fat her a big (man) 
2 
llo "Two Alike Aga i n" 
cher g 
" I am going to say three words. Two of them have the n sound on the end. 
se your eyes and l i sten." 
1. gun soap 
:!her g 
"Tel l me the t•~ words that end with the n sound. Be sure to speak clearly.• 
ildren repea t _g__un and fun . ) 
"Good J Gun and fun di d end with then sound." (Teacher repeats procedure 
1 the following lis t ~) 
2o come 
3. spoon 
4. sand 
chain sun 
ee run 
tan t rain 
5. clown 
6o moon 
pan 
dr um 
ldap t ed from Durrel l and Sull :l.van v ~cit. 9 p. 17. 
farm 
down 
~dapted from WilliamS. Gray and Lillian Gray, Teachers Edition to Accompany 
with Dick and Jane 9 New York 9 Scot t - Foresman and Co., 1940, p. 77. 
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12. ~Ficking Berries• 
lfii am going to say some words. Some of the words end with the n sound, 
no t all of them end with that sound. Pretend we are picking strawberriese 
we want to pick are the good berries~--the words that end with then sound. 
vill throw out the bad berries--the ones that do not end with then sound. 
c the good berri es like this---one hand-the fingers apart then go together--
drop them into your basket. (Demonstrate) Take the bad berries and throw 
n away like thisg (Demonstrate a throw.) Get your make-believe basket 
iy. Close your eyes and let 9 s go picking good berries. Be sure to pick the 
ls th t end with the n sound." (No change in voice or speech pattern by 
~her as she repeats the words.") · 
S l.in corn bone can swim pin train moon fall on clown 
111 Good 2 We tbrew out the bad berries~ swim and falL Swim.and fall did 
end with the n sound. But we put sun~ corn~ bone, can, pin,--r:rain, 
l ~ on, and clown i n to our basket for good berries since they did end with 
n sound. Look at all the berries you have l ~ 
"Now let 9 s pi ck blueberries. Remember--pick only the gpod blueberries--
ones that end with the n sound. Throw out the bad blueberries-- the words 
do not end with then sound." (Teacher repeats words.) 
gun spoon up pan fan Dan chain comb rain pen 
:herg 
teGood ~ Comb and _£E. were thrown out as bad blueberries. They did not 
with the n sound. But see all the blueberries that are good berries--
spoon, pan, fan , Dan , chain, rain, and pen." 
13. ~Garden Time" 
"Let 9 s pretend that we are going to plant a graden. This is the ground. 
1W a line across a blackboard.) Every time you tell me a word that ends 
1 the n sound 9 I wi l l put a flower in the garden. Say the words clearly." 
:e a very simple flower drawing for each correct answer.) 
14. "MOti vations" 
The purpos e of t he following material is that of presenting simple game-
rewards to pupils whenever they give a correct answer. The rewards may 
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used v;i th any game i n Chapter III which does not contai n 130me type of simple 
ard in itself . Stress good a r t iculation. 
For example g lo Children name words for any chosen sound. 
2. Children vo i ce a sound studied after the teacher 
names a word. 
3. Children voice a sound studied when they see a letter 
(or letters) symbolic of that sound. 
Rewards t o offerg 
a.o Add a car t o a tra i n g. Put another balloon in the sky 
b. Add a stone t o a wall h. Put another bird in the sky 
,.. 
~· Add a leaf t o a tree i o Put another star in the sky 
do Put another fish in the wat er j. Add another step to a stairway 
e. Put anot her apple on the tree ko Add another step to a ladder 
f . Add another marble to the pi le l o Let children make own suggestions 
1 
15. ~Fish Bowl " 
The purpose of t hi s exercise is to furt her speech training and word analysis. 
the f i sh bowl for group or for ind ividual work. The material may be used as 
esson i n :i. t self at the end of Chapter II or at any time during the teaching 
Chapt er III for r evi ew purposes . I t may be adapted to one sound and used as 
l ast step i n such games a s rtcaps ~ w ~MOre Caps p" "Song Time , " "Automobile-
pJ" , "Shopping Ti me," or other games of t his type. 
Make an oakt age box (or use a plain wh it e box) and paint it to simulate 
sses , s and , goldfish and water. Paint on in that order. Duplicate pictures 
x 3") of things the names of which contain the beginning or ending sound 
i ied. Have the childr en cut out the pictures and mount them on oaktag. 
a me tal paper clip over each card . ~~e f i sh pol es and lines by using 
ll st i ck s and string. Attach to the string a small toy magnet for the 
1 hook. 
The child f i shes out a picture 9 names it and voices the proper sound 
~rately. The ob ject is to see how many fish each child can ca tch. 
~dapted from a game used in the Boston UniversitT Reading Clinic , Summer of 1953 
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16. "Object Box" 
This exercise will give extra speech training. It IIE y be used for gl':? up 
for individual work. The exercise will be of most . value if used as a game 
itself directly following the teaching of ooterials in Chanter II. It nBy 
used at . any time during the teaching of Chanter .III for review purposes. ' 
game ooy be combined with such games as "Song Time." "Classifications," 
cture Names 9 " "Shopping Time •" "JIJ.bvie Time," "Two Alike". or other games 
this t ype. 
' I 
Collect objects thenames of which begin or . end with the sound being studied.. 
ldren may bring in toys and other articles. Place the objects in a box. 
Allow the children to _handle and name the ~bjects so that they may become 
e familiar with the sound bei):lg studied. Stress clear speech . 
For a variation of the game mix in_ severa.l foreign, qbjects and have the 
ldren pick .out the ones that do not belong by sounding the n~mes of the ob-
ts . 
17. "Large Pictures" 
The purpose of this game is to promote skill in worq. analysis and to give 
ining in speech habits. Use the game for gr~up or for individ.~l work. The 
e may be used directly following the teacb,ing of Chanter II as a review. ex-
ise in itself. It may be used for the same . yurpqse at any time during t;tle 
~hing of .materials in Chanter !II. The e~~r~ise IJE.Y also be used as the last 
p in those games found in Chanter III~ "Song Tim~," "Classifications," 
:!~ure Names," "Shopping Time." and ''M:>vie Time." 
Ha ve pictures (~ x 11"---as DlE!nY as teaeher desires) the _na;mes of which 
cain the beginning sound 'being studied. Nax in several pictures the names of 
:!h begin with foreign sounds. 
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Shuffle the pictures a nd turn face down. Let a child choose one picture 
decide if it is a picture the name of which begins with the sound being 
iied. The child may say the name and voice the beginning sound if it is a 
rect picture. . Otherwise the child just looks a t the picture, shuffles it 
) the pack !" nd .returns to his I:J~at. 
18. "Guessing Game" 
Use this exercise to promote speech and ear training and to g~ve help with 
analysis . This may be used for group or for ind,ividual work. The material 
be used as a game in itself directly fol~owing the t~aching of Chapter II. 
DBY be used as the l a st step in th~se exercises from Qhapter III: "M::>vie 
~ ~ " "Song Time , " "Classifications," "Picture Names," , or "Shopping Time." 
'laY also be adapted for use with manY sounds and used ,as a review exercise 
.tself a t any time during the teaching of Chapter III providing all canso-
; sounds he.ve been taught. For the purpose of illustre.tion n in the initial 
.tion is used. 
The tea cher names a group of words for an ending sound studied. The t~acher 
. , "Here are some words tha t end with the n sound. Listen as I say them." 
her repeats words then sa~s, "~ am thinking of one of those words. You 
try to guess which one." Child replies, "Is it ----~(word ending in~)?" 
nswer is correct, the teacher says, : "Yes, it is (repeat word child said.)." 
nswer is incorrect , the teacher says , "No, it is not (RePeat word child said.)" 
child misses , the next child may guess. If a child names the right word, 
ecomes "It . " 
19. "Wheel Fun" 
For pattern see Appendix. 
This exercise ha s been developed to further speech and word analysis work. 
it only for an individual child. However , if enough are made for all pupils, 
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mer be used .a s a group game. If this is used as a group game, it should be 
~d with a small group unless the teacher has extra help. The wheel may be used 
;er any one lesson ha s been developed in Chapter IL It may be used after 
' teaching of any exercise in Chapter III unless the directions state that a 
te is a lesson in itself. The wheel my be .adapted for us~ with many sounds. 
do this simply use pictures the names of which begin with different consonant 
ndso 
Mount a small wheel on a larger one. The wheel circles may be cut from any 
vy type pap er suitable for duplicating purposes. If the pictures are pasted 
the l arger wheel , oaktag may be used . 
Make a ~window" in the smaller wheel by cutting out a rectangular shaped 
t to allow pictures (duplicated or pasted) on the larger wheel to show 
Jugh. The child is to say the name of each picture as it shows in the win-
a. He must also voice the sound at the beginning of the word. Stress clear 
ech. 
20. "Fill the Wagon" 
For pat tern see Appendix. 
Use this exercise for speech work and word analysis. It will also have 
~ value for developing ear training if the children voice the beginning 
, 
1ds in whispers when they are working independently. The exercise is meant 
individual or for group work. It may be used as an independent lesson after 
sound has been presented in Chapter II. It may be used for review purposes 
t single lesson at any time during the teaching or Chapter III. The exercise 
be adapted to many sounds by using many wagons mounted on one large oaktag. 
!ardboard background. The pictures would then contain many sounds. 
Duplicate pictures (2" x 3") and have the children cut and mount them on the 
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9 size oaktag. 
Next make the wa gon pattern. The wa gon ~ttern may be enlarged to any 
3 desired. This pattern calls for a 4~ x 3i- piece of oaktag 
-1- II 
~ > 
Oaktag 
It- • 
Slit vertical lines 
1" k. with razor. Insert ~ J.ll \ ~:body of wagon. ~ < -r 
.. 
Wagon Pattern 
l 
Colored Construction 
;, 
Paper 
Any color combination of construction paper may be used for making the 
n. Fold up the bottom section and push s-ide pieces through slits in oak-
Peste a handle to oaktag and attach two wheels to wagon. 
For the purpose of illustration beginning ch is used. 
her: 
"Let 9 s all make the elf: sound. (Children with teacher then chi;Ldren alone.) 
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1s fill our little wagon with pictures of things that begin with the ch 
1d. First let 9 s look at all of the pictures and say their names. Be sure 
1peak distinctly." (Children with teacher.) 
L children 7. chest 
2. chain 8. cherries 
3. ship 9. chimney 
4. chair 10. shoe 
5. chicken ll • . chipmunk 
6. scissors 12. chickadee 
13. child 
:her~ 
"Does the picture children begin with the ch sound? Yes, it does. Put 
picture of children in your wagon. Now look at your pictures. Put the 
: that begin with the ch sound in your wagon. Remember--put in the ones that 
.n with the ch sound. My desk is the wagon house. When you have filled 
· wagon , bring it to the wagon house; and I will check your load." 
21. "Cake Fun" 
For pattern see Appendix. 
This game is to be used for the purpose of promoting goo d speech habits . 
ill also promote skill in word analysis. 
Use this for group or for individual work. It may be used after the pre-
ation of any consonant sound in Chapter II. It may also be used as the last 
in these games from Chapter_IIIz "Song Time," "Classifications," "Ficture 
s," "Shopping Time," "MOvie Time," "Caps," · "Engine-Stop:", or other games 
his type. 
Take the pattern of the cake and candles and let each child cut out one 
and ten candles. They may decorate the cake, plate, and candles with wax 
~ns. The teacher may make the ten slits at the top of the cake with a razor 
9. The children insert a candle in each slit. 
For p~poses of illustration the t sound is used. 
o.er~ 
"Let 9 s make the t sound. · (Teacher and children then children alone.) 
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~tend this is a real cake. Now let 9 s see how many candles you can blow out. 
lry time you say a word that begins with the! sound, you blow out a candle. 
tt means you may take out a candle. Try to blow out all of the candles. 
sure to speak distinctly.• 
Praise pupils for any amount of correct words given. If used for group 
·k , children must take turns blowing out only one candle at a time. 
22. ~sentence Fun" 
Sentence fun is to be used for developing correct speech usage and for 
moting word analysis abilities. Use this for group work only. Due to the 
10ry work included, this exercise would be best used in kindergarten during the 
t pe rt or at the end of Chapter III. Use this as a lesson in itself. For 
other grades this work may be used with a group whenever the teacher knows 
pupils can memorize or read three or four simple sentences. 
Place a group of three or four simple sentences containing several repe-
ions of the speech element begin taught on the board. If the children cannot 
i f they will listen while the teacher reads the sentences two or three times. 
~he children can read , one of them chooses a sentence , reads it to himself, 
1 whispers it to the teacher. When the teacher reads the sentences, tbe child-
choose one , then wbisper it to the teacher. The child then asks someone to 
>s his sentence. The child who guesses the sentence has the next rum • 
. dren should use correct articulation of the sound when repeating the sen-
23. •Inty-Mlnty-Dibity-Dob~ 
This exercise is used to develop speech habits and to fUrther word analysis 
ities. Use the game for group work only. - "Inty-Mlnty-Dibity-Dob" may be 
in the teaching of Chapter II after any one sound has been presented. In 
•ter III the exercise may be combined with such games as~ "Caps," "M>re 
"Engine-StopJ" , ".A.utomobile-StopZ", "Song Time," "Shopping Time," 
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ot her games of thi s type. 
A ch U d i s chosen to be a leader . He s a ys , "Inty- Mint y-Dibi ty- Dob" and 
nts hi s f i nger a t another chi ld as he does so . The ch ild indicated names 
ord t hat begins. or ends with the sound bei ng s tudi ed that day. If a child 
s es " It" must poi nt t o another child. If the chi ld sa ys a correct word , he 
)mes "It " and the game cont i nues as bef or e. Stress cl ear speech. 
24. "Fun with Th'' 
Th i s exercise is developed to pra ct i ce the t h sound as in thi~ and to 
l ew o t h er s ounds. Use t h i s only wit h a group. It may be used during the 
~bing of Chap t er II a s soon a s the t h sound has been presented. 
The t eacher says the begi nni ng sound in t h i nk. Let all pupils voice the 
1d . Then each ch i ld selects something in the classroom a bout which to 
~. Books , p i ctures , crayons , et c . The th i ngs selected must all be things 
.d r en can s ee in t he clas s room. One child points to some ob j ect , a s the 
:s on the tabl e a nd says , " If-no i s t h i nki ng of those books?" All who have 
1en the books sta nd . "It~ choo s es one chil d to answer. Tha t child says, 
tm th i nking of t hose books . " If a child po i nts to something of which no 
is t hinking , he loses his turn a nd someone else takes his place. Each 
. d ~ a s so on a s h e ha s named t he ob jects of wh ich he is thinking , chooses 
:th ing else of wh i ch to think. 
25. "Ci rcl e Guessing" 
The purpos e of t h i s game is to devel op speech habit s and to further word 
ys is ab i l i t i es . This exercise is to be used for group work only. Use the 
c i se wi th materi als in Chapter II after any one consonant sound has been 
en ted . It ma y also be used a s the last step in the ,- games from Chapter III g 
ie Ti me ," "Song Ti me , " "Shopp i ng Time , " "Classifications ," and "Picture 
s." I t ma y be used to precede any of the other games used in Chapter III. 
i 
'· 
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pt the game for many sounds by allowing "It" to name any beginning sound he 
hes. For purposes of i llustrati on beginning l is used. 
Have the ch i l dren form a circle with one child in the center. The child 
t he center closes h i s eyes and t ouches some ch ild in the circle. The child 
is t ouched says a word beginning with 1. If ~It" identifi6s this pupil 
rectly p he i s given another turn. If "It" fails to i dentify the pupil s the 
il t ouched becomes "It " . Ch ildren should use correct articulation of the 
nd when r epeating the word. 
26. ~Arti cle Gues s ing" 
The purpose of t hi s exercise is to develop simple word analysis and to 
1force speech patterns . Use the material for group work only. This exer -
3 may be used with the material of Chapter II after any one sound has been 
3ent ed . If she wishes 9 t he t eacher may use this exerc ise during any period 
1er teaching. For the purpose of i llustration beginning ~ has been used. 
Use ar t icles beginning with one sound. Make a collection of articles that 
.n with b. The ch ildren may help by bringing i n their t oys. Place several 
.cles on t he table or desk. Ex:ampl eg ball p bottle p box 9 bag p etc. T:he 
~her a nd children· name the articles. Use good articulation. Have a child 
1e his eyes while one of the articles is removed by the teacher. Then have 
child open h i s eyes and guess >~at has been taken. If a child misses~ let 
one else answer. Continue game by removing two or three articles and have 
ild name all that have been removed. 
DISCRIMINATION MATERIALS (ILLUSTRATED WI'IH PICTURES) USING M\NY SOUNDS 
ALL BY THEM3ELVE3 
A. "Echo Fun" 
This game may be used with two children or with a group . The purpose of 
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game i s to give extra s peech and ear training. It will be of most value if 
d direct l y following the teachi ng of the sounds in Chapter II. It may be 
d a s one lesson i n kindergarten . In all other grades it may ·be used as the 
ond part of such exercises in Chapter III a s ~song Time 9 " ~classifications,~ 
cture Names~ or "Shopping Time . " It ma y be used at any time for review pur-
One child voices a sound (any one he has learned)o Example: ~t-t-t-t," 
1- n , " e t co The child will voice the sound a little louder than he speaks in 
tnary conversationo Another chi ld i s chosen who echoes back the same sound 
~ much so f ter vo i ceo 
For variation the .cla s s may be di vi ded into two groups. One group makes 
f irst sound and t he ot her group echoes backo Continue the game until all 
1ds studied have been revi ewed or until any one sound has been sufficiently 
.ewed o If pupils cannot r ecall all sounds? the teacher should say them for 
first child o 
Bo ~collecting Pi ctures" 
This may be us ed as a revi ew exercise by itself to reinforce speech know-
;es and discriminations . It may be used for one child or for a group. Use 
exercise following ma t erials used in Chapter II or after these exercises 
Chapter III : "Song Time p ~ "Classifications 9 " "Picture Names," "Shopping 
," or "Movie Time." This is not used as a lesson until the picture collec-
has been completedo 
Have the ch i ldren bring i n pictures representing speech. Example: A pic-
of a ch i ld looking at a new toy with pursed lips would represent a wh 
ch position. Mount the pi ctures on a bulletin board under the caption 
ech Sounds a" 
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~ter several sound pictures have been mounted i let the children take 
1s maki ng the sound represented by the p ictureso 
Co 111 Thi ngs " 
Tni s exerci se is to be used to further correct speech usage of consonant 
ldSo The exercise is meant for either group or individual worko It should 
1sed directly after t each ing the consonant sounds in Chapter II and before 
:hing exerci ses from Chapter IIIo Aft er the work of Chapter II has been 
>leted»the exercise may be used at any time for a review l essono Use the 
'cise as a lesson i n itselfo 
The t eacher says the name of a thing (Chap t er II materials) that makes 
one of t he sounds studied and the ch ildren say the sound made by the 
.g mentioned o 
Exampleg Teacherg 
Childg 
Tea cherg 
Child g 
t~~squirrel" 
~k-k=k-k"' 
fi'Top" 
"n- n- n" P et co 
Do "Mystery Boxfll 
Here is another exercise t o give extra speech trainingo It may be 
for either group or individual worko The exerc i se will be of most value 
sed directly following the materials in Chapter II. It should be used for 
ew purposes for a single lessono It may be used at any later time for a 
k:-Up o 
Have a box filled with different toys representative of the beginning con-
1t sounds taughto Let the children bring the toys to fill the mystery box. 
plesg humming top P airplane ~ toy squirrel p motor boat » clock, engine p etco 
The children t ake turns picking out a toy or any objecto They then tell 
!ound the toy representso 
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E. 19The Airplane Game"' 
This game i s to be used only for individual work. The purpose is to rein-
:e speech ha bits i n t he s tudy of consonants. The exer cise should be used 
ldiately fol l owing Chapter I I. Use t he exercise for a singl e l esson. 
On a large piece of oaktag attach a string that runs f r om one end to the 
lr o The size of the oaktag will vary according to the number of pictures the 
:her wishes t o use. Attach a t oy airplane to th e stri ng so that it will move 
l y back and f orth. On the oaktag paste pictures repres ent a tive of the be-
ing or ending sounds studied along the str i ng (above or below) at 5n inter~ 
Use pictures of top ~ airplane ~ engine v squirrel ~ etc. as used to intra-
ea ch sound in Chapter II. 
Stress clear speech. The child starts hi s pla.ne on the left side of the 
of p ictures . The child is to make the sound repres~nted by each picture. 
r he makes the sound correctly 9 he moves the plane to the next picture and 
n unt il h e reaches the end picture . Shquld a child mi ss a sound » the teacher 
lies t he answer. The child then s t arts from the beginning again. 
F. "Birdhousew 
Use this game for speech reinforcement . It is for group or for individual 
The game will be of most value if used di r ectly following the materials 
1~pt er II. I t may also be used for review purposes throughout Chapter III. 
~he game as a lesson in itself. 
Make about s i x birdhouses out of oak t ago Make a slot in each one big 
~ to hold the s ize picture card being used. Scatt er the bi rd houses 
; the room. On oaktag mount a group of small pi ctures of different foods, 
corn 9 peas 9 squash ~ meat 9 soup v beans 9 etc . Each chil d takes a card. 
lard may be carried by the mother bi rd ( child) to the baby birds in a 
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dhous e o If t he child can vo i ce t he begi nni ng or endi ng sound of each food 
t t h ey ca r ry t o the bi rdhouse 9 they wi n a pointo 
Go "Train Ri de"' 
Here is another game for use with an individual child or with a groupo 
s exerci se should be used for the purpose of rei nforcing speech patternso 
best resul t s use the ma t er i al directly followi ng the exercises of Chapter 
I t wi ll al so be of value for review .at any t i me during the teaching of 
er i al s i n Chap t er IIIo Use the exercise as a l es son in itselfo 
Cut a tra i n from a pict ure book or magazine (or construct own) and mount 
)n cardboa rd or oakt ago Make t abs to attach to the back of the train so 
nrill s t and up on a t able o M9.rk di ffer ent stations by placing pictures (re-
3entatbre of t he beginni ng or end i ng consonant sounds taught ) of such 
1gs as g top 9 boa t , cl ock , ai r plane , kitten , squirrel D etc o 1 at different 
;s on t he t abl e o 
The chi l d i s t o voice t he sound tha t the pi cture representso (EXample: 
;he next stop o The object of the game is to get the train to go from the 
1t stop to the last without ~breaking downo• 
DI SCRIMINATION M&.TERIALS (ILLUSTRATED WITH PICTORE3] PUPILS OR ARTICLE'3) 
USING MANY SOUNDS En'Rl!SSED IN WORDS AND SENTENCES 
Ao "Flower Garden Time" 
Use this exercise to reinforce speech pattern so It ma.y be used as an in-
ndent revi ew exercise at any time during the teaching of Chapter IIIo The 
is to be used for group or individual worko It may be used as an indepen-
exercise directly following the work of Chapter II or it may be used for 
forc ing any one sound a t the end of such exerci ses as g "Two Alike , " "Caps," 
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re Two Al ike~ or "Shopping Time" taken from Chapter IIIo 
Make a flower garden on oaktag with the stems of the flowers pasted on the 
tago Now make the flower parts o On each flower part write a l etter re-
9ontative of a sound that has been studiedo Such as~ b 9 p ~ 5 9 m9 d 9 etco 
r~er part s should be made with a slit so that they will fit over the sterno 
ch:Hdren may color the flower part s if desiredo 
The teacher vo i ces the sound (b=b) for the childo If the child can think 
i word begi nning or ending with the sound 9 he may place his flower on a ste.mo 
;inue t he game unt il the garden is full of flowerso 
Bo "House Fun" 
Use t h i s exercise for reinforcing speech pat t erns and discriminationso 
ay be used for either group or individual worko This game may be used 
review at the end of Chapter IIo It may be used at any time during the 
bing of Chapter III for review purposes o If the teacher wishes to use 
or one sound only 9 she may use it as the last step i n such exercises as 
e from Chapt er IIIg "Automobile-StopJ" 9 "Engine-Stop J~ 9 ~caps~ 9 "MOre 
" ~ or other games of ·chis type o 
A large house can be outl ined on oaktago Different rooms far the house 
be cut from construction paper--a different color for each room in the 
~ o On each of the colored pieces is pasted a picture of a piece of 
ltureo Be sure to use pictures the names of which contain a beginning or 
1g sound that has been taughto Examples g bed 9 chair 9 sofa 9 table 9 desk 9 
radio 9 piano 9 e tco 
If the child can name th e piece of furniture and voice the beginning or 
Lg sound s he may pl ace a r oom on t he houseo Continue the game until the house 
Lil t-~all rooms have been placed on the house outlineo 
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C. ~Another Picture Gamew 
Tbis exercise is to be used for devel oping speech patterns ~ word-picture 
ding and word analysis. It may be used for group or for individual work. 
is to be used as a lesson in itself. ~Another Picture Game" should not be 
d until all the work in Chapter III has been taught. 
The object of the game i s to help the pupils identify different beginning 
end i ng sounds . For the purpose of illustration beginning sh and ending~ 
e been used. 
Pla ce in a wall chart labeled pictures of ship 9 shirt , and shovel. Place 
!!l ed picrtures of ships p shirts and shovels on the chal k ledge. In adapting 
game to other sounds the teacher might use such words as the following~ 
~1 ~ wh ip ~ whistl e ; ca t 9 can 9 cap ; bed 9 boat 9 ball ; etc. 
Have a chi l d read one of the word pictures i n the wall chart. Then 
h i m to find the same word with an .!!. endi ng on the chalk ledge and place it 
~r the appropriate word in the wall chart. The child is to articulate all 
ls clearly. 
Do "Clothi ng Gamew 
The ~Clothing Game" is constructed to develop speech patterns and to 
word analysis. It is to be used for group work only. The exercise my be 
directly following the teaching of materials in Chapt er II. It may be 
at any time dur ing Chapter III as a review exercise in itself or it may 
sed at the end of Chapter III. 
A child goes i nto the dressing room and selects some article of clothing 
asg ~carf 9 ~loves 9 ~ittens 9 ~oots 9 e tc. 9 and puts it where all can see 
ront of the room. The chil d says to the class 9 "What did I put on the 
r?" Tne child chosen to answer guesses 9 ~You put a hat on the chair 9 w and 
voices the beginning sound in the name of the article of clothing-- h. 
the answer i s correct P that child becomes "It " o 
Eo WHide in the Closet~ 
Thi s exerci se i s for group work onlyo The exercise is to further dis-
ni nation i n begi nni ng soundso Use the exercise as a separate lesson at the 
of Chapter II or use i t as a lesson in itsel f at any time during the 
~bing of Chapter IIIo 
The chil dren sit or s t and in a circleo The children close or cover their 
3 and ke ep t hem closed throughout the gameo The teacher touches a child who 
res the group and h ides in a coa t room or a eloseto The teacher voices the 
3t sound i n t he name of the child who left the groupo The children in the 
1p take t urns tryi ng to guess who i s h i dingo They say the name of the child 
voi ce t he begi nn i ng sound o EXample g ~Charl es~cho~ The winner chooses the 
; ch i ld t o h i de o Tne winner must ~s it out ~ the time he chooses the child to 
Fo "Ice Cream House" 
•rca Cream House~ i s to be used for ear training and reinforcement of 
tch patterns o It is t o be used for group or individual worko Use the game 
single lesson for review purposes at the end of both Chapter II and 
1ter IIIo For developing a single sound ( using the same sound on every 
,) it may be used as the last step in such games as~ "Song Time," ~Shop­
Time~" ~Two Alike ," "Caps" P "Automobile Stop" and all other games of 
typeo 
The t eacher draws a flight of stairs on the blackboardo On each step she 
es a different l etter that is representative of a sound that has bean taught. 
child takes a turn and s~ys a word beginning or ending with each sound 
1 he rea ches t he top stepo As the chil d approaches each step, the teacher 
es the sound (~ ~ ~, ~ 9 et co) o If the chi ld gets to the top step without 
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i s take P he opens t he door of an ice cream house and wins an i ce cream coneo 
t eacher draws an ic:e cream cone on the board for ea ch wimtero 
In gr ades above k i nderga rten the exercis e ma y be used to fur t her training 
r;ord anal ysis o The ch ildren look at the l etters on t he s t ep 9 v oice the 
11d of t h e l etter s a nd then say the wordso 
Go "Li k e Ol d Ma id~ 
The purpose of this game is to reinfor ce s peech patterns and to aid word 
lysiso It is t o be us ed for groups of f rom t wo to six players~ depending 
1 th e number of cards t he teacher wi shes to put into the packo Use t he 
>as a l esson in itse fo It may be used a ft er th e t each ing of Chapter II 9 
my- time dur i ng th e t each ing of Chap ter III 9 or a t the end of Chapt er III o 
Small p i c t ures ( 2 '' x 3 19 ) are dupl icatedo The ch ildren cut th em out and 
tt them on oakta go Under each p iet ure ·t he t ea cher pri nt s t he l ett ers repre-
;ative of the beg:i.nn i ng or end i ng sound f ound i n t he name of the picture o 
Th e object of t he game is to give practice wi t h beginni ng sounds o The 
l s a re all deal t out and t h e chi l dren take turns asking for the cards they 
l i n t he ir hands ~ until they f i nd a match for all of the cards they hol d 
;he ir handsu In asking for a card each chil d must name the picture and 
:e proper begi nni ng or end i ng sound o Exampie~ "ball- - b"P "cat--c" P etco 
Ho "Zoo Fun" 
The purpos e of this game is to provide traini ng in speech patterns and 
analys i so The exer c ise may be u s ed fo r group or i ndividual worko Use the 
'Cise es, a . esson in i ts el f at t he end of Chapt er II or use i t at any tiiiB 
ng th e t eaching of Chapter IIIo It may be adapted to a single sound and 
ined with such games as "Caps 9 " "Two Al i ke" 9 ~song Time 9 " "Classifications" 
other games of tha t t ypeo 
The object of the game i s to promote recogniti on of beginning soundso 
chil dren are gi ven a minute to recall what they have seen when they 
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3i t ed the zooo If any child has never visited t he zoo p he may just play that 
has been there and play that he has seen some animalso The first child 
Lls what he sawo ( ~I saw bearso") He then voi ces the beginn ing or ending 
md of the animal name he said o ("bear--b" ) Let each child tell an 
~I!ll9.lo If a ny child cannot think of a different animal name , allow him 
repeat one that has been named o 
Io "Bean Bag Throw'~' 
The purpose of this game i s to promote word analysis techniques and 
1ech pa tternso Use the exercise for group or for individual worko It is 
be used as a l esson in i tself at the end of Chapt er IIIo It may be adapted 
a s i ngle sound and used at the end of any exercise used in Chapter IIIo 
Label boxes with l etters representative of t he d i fferent sounds o Put 
boxes in a horizontal lineo The children t ake turns throwing bean bags 
o the boxes o When the bean bag f alls into a box 9 the child must think of 
ord beginning or ending with the sound writt en on the boxo With a kin-
garten group the teacher may need to voice the sound for the childo 
Jo "Crossing the Brook" 
Th i s exer ci se i s to be used for the purpose of promoting ear training 
d analysis and speech trainingo Use the material for group or individual 
ko Thi s i s to be used as a lesson i n itsel f at the end of Chapter IIIo 
may be adapted to one sound and used with any exercise i n Chapter III 9 
viding the exerc i se isn ' t listed as a single l esson in itselfo 
The teacher draws two parallel l i nes on the blackboard to represent a 
)ko In t he brook she draws circles to represent bi g stoneso On each 
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>ne she may wr ite a diff er ent l ett er r epresentative of speech sounds studiedo 
she wr i t es t he let ters ~ she may voice t he s ound . 
The chi l dr en t ake turns and t h i nk of words for all the sounds wr i tten on 
s t ones (beginni ng or ending) until t h ey wcros s t he brook. " If necessary 
t ea cher voices t he sound a s t he chi l d approaches a s t ep. If a child 
~s a mistake 9 he " f alls i nto the brook. w 
Ko ~Grocery Stor e" 
Us e t h i s exercise for the purpose of re i nforcing speech training and 
·d analysis abiliti es. The exercis e may be used a s group or i ndi vidual w::lrko 
is to be used a s an exer cise in its el f a t the end of Chapter II or at any 
te duri ng the t each i ng of Chapt er IIIo 
Children bring into t he classroom empt y food cans and empt y food boxeso 
r labels a re put on t he cans and boxes by the t ea chero On each label is 
t ed a picture of differ ent foods s uch as~ carr ot s 9 peas 9 beans , cocoa, 
k 9 tomatoes 9 et c .o The a r t icl es ar e put i nt o t he ~Grocery Store~---any 
ce the childr en or teacher chooses . Use a t able ~ a bookcase or whatever 
mos t convenient. 
A child goes to the grocery store and asks the teacher for one, two 
as many a r ticles a s there is t ime for . As he asks for an article , he must 
l th e name of t he food and vo i ce t he beginni ng or ending sound of each 
icle that he buys . Children replace articles for others if necessarye 
La "Balloon Fun" 
Use thi s exercise for t he purpose of promoti ng ear training , speech 
ining and skill i n word analysis. The material may be used for group or 
indivi dual work. This exerci s e may be used a s a lesson in itself at 
end of Chapter II o For revi ew purposes i t may be used at any time during 
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teach ing of Chapter IIIo The :r:naterial :may be adapted to one sound and used 
he last step i n such games a s "Class ificati onsDw -Movi e Time ~ ~ ~caps P ~ 
Alike 9 ~ "Picture Names~" and other ~mes of this typeo 
The t eacher draws s i x big ball oons on the blackboardo In each balloon 
writes a letter or letters representative of sounds taughto The teacher 
l d vo ice each sound as she writes Ho If th e child can say a word beginning 
t he sound as written on a balloon 9 he breaks the balloon by clapping his 
So If necessary~ ·the teacher may Yoiee the sound i n each balloon before 
child says a wordo If the child breaks all of th e ball oons 9 he is a wi nnero 
DISCRIMINATION lVfATER!AL (ILLUSTRATED ViJTH PICTURES AND USING HANDWORir ONLY) 
Ji'OR MANY SOUNDS 
Ao Scrapbook 
The purpose of ·th i s work is to gi...-e the children an i ndependent exerc i se 
hich t hey are to d i scriminate bet ween the beginning and end ing consonant 
ds o This wo rk i s to be done by each i ndividual child and checked by the 
hero The chi l dren may start th i s scrapbook a t any time after the teaching 
he sound s i.n Chapter IIo Let the children add to this book duri ng the 
they are having the materials in Chapter I!Io 
Let each child make a book in which he will paste pictures that he has 
ectedo The picture names must begin or end with sounds taught o Have a 
ra te page :for each dJ.:fferent sound o For exampleg The ch ild pastes all 
pictures beginning with~ on the firs t pageQ On the oppos ite page he 
paste t he pi ctures ending with ~9 et co If the page si ze is small 9 have 
child ski p one or two pages between s ounds to allow room for all the 
ureso These pictures may be cut from old books, magazines 9 coloring booksp 
papers, posters 9 cards~ etco The t eacher must menti on the sounds for whi ch 
children need no t find ending pictureso 
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If desired thi s work may be start ed i n Chapter II as soon as the first 
nd has been t aught " 
B. Picture Cards 
The purpose of this exercise is to give the chi l dren practice in dis= 
mina ting betwe en begi nning or ending consonant sounds. It may be used for 
~oup or for an i nd ividual. For best results use this exercise directly 
Lowing Chapter II or at any time later for review purposes. It is to be 
l as an independent work project in itself. 
Duplicate pict ures represent ative of speech sounds taught or pictures of 
1gs the names of which begin or end with thos e soundso MOunt the pictures 
s• x 5~ cards or oaktag. The children may cut out the pictt~es and mount 
The object of this game is to see if the children can put all the pictures 
1 s i milar begi nni ng or ending sounds in their individual sound group. 
~her should check the work when it is finished. 
CHAPTER IV 
SFAT WCRK FOR CONSONANT SOUNDS 
Seatwork papers i n this section are made mostly at the first grade levelo 
re ar e a few that can be used at the kindergarten level and the beginning 
second gradeo Nearly all the vocabulary has been taken from grade one readers 
wo:rkbookso 
The pr i mary purpose of these papers is to develop auditory and visual per-
tiona They rei nforce the work of the teachero The progress of the child is 
elerated to a greater degree once good discrimination, both auditory and visual, 
been devel opedo The child must see clearly and hear distinctly before he 
understando He must be trained to be alert and detect even the slightest 
rerence in a letter or wordo 
A few papers~ such as those on page one and two, are to be used to develop 
ltory perception, but the major part of the seatwork section is to develop 
ual perceptiono However., ther·e are some :rapers that can be used as either 
~1 or auditory worko For example, Sheet 13 was made to develop visual dis-
llination , but can be adapted to auditory discriminationo Fo.r auditory discrim-
~ion , the teacher may say, ~isten , I will say th~ first word and if you think 
it begins like fan, then draw a line under the wordo If it does not begin like 
, t hen do not draw a line under ito- This procedure can be followed for each 
on page thirteeno Mmy of the papers presented here may be . varied by an 
~inative teachero 
As near as possible, the papers have been arranged according to difficulty, 
l the easy ones first and the more difficult ones toward the end. From Sheets 
, 12 the child is working with 1 etters and simple words, but from Sheets 13 to 
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there is a great amount of reading to be done by the childo For example~ 
er the childr en have f i nished Sheet 13 and Sheet 14~ the teacher can call indiv-
al children to read one word on the paper aloudo This procedure will give the 
up a chance to hear the sound at the begi nning or ending of the wordo Due to 
amount of r eading Sheets 19 to 25 should be done by grade one children~ not 
kindergarten childreno 
In constructing ma t eri als similar to Sheet 4 and 11 t eachers should try to 
ose t wo l etters that are similar visuallyp such as ~f=t~P ~b=d~ p ~m-nft p etco 
i lar l et ters are very confusing to many children 9 and they need extra practice 
this t ype in order not t o confuse ~fan" and ~tan~ P et co After several letters 
9 been taught P t he teacher can buil d revi-ew papers like Sheets 8 and 9. 
Each pa per can be used with any sound taughto In Chapter II the teacher will 
l a vocabulary for each i nd i vidual sound. From this vocabulary any sheet can 
nade for developing auditory ani visual percept i ono Howeverp a teacher should 
l fre e to use other words as long as the words are w1 thin the child 9s vocabularyo 
When a sheet is duplicated to be used by the child p the directions at the 
of each sheet i n this manual should be omittedo Replace the directions with a 
~ure to be colored P or a line for the child 9 s name. Direct ions are to be gi van 
Lly by t he teacher. The sheets in this manual are the teacher 9 s samples, and 
directions have been put at the top of each page as a matter of convenienceo 
Nest of the papers have two types of directions, one for written work and 
for a permanent type of worko By the term ~permanent type work sheet~ is 
Lt that the teacher prepares the papers to be used without crayons or pencil. 
;ead of using crayons or pencils to mark the sheetp each child uses a peg to 
:e under the correct response. When the papers have been completed and checked, 
child simpl y brushes the pegs off p and the teacher collects the papers to use 
1r wi th another group. This is a great time saver for the teacher as each 
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tet can be used again witho ut requiring reduplica ting each timeo Pegs or 
ular obj ects us ed for counting end teaching color can be found i n most primary 
sses o Usually each child has a box of h i s own i n his desko The pegs are one 
I 
:h l ong and about one sixteent h of an inch squareo They come in many colorso 
' chi ldren love t o work wi th themo LettersP like pegs, are found in each child 9s 
ko Each box ha s t wo or t hree set s of the alphabet i n both large and smal l 
terso Each l ittle square on Which the l etter i s pr inted is about one half inch 
a re o These p like the pegs p have a number of uses in a firs t grade classroomo 
a t eacher d es not have this equipment in her schoolp then she ean subst i tute 
t l e strips of colo red paper for pegso She would only need about twenty pi eces 
each childo 
In duplicating t he s heet s for the children 9 do not type ~ but print .them by 
d so that the materi al will be larger and more easil y seen by the pr i mary 
l dren o If the t eacher so des i res p she may cut down or add to any of the paperso 
The quality of paper to be used for wr i tten work does not make much differ~ 
ep because eventually the papers wil l be destroyed after having been used 
eo It i s suggest ed that if the paper i s to be used as a permanent work sheetP 
sure to duplicate it on good p strong construction paper so that it will stand 
wwier the wear of being passed out and collected several timeso Alsop select 
~lor tha t will be easy on the child 9s eyeso Any type of duplicating machine 
be used to produce these papers in numberso 
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TT:EN womn 
LetQ s make the water jug (or~) sound. (Teacher with chil dren. Children alone) Now 
k: at the•se pi ctures. - We are going to name them. I will say the names of the pictures 
you say them after me~ (~eacher indicates picture and says wordo T.he children repea t 
daft er teachero) (loballoons 2.gumdrops 3ogirl 4ogate 5odog 6ogoose 7ogun Sowagon 
arage lOogoldfish) 'see the pieture of the water jugo (Indicate) If you see a picture 
t has a name that begins with the water jug (or~). sound, draw a line from the pic= 
e to the jug. Remember-=draw a line to the jug if the name of the picture begi ns 
b. the water j ug (or .s,) : soundo (.Allow time for all to complete. Lines IlklY be drawn 
h pencil or colored crayon. ~ . 
~----------~---------:------r---;---------~·-· -.-·- I s 6 
7 
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.ITTEN WORK 8 
--rcu.t, ·and P;!.st~ } TeachE;r 2 L(.)ok at the picture of the nut .; It begins with the 
1p s.und. Let 1 s l1'!I.!liZ. all t.h-9se ~ictures at the bottom of 'the page . (pin, r.ail1 
1st, nigr/v ~ liTh'3_, nieklZ~ 5 s~0ar 3 needl~) FL'"id all.l i;,.,"?.e picture s that begin 'With t,.;.e 
1p sound o C·l.!.'t· th(::;m. out and r.a. ste them i ::1. the emp-~y box.:ls under the nut o Be sure 
•o paste onJ,~·· those th-at begin with the top soundo 
" :· . .-
<+- . 
SHEEr 4 
TTEN WORKg 1~?0 
Put a cross on the first box if the letter in it looks like this. 
acher holds up flash card with "ftd on it 9 etc.) If box does not have a l etter that ks like thisp do not put a cross • . 
MWENT WORJCg 
Put a colored square over the box if the letter i n it looks like this. ( Teache r 
ds flash card of ~f" .) If it does not l ook like t his do not put a square on the 
L_ 
· -·----·--r·--~--- - -·---

SHEET 6 
RITTEN WORK: 
Connect the like bletters with a crayono 
ERMANENT WORK~ 
Conm ct the like letters with a pego 
REVJEW SlEET 
-P f 
f . t 
t -P 
t f 
t f 
I 
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I 
b c 
d b 
6 6 
d D 
I 
D d 
SHEET 7 
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RITTEN worun 
Put a ci r cl e around the letter in the row of little boxes that look like the 
etter in the big box above it. 
Use the same d i rections as are given for written work, except you place a peg 
n top of the box instead of putting a cir.cle around it. 
n 
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Put a square around the letters in each row that look like the letter at the 
) of the rowo 
lM\Nl!NT WORK: 
Place a peg on each letter in each row that looks like the letter at the top 
-tna t rq w o REVIEW SHEET 
I - ... . 
n 
p t - D_ 
- .. 
- II f [fJ d p 
L p b t 
f 9 b t 
f p d f 
-G 
-F 9 6 t t p d 
-G f i p b b t i p j b f f 9 b t ·. p 
-P f d t 9 : b f' r p t I I 
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~mT worun 
Take a piece of 9~ X 12~ heavy construction paper in a light col or and divide 
into rows about one inch wide. Put a letter at the top of each row. Use as many 
tars as you can get on. 
Tell the children to take out their boxes of letters and look at the first letter 
the row. On this paper it is "f" P but it co uld be any letter. Pick from your box 
"f~ and put it in the row under the fff~p etc., until you have used up all your ~tffs 
~ave reached the bo ttom of the paper pand t hen gp on to the next row. 
REVIEW SHEEr 
I 
1 f ,s~ r-n b I ~  fl r 
-
~ 
[I] 8 I 
[iJ I 
' 
m 
i 
I 
I 
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rTEN WORKg 
See the big l ett er ~f~ in the box. Beside it is another box with three words. 
i the ~r~ in each word and with your pencil draw a line connecting the ~f• in 
word With the ~f~ in the box. Do the other boxes of ~f~ and words the same way. 
WlN1!NT WORKg 
Follow the same directions as for written work but do not mark with pencil. 
a peg from the letter in the word to the big "f~. 
-F'an 
---r~--PoK 
-four 
-F'a1 r 
~low 
f I op 
FJ'luit 
-F i I I 
-Pat l 
-farm 
+eet 
-Pou~ 
-f ~ X 
-Pi-t 
-Pin 
r i end 
rom 
n \f nd 
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I'TEN WORK& 
See the big letter "f ffl i n the ro x and besid e it is another box with thr ee w::>rds . 
~words begi n with "f~ and some do noto I f the word begins wi t h fflf" t hen take your 
ron and draw a line connecting the "fff at the begi nning of the word with the big 
If the word does no t begi n with " f" then do not mark it at allo Do the rest of 
p3per the same wayo 
\aNENT WORKg 
Follow the same directions for the , permanent work as for t h e written work, but 
~ead of Ill3rking with a pencil P just put a peg connecting the firs t l etter of the 
l with the bi g "f" o 
footba II f lowPr · 
. , 
urt\e fathsh • I 
f'l af; to~f 
-bwo -Pro::: ' M , . --J ,__ ) 
-P \dd ~e -Pe nee~ 
{jf L~ l K 
-tJ nJe~ u~ . 
~ -Peast l ·JcoK 
-b· e )r'i fas-t) 
-Prod!: ·eed 
~ 
-Poam :j .· ~ . tamt r LJ 
' I 
-PtJ n _L h' (.J oo-b . 
t ·a! J funny 
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T T1!N VW) mn 
Listen to me say the word in the box and if you hear the word begin like "fi:x:", 
n put 8 cross on the box with your crayono If the word in: the box does not 
in like ~f ix" then do not put 8 cross on the boxo 
MANENT WOiiln 
Follow the same directi ons as for the written work but do not mrk the papero 
8 colored square over the box inste8do 
- -r: 
i . 
-
0 
(~) J 
r 
-r-
1 
te 
r 
. . 
1n ac 
---=- - -~· - -~ . --------==-'r-~-'-=-"'- · ~____.._-_ - --
) 
• () 
---.......-- -- -·=_,..-......___= --------!, ---------------7-L.- ,---------
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eTTEN worun 
With your pencil draw ~f" on the blank at the beginning of each word. Then 
3 if you can r ea d the word. Pick out one word and draw a picture of it on the 
tnk space a f t er the word. 
U&\NENT WORKg 
Take your box of l etters from your desk and pick out all the .Vftt sounds. 
; en "fte sound on the blank at the beginning of the wrds. Read the words to 
~self. Choose one word end draw a picture of it on another paper. 
Lather 1: 
J£L I a~ 
=-==~ i sh 
- ----
JOog; 
eet 
or K 
oot 
-~ rie_hd 
I 
a /I 
I I 
_ast-
----
eed 
~-~ind 
~iest 
_liop 
low 
----
___ , __  o__ 
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'1'I'l!N WORK& 
With your pencil drew en •f• on the blank at the end of each word. Then see 
you can reed the words. Pick out one word end drew e picture of it in the 
ce after the word. 
~\ANENT WORK& 
Take your box of letters from your desk end pick out ell tt;rtt sounds. Put an 
sound on each blank at the end of the words. Read the words to yourself. 
n choose one word and draw a picture of it on another paper. 
ha I -P 
bee£ 
ree._~ 
se l 
thie 
proo_ 
de a -~-
oal_ 
lea~ 
a 
StJar. __ _ 
roo __ 
Joa~ 
-w:· 
se1 
bee_ 
de a 
hal_ 
-bhie 
·I 
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TTEN V«>RK: 
The child reads what it asks and draws the correct number of •f•s after 
t he readso 
WlNENT WORK~ 
Change the word Wl.KE to BUILD and instruct the child to take out his box 
Letters and build in each row the number it asks for right after it. 
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TTEN WORKg 
Look at the paper on your desk. See t he picture of the fan. Fan begins with 
Now l ook at t he tw:> letters under the word f an. One. is a small "f" and the 
er is the big or dressed up"~. Look at the f i rst word in the row of words. 
~ i t begin like fan? Yes . Then draw a l i ne under the word with your pencil. 
t at the n ext wor d. Does it begin like fan? No. Then do not mark it. Go on 
the next wo rd ~ et c. 9 until both rows of words are done. 
'MNENT WORKg 
Follow t he di rections for written work p but do not mark the word, just put a 
under it . 
fr ui--b 
DiGK 
t a h 
-Farrr) 
look 
-P1ood 
.pI~ 
-PLI n 
see 
Fra hK 
-fla& 
Jane 
.Plash 
faY' mer. 
-Pat-
Some. 
oh 
FY1ed 
~arm 
-P-ee.t 
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ITTEN WORK~ 
Look at the paper on your desk. See the picture of a leaf. Leaf ends with •f•. 
fl look at the two letters under the v.o rd leaf. One i s the small letter am the 
~er i s the big or dressed up letter . Look at the first word in the row of words. 
~s the t word end like leaf? No. 'lb.en do not mark it. Look at the next word. Does 
end l i ke leaf? Yes. Then with your pencil draw a line under the word. 
RMANENT WORK~ 
Follow the s ame directions for wr it ten work but do not mark the paper. Put a 
s under the word instead of a line. 
b a I I 
chief 
-th i e-P 
beQ-P 
c a II 
goi-P 
0oo.P. 
) oa-P-
pla~ 
ca l-F 
Pwff 
c tJ-P+' 
LUot"lJ\ 
Shu# 
ha 1-f 
st-a -Pf 
moihgfl 
siu-F-P-
se/-P 
0dhe 
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ITTEN WORK 
Put a line with your pencil under the words in each row that begin with one 
the two letters at the top of the rowo 
RMANENT WORKg 
Follow the same directions as given in the written work, but do not mrk 
e papero Pla ce a peg under the words that begin with one of the two letters 
the beginning of each rowo 
F----=f T-----t P=---- p B------b 
four Tom Peter big 
Funny fun pill Bunny 
big tub pennies dog 
four fill quilt bump 
fas t family quizz Bill 
l ook toys push did 
find tail Paul bang 
some funny quarter do 
home time peep door 
t op Tim quill boy 
from feet Patty box 
Frank tell pig Barbara 
help took Penny be)lind 
bee from . quart dear 
Find Ted queen Betty 
lost for Pamela baby 
Fred Thomas pull dream 
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CTTEN" WORKg 
Read the story and then look at the four letters under ito Put a circle 
>und the letter in the word that looks like any letter in the underlined word 
that storyo 
~mT WORKg 
Follow the same directions as given for written work except do not put a 
~cle around the letter, but just put a colored peg under ito 
lo I am somewhere in the word fisho 
Which letter am I? 
t r f m 
2o I am somewhere in the name Franko 
Which letter am I? 
B T p F 
3o I am somewhere in the word thief o 
· Which letter am!? 
n d f b 
4o I am somewhere in the word funo 
Which letter am I? 
b t f d 
5o I e.m somewhere in the w:>rd fathero 
Which letter am I? 
m n 0 t 
6o I am somewhere in the word chiefo 
Which letter am I? 
b f t d 
7o I am somewhere in the word wolfo 
Which letter am I? 
f t m 1 
So I am somewhere in the word farmo 
Which letter am I? 
c f o n 
9o I am somewhere in the word loafo 
Which letter am I? 
b e m f 
lOo I am somewhere in the word frogo 
Which letter am I? 
p a f c 
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[ 'I'I'EN WORKg 
Read the sentence and put a square r.OlUJld> the word that ends like beef. 
RM\NEilT WORKg 
Read the sentence and put a peg under the word that ends like beef. 
lo MY house has a roofo 
2o Father plays gplf on Sundayo 
3o MOther has a scarf like Jane 9 so 
4o See the fish swim in the bowl by himselfo 
5o Sally has her handkerchief o 
6o Mbther said, ~Piease buy one loaf of breado• 
7. Grandfatber 9s cow has a baby calfo 
Bo Spot and Puff can play ball too. 
9o Dick brought a leaf to school yesterdayo 
lOa Jane has a pretty yellow muff. 
147 
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:TTEN WORKg 
Look at the first word and then look at the four words -after it across the 
1ero Draw a r i ng around each of the four words that begins like the first 
·d in the row o 
taNENT WORKg 
Follow the same direct ions as for the written work, but do not mark the papero 
a peg under ea ch word across that begins like the first one in each rowo . 
l o flower----------see me face four 
2o fire------~-----flat come from friend 
3o flag--- ---------fig doWn up from 
4o fish------------my lamb kitten feet 
5o fan------------ - finger feed flow day 
Go feather---------bee farm ball flag 
7o four- - ----------up man five fill 
So first- - --------- friend fellow school fork 
9o father----------fun she ·_ front go 
lOo frog------------at fiddle on fly 
SHEEI' 22 
TI'EN WORK~ 
Read the sentence and the two vords at the end of the sentenceo 
e with your penci l the correct word that goes with that sentence. 
·ds are at the beginning and middle of some stories. 
MtNENT WORKg 
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Then under-
The two 
Fbllow the same directions as for written work but instead of marking, put 
'eg under the correct word that makes the sentence tell something. 
fish 
1. I have a gold--
find 
face 
2. Dick went to grandfather 9s --
farm 
flag 
3. In our room we have a --
flop 
finger 
·4. See the cat and the - - 0 
fiddle 
frog 
5. Father eats with a - - 0 
fork 
four 
6. This (4) is called - -
five 
football 
7o The -- put out the fire. 
fireman 
fairy 
8. Cinderella had a grandmother. 
flowery 
Flies 
9. -are used to keep you cool • 
.Fans 
Father 
10. -can drive the car. 
Feather 
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:Tl'EN WORKg 
Read the sentence, then read the four words under the sentence. With your pen-
draw a line under the word that makes the sentence correct. As variation you 
L have grade one children print the right word on the blank. 
IMANENT WORK~ 
Follow the same direction as for wr i tten work, but instead of marking the paper 
l place a peg under the correct word. 
1. See the funny f 
fill face ball tub 
2. I can make a f 
eat fairy fast do 
3. · Look at our f 
for rabbit flag toy. 
4. Spot can run f 
four to fast will 
5. Baby Sally is f years old. 
four fork bump look 
6 . I have a pet f 
fence frog hop all 
7. Dick and Jack are f 
toys ani:rmls friends dogs 
8. The cat has a f 
farm pig fiddle gate 
9. Mbther said, ~eome and see my f 
find boy sat friend 
10. Father is a f 
fire:rmn tail COW five 
11. We love our f 0 
talk so flag fill 
12. I can play f 
fin must came l football 
13. Grandfather lives on a f 
-------farm new did flag 
14. Baby can eat with a f--.,..-----
fence fork ball pony 
15. M:>th er has some pretty f~------­
find eggs flowers barn 
" 
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tiTI'EN WORKZ 
Read the sentenceo Then draw a circle around the correct words at the endo 
:RM\NENT WORKg 
Follow the same directions as for written work but put a peg under the 
.ght words i ns teed of drawing a circleo 
Tell Who 
a m tch 
l o Who has two fee t'? a mn 
a bed 
a rat 
2. Who had a fiddle? a cat 
a bear 
a box 
3. Who can fish? a chair 
a boy 
a child 
4o Who eats with a fork? a dog 
a bird 
a cow 
5o Who plays football? a boy 
a pony 
a police:rmn 
6o Who puts out fires? a horse 
a fireman 
a father 
7o Who can build a fence? a hen 
a duck 
a wolf 
So Who has a fan? a child 
a carrot 
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:TTEN WORK: 
Fruit begins with ~f~. 
Draw an •f~ in each piece of fruit with your pencil. 
Color each row of fruit the correct coloro 
- -- ,- ---i---------t 
-~....1--- -· '-- ~~·-----7-----------" 
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ITTEN VIO Rin 
Look at the first picture and say the name of it. If you think that the 
me of the picture begins like fall, then cut out an •f• from the bottom of 
9 paper and paste it in the space under the picture • . If you think the 
me of the picture does not begin like fall, then do not paste an •f• beside 
0 
'· 
1-F 1-PI-£1-P 1-t I -f 1 
/ 
CHAPTER V 
MA.TERIALS FOR VOWELS 
Io Introduction 
Any manual or outline i nt ended to aid in t he teaching of vowels is 
mmediately challenged by three problems~ which must be considered carefully, before 
1y recommendations can be madeo These problems areg 
lo There are only f i ve letters known as vowels. 
2. But these five l etters represent twenty- five sounds and dip~thongs. 
3. The spell i ng variations of A and B combined. 
The approaches to teaching vowels stem from variant ideas and sources, 
few being the speech approach, rhyming wordsp auditory bombardmentp basic 
iles for analysis~ such as short or long vowels, based on Iaul MCKee 9s, 
~ay 9 s P and Kel l ey 9s studieso The following are the major points of emphasis 
~gistered in all the above mentioned fieldso 
1 
The speech approach is stated by Pronovos tg 
"Vowel sounds are all voiced sounds. They are produced with 
the tip of the tongue behind the lower front teeth and the body of 
the tongue raised in a different position for each soundo Tbe 
position of the lips and jaws also vary for each sound. 
Vowel sounds may be taught in somewhat the same manner as con-
sonant sounds are taught , however more emphasis will be placed on 
the auditory approach. 
The physiological approach is limited to an awareness of lip 
position and the amount of mouth openi ng. It is not possible to 
feel the exact position of the tongue for each sound. 
The vowel and diphthong sounds are listed according to the 
Wilbert Pronovost ~ ~Skills Instruction in Speech Work," Tenth Conference 
f Elementary School Principals and Boston University School of Education, 
oston University, 1949. 
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approximate posi tion of the lips and jaw. In diphthongs, the first 
vowel of the blend i s the most important~ so that the diphthongs 
ere grouped according to the i nitial vowel o" 
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The following is a chart for vowel s indi cating lip and jaw position, 
l 
olus key words for illustrationo A list of words based on Thorndike 9 s 
·ocabulary list for pre - primary grades and first grades i s included under 
hese headings in the sample material that followso 
Lips Retracted 
rowels ·1 seat ... 
X s i t 
£ set 
•i phthongs ex. s~me 
Lips Relaxed 
Jaw Lowered 
A, sun 
'§word 
a:! s i gh 
Li ps Rounded 
~ s ought 
U soo t 
U. suit 
N.Bny of the basic pri mary texts are accompanied by workbooks which 
tress the vowel sounds or diphthongs as rhyming words, but not the vowels 
s sucho T'ne child i s taught a picture word such as •hay* and learns i to 
hen he is asked to remove the last two letters and place them in combination 
ith previously l earned consonant sounds. He may be asked t o identify 
imilar parts in a word to train him i n recognitiono This is done repeatedly 
ith all of the so-called "family words" such as~' ~' in, ~' oy, .£12. , etc . 
(amples of how to present this a nd references to source mater i al follows 
1der sample lessonso 
A great deal of emphasis seems to be put on phonics in some areaso This 
~ one of the chief ways in wh i ch auditory stimulation and auditory acuity is 
;rengthenedo Thi s i s accomplished in the following mannero One of the 
lWel sounds, usually a short sound i s taught first, in a well - known word, 
Wilbert Pronovost , .££· ci t o 
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nd is stressed with special emphasis on its sound not its spelling. The 
hild says it over and over to himself and aloud, until its sound is very 
amiliar to him. To check his reliability in discrimination, a list of 
ords is read to him with the greatest percentage containing a word begin-
ing with the sound taught. He indicates by raising his hand, standing up, 
utting a block in a box, etc. when he hears one that does not begin with the 
ound specified. The words used for this type of drill need not be within 
is vocabulary range for this immediate purpose. 
1 
Helen Irene Kelly in her study on the relative difficulty of auditory 
erception of word elements brought out the ~allowing conclusions concerning 
owels: 
"1) The short sounds of the vowels at the beginning of the word 
range in the following order from easy to di~ficult 
o-- ---i-----a-----u-----e 
2) The short sounds of vowels in the middle of the word ~ell in 
the following order from easy to difficult: 
o------a-----e------i------u 
3) The long sounds of vowels in the middle of the word ranged 
in the following order from easy to difficult 
e-------a-----u------o-----i 
4) When the short sounds of the vowels are tested as beginning 
sounds against the same vowels or against oo nsonants, they are 
not more difficult to discriminate than many of the consonants 
5) When the short vowel sounds are tested against different vowel 
sounds, they are much more difficult to discriminate. 
6) Short : saunas . of <the·: vowel , in the middle of the word are more 
difficult to hear than consonants as beginning sounds. 
7) Long sounds of vowels in the middle of the word are more difficult 
to hear than consonants as beginning sounds, with the exception 
of the vowel 9e'.• 
2 
Paul Me Kee develops the following rules concerning vowels: 
Helen Irene Kelly, Relative Difficulty of Auditory Perception of Word 
laments, Unpublished Ed.~ Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 
948. 
Paul McKee, Teaching of Reading, Boston, Houghton-M[fflin Co., 1948. 
"1) If you do not know what sound t o give to a vowel, try first 
the short sound. If the word you get does not make sense, 
try the long sound. 
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2) A vowel usually is short when it is the only vowel in the word . 
and is followed by a consonant~ as in cat. 
3) A vowel usually is long when it is the only vowel and is the 
last letter i n the word as in he. 
4) When t wo vowels are side by side 9 the first is usually long 
and t he second has no sound a s in tail. 
5) In a short word that has two vowels one of which is 9e 9 at 
the end of a word , usually the first vowel is long and the 
9 e 9 has no sound as i n rode . " 
McKee s tates t hat t here are exceptions t o the above rules, but says 
hese are as "water- t i ght " as poss i ble and give some bases from which to 
ork. He also says t o use the word ~vowel" when talking to the childre~, 
ven in the f i rst gradesp and also the terms ~long" and "short . " He says to 
imply tell t hem that "long" means that the letter says i ts name and that 
short" means that i t says its sound. He believes in the initial intro-
1 
uct ion of vowels as such. 
2 
In On Thei r Own in Read i ng by William S. Gray , McKee 9s basic rules 
re also stated ~ plus two additional rules that follow: 
•1 ) If the only vowel letter in a word or syllable is followed 
by 9 r 9 ~ the sound of the vowel is usual ly affected by the 
9r 9 as in curl. 
2) If the only vowel letter in a word or syllable is 9a 9 followed 
by 91 9 or 'w 9 , the 9a 9 usually has neither the long nor the 
short sound , as in claw or t all . " 
He also stressed the fa ct that syllables are very important for the 
~oper teaching of vowels . 
Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading , Boston , Houghton-Miffling Co., 1948 .. 
Williams. Gray~ On Their OWn in Reading ~ New York, Scott , Foresman & Co., 
~48. 
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I t i s with these ba ckground s t ud i es in mi nd» that the following material 
ls presented. 
II. Mit erials for Vowels From the Speech Point of View 
A. Sampl e M:i t eri als 
l u For t he Teaching of the Sound of "i~ as in Bite 
l 
I am the Long I sound 
Sound a and e close t ogether. 
Sound the e very qui ckl y. 
Tha t makes me , Long I. 
I have a l i ne above me. 
I l ook like t hi sg 'Y 
(I am i n ·t hese words. Pronounce them aloud.) 
ice might kite fight 
mi ce bite right fly 
nice n i ght sight try 
r i ce l i ght white bri ght 
(Wr ite and pronounce ot her Long:£ words.) 
(I am in these sent ences . Read them aloud.) 
1 . I l ike i ce cream. 
2o I will try to fly my wh ite kite. 
3. It is not right to fight. 
4. I like brigh t l i ghts at n i ght. 
1 
(Mike other sentences usi ng Long '1 words. Read them aloud.) 
2. For Teachi ng the Sound of ~oi" as in "oi l." 
Say t hese words slowlyo Listen f or the sound of ~oi~ as in "oil." 
boy boil voice noise 
t oy boiled choice noisy 
joy so il rej oic e poison 
join soiled point destroy 
Joyce spo il poi nt ed employ 
Roy spoiled appoint annoy 
Louis e Abney and Dorothy Mlniacep This Way to Better Speech, New York, 
Jrld Book Companyo 
Read the following sentences aloud, s lowly and carefully. Find the 
~s cont aini ng the SOQ~d ~oi" as i n ~oil.~ 
l o Roy i s a boy in our school. 
2. He was our choice for captain of our teamo 
3o The boys enjoy playing baseballo 
4o Twel ve boys joined the club. 
5. J oyce i s Roy 9s lit tle s i s t er. 
6o Joyce has lots of toys. 
? o She cr i es when Roy takes her toyso 
8. Roy seems t o enjoy t easing Joyce. 
Wri te some additi onal sentences in your workbook using the above word 
1ts. 1 
One Suggestion for Li p Nbvement Exercises i n Some of the Vowel Sounds. 
Playing Clown 
1 a funny Little Clm'ill 
18Y~ 111AH~=OO ·- =EE~=·OQ~fll 
mouth i s open wide. 
m I say 1 t11AJI, AHP AH.~ 
lips are ver y r ound 
m I say P 111 00 P 00 9 OOo t\7 
lraw my lips far back . 
m I say 1 "'EE , EE, EEo" 
l t' ~ · r. 
(" 
" .. 
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Lucille Do Schoolfiel d, Better Speech and Better Reading, Boston, Expression 
' 194? . 
Sarah To Barrows and :Katherine H. Hall, Jack-in-the Boxo 
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B. Vocabulary 
On the following pages are the words listed from the basic vocabulary 
1ccording to its speech sound, not its spelling. These lists are divided 
Lnto picture and non-picture words. A key word from the speech chart on 
rowels is given. These lists may be utilized for drill, games, etc. to 
1tress or reinforce the sound. 
1. "i" as in the Word "Seat• 
ron-picture: 
:eep team 
1eter deep 
eal reap 
Leat need 
eat creep 
weep sleep 
hears these 
hee piece 
i cture; 
eep leaf 
b.eep chief 
b. ief peanut 
:m-picture: 
lp 
)Olish 
rviss 
~icks 
Lp 
lin 
ling 
.tch 
.cture: 
.p 
Lip 
•idge 
.ddle 
ng 
ly 
·ib 
Pilgrim 
trip 
finish 
dip 
hip 
hitch 
ribbon 
chick 
swim 
elephant 
kitten 
chinmey 
kitty 
thimble 
radio 
reef 
beam 
steam 
heap 
stream 
peep 
breathe 
three 
wreath 
teeth 
ski 
2. ~ 
fifth 
him 
rip 
Tim 
skip 
trick 
inch 
rich 
rabbit 
robin 
jigsqw 
milk 
nickel 
ring 
eat feed 
beef beet 
sweet seed 
dream meet 
cheat cheap 
peach peak 
cheek bee 
grease me 
feet eagle 
feast needle 
as in the Word "Sit" 
bit tin 
with hit 
trim split 
ticket Jill 
chip itch 
wring in 
pick bing 
witch finch 
pin hill 
radish shrimp 
river sink 
carriage television 
string slipper 
bib rib 
bean heel 
speed thirteen 
leap seem 
steep gleam 
cream sheet 
leave sea 
she cheese 
key sleeping 
creeping .kneeling 
mill miss 
fin fill 
chin shrill 
hiss this 
Nick sing 
pitch tick 
pinch flick 
stitch spinach 
kiss fish 
chicken drink 
village mitten 
telephone chipmunk 
nipple swing 
mirror dish 
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3. "e." as in th e Word "Set" 
len-pi c ture ~ 
1tem self twelfth bent friend t en general 
leaf dea th lent red lesson tell Jeff 
>rea th wet read hem well never less 
1elt shed sell rest travel rent chestnut 
'resh jelly message mess fellow hello checkerboard 
:ketch nex t 
,icture: 
reb shelf jacket sled pen bell checker 
:ent bed hen shell elephant lemon nest 
et breakfa st chest net cherries dress tennis 
.eckla ce bench fence feath er television telephone neck 
enc i l l eg check necktie shepherd thread 
4. ~ .. as in the Word "Same" 
on- picture : 
t age brace fame make paint bla~e shame 
age tra ce blame bake saint peJi!l sane 
ge say name wake change :tame fame 
ay pl a y James pair faith raid paste 
ay chase rainbow bathe tail faint shape 
hade 
ict ure ~ 
ace cake lady chain nail game race 
ace lake baby train rail frame face 
9.Se r a ke hay :fair pale rain chair 
3.ge re i ndeer jay bear mail radio pear 
3. int i ng neighbor cane :Ml.y t able tomato 
5. "'t" as in "~t" 
m - picture : 
~ap ba t shall Nancy ran staff catch 
!p pat bath inB.rry fan tariff latch 
!p that path happy napkin mad class 
ICk f a st t a ckle have had sad Illl. ss 
tt hash crab has sad tab gas 
Lt dash dra b ~hat _. dad slab pass 
Lt brass bab . .Scat cha tterbox cab laugh 
Lt chariot 
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>icture ~ 
1athtub shadow radish splash napkin mn rap 
ta tch jam hand lamb handle pan tap 
:ant a pack pass ham paddle cap map 
1plash sand t a ssle carriage glass apple nap 
.atch grass lamp hand cabbage rabbit hat 
·attle ca ndy rat pansy rag can travel 
.atchet plant hammer ladder Pat·$Y l antern jacket 
.andle carrot hankie garbage Jack package pancake 
•an basket path parrot 
6. 4," as in the Word "All" 
ron-picture : 
.rm t al k ing fall along asking sharp hopping 
ra rm chart calling cha rcoal charge starch stopping 
.ocking hard half party staff J>art park 
1art ner t all tock 
'icture~ 
rash hea rt ba rn park papa card carpet 
10t car mop f a ther top farm cop 
lo"ll hop scarf j a r bomb rob harp .. · ~ ., 
'lop sharp starch I!Brch 
7. ,,..... .. as the the Word "Sun" 
ron - pictureg 
us t puff judge muff cuff dumping hung 
nui'f running front cup tuff pup bluff 
rumb buff stuff scuff lump pump stump 
ump but t 
'icture g 
ug jump fudge sponge luggage duck trunk 
unch bubble huddle puppy bunch drum fun 
us t le honey dumb snub run rug hush 
humb punch mud gum gun 
8. ff§, as in the Word "Word" 
on- p i ctureg 
rge picture 
icture ~ 
urkey turtle turnips purple burn bird church 
urse nurse 
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9. ,~ as in the Word "Sigh" 
Non-picture ~ 
find like mile smile thy climb five 
time n i ne side 
Picture~ 
giant flying fight night tiger tie kite 
lion ride rice shine child light spider 
slice ice 
10. w as in the Word "Sour" 
Non-pictureg 
round crouch now down pouch brown 
Picture: 
flower t own towel crown cows cowboy house 
shower mouth couch mouse mountain clown 
11. "~" as in the Word "Sought" 
~on-picture ~ 
'Jff naughty halt short scorch moss toss 
l?i cture~ 
nayloft cough claw moth chalk cloth drawer 
ira wing saw 
12. 
"u " as in the Word "Soot" 
len-picture~ 
ruff took look crooke'd hook put 
'icture~ 
'ootball book hook brook sugar 
13. 
"u." as in the Word "Suit" 
ron-picture; 
'uly June proof two tomb smooth soon 
hoose boo noon Sue shoot moo 
Pictureg 
fruit noose 
rooster ruler 
broom Susan 
Non-picture~ 
join noise 
Picture~ 
t oy oil 
Non-pictureg 
joke 
roam 
Picture~ 
loaf 
pos t 
road 
smoke 
hol ding 
foam 
toas t 
coat 
rose 
soda 
roof 
root 
room 
1 4o 
choice 
boy 
15. 
flow 
no 
toad 
crow 
rope 
nose 
tooth kangaroo school 
"-,t 
"o~ 
toothbrush spoon 
moon 
as in 
toil 
as in 
frozen 
nowhere 
tomato 
coal 
robe 
stone 
blue , 
the Word 
foil 
the Word 
cold 
note 
boat 
smoke 
roll 
c. Poems 
goose 
boot 
"Soil" 
"SQgp" 
row 
home 
bowl 
throne 
(For exercise on the double "oo" sound as in "f~t") 
"There Was A Crooked Mm" 
There was a crooked man 7 
And he walked a crooked mile, 
He found a crooked sixpence 
Against a crooked stile; 
He bought a crooked ' cat, 
Which caught a crooked mouse, 
And they all lived together 
In a little crooked house. 
(For exercise dr ill on long "e" as in "beet") 
"The Cupboard" 
by Walter De LaM:l.re 
I know a little cupboard, 
With a teeny tiny key, 
And there~s a dish of Banbury Cakes 
For me, me, me. 
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bull 
juice 
molasses 
goat 
comb 
coach 
I t bas a little shelf, up high, 
As dark a s dark can be, 
And there 9s a dish of Banbury Cakes 
For me » me , me o 
I have a small f at grandmother, 
With a very slippery knee 
And she 9s keeper of the cupboard, 
With the key, key, keyo 
And when I 9m very good, you know, 
As good as good can be, 
There 9s Banbury Cakes, and Lollypops 
For me , me , meo 
"The Goldfish" 
by Dorothy Ald i s 
My darling l i ttle goldfish 
Hasn 9 t any t oes ; 
He swims around without a sound 
And bumps his hungry noseo 
He can 9 t get out to play with meo 
Nor I get into '.h1,.m11 
Although I sayz ~come out and play,• 
And heg "Come in .and swimo" 
(For exerci se on the sound ~ as in •suit") 
"Cock-a-Doodle-Doo~ 
Cock-a-doodle - doo, 
My dame has lost her shoeo 
My master 9s lost his fiddling stick, 
And doesn 9 t know what to doo 
Cock-a- doodle- doc, 
What is my dame to do? 
Till master finds his fiddling stick, 
She 9ll dance without her shoeo 
Cock-a-doodle-doc, 
My dame has found her shoe, 
And master 9 s found his fiddling stick, 
Sing , doodte , doodle- doo. 
Cock- a-doodle-doc , 
My dame will dance with you, 
Whi le master fiddles his fiddling stick 
For dame and doodle- dooo 
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The nursery rhyme "Thre e Little Ki tt ens'0 has good drill for vowel sounds. 
(For exerc ise on the vowel sounds "~ as in "si gh" and for the "e~ as in "s~me•) 
~After a Bath"' 
by Aileen Fisher 
After my bath 
I try 9 try 9 t ry 
t o wipe myself 
till r vm dr y p dry p dry. 
Hands to wi pe 
and f i ngers and toes 
and t wo wet legs 
and a shiny nos e. 
Just t h ink how mucll 
l ess t i me I vd take 
if I were a dog 
and could shake 9 shake 9 shake. 
"'Mice" 
by Ros e Fyl eman 
I t hi nk mi oe 
A:re r ather nice. 
Thei r ta i ls are long 9 
Their faces small 9 
They haven vt any chins at all. 
Their ears are pink 9 
Their te eth are white, 
They r un a bout 
The house at night. 
They ni bbl e things 
They s houldn Qt touch, 
And no one seems 
To like t hem much. 
But I thi nk mic e 
Are niceo 
Additional material for drill on vowel sounds may be found in many of 
the "Lit t le Golden Books , " and basic r eaders. Some of the suggested materials 
1. My Happy Day9 a word book, Rand-McNally 
2. The Circus Train 9 'Whit man Publishing Co. 
3. Noises. and Mr. Fli bberty-Jib, Simon and Schuster 
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III. M3.terial for Vowels Ml.king Use of Rhymning Words 
Auditory Discrimination: 
Directions~ 
Each child has a ditto sheet as follows, and the teacher reads the three 
words in each box, numerically. Direct the child to circle the two that 
belong to t he same family and leave t~e ones that are different alone. 
I. 
.... 
r 2 • 3. ~e..st sa.~/ ca..t 
da...~ s\t Ne.st 
R-a.t I oo k rurr~ 
I 
~· kN l -t 5. ~ 6o ta.\ \ e. a.. Ke ~ 
I '9 ~t +e\ \ take. 
... t fa. \I Rta-N 
17 • • 
st o, '' 
~. Meat ~. 'Ri~ht Me~t s ea..t with 
\ \ fast ' \i~\,t wi 
The following are some of the family endings: 
en, an, ay~ un 9 ill, ack, at, up, eck, in, ip , it, all, et, ell, ake, ·\ 
lght, eat , uck , ing, ick, ink, ock, eep, er, op, ad , est, en. :/ 
Some can be taught as sight words or sounds. 
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mdi tory Discrimination~ 
>irections: 
Explain what ramily word is to be stressed giving several examples then 
~iva a little four lined jingle, filled with the ramily word and leave one 
mt to be supplied by a child. This can be done for all the family sounds 
Lnd then also have children making up their own verses. 
Wo '"cl-. 
He\\o_, said Ne\\ 
I just hea.Yd 
Ohj dea~ c~i ed 
I 
the be\\ 
]3e. \ le. 
(fe \ \) 
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Aud itory Discriminati on ; 
Di rections; 
Tell the children that you are go i ng to r ead th e fir s t l i st of words 
and t hat they ar e to match them to thei r first cous ins in the second list. 
III o 
_sa_~ fe \\ 
tell Mat 
RU N fit 
sit rIa.~ / 
beeN t'neN 
ca-t ~UN 
Ma.~ ~iN 
M \\\ ~u9 
Ru9 -bop 
\-i1\tt Md.~ 
Mi \l b·, N 
iTof li1ht 
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Auditory or Visual Discrimination: 
Directions: 
Each child has a ditto sheet with the lists of family words and ' pictures 
representing the stressed sound, or ending. The teacher may read the list 
for the children asking them to circle the ones that are the same as the 
picture or she may just ask them to sound them out and underline the family 
ones related to the picture. 
IV. 
sta \\ whew sat too\( 
1:, e \ l teN LjO U RaKe 
Ma.ll SUN Ma..t Make. 
1\..ea.eh MeN c.a_t white. 
a\\ did i-t SNak~ 
RUN l.v h ~ bat b\ \\ 
.Ca..\\ deN Not cut 
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~uditory Di s cr i mina tion: 
Jirectionsg 
This ex ercis e can be done with any of the "family endings". Dri ll on 
che sound t o be s tressed and give the child a t least three key words which 
ire f amiliar to h i m. Then present new materi al to him which he can recog-
lize and supply hi s own vocabulary to, such as a verse or sentence. 
~U N f-uN SUN buN 
I'M 9o'm~ -bo reJ a. VeRse 
oNta·· rv.s Luords {, ha -b i-\,~~e 
\<e..Lj l.LJ o rd s : 
" l itt \e. l:MM~ TuC-kett. \UN, (UN, felJN• 
\-\el\e CoMes busteli with a. qvN ... 4uN,guN' 
'lou f't \\ 
CoMe 
h1 ~ ~~ ~ M i "''\ w o ~d ~ 
out a.NJ 
Sa1J ~-b -b-o 
~u N 
-puN 
I 
:r.--~ 
-bhtNK I~ t\ ~lJN 
SOVNJS L ~ 
.. 
IVa Materials for Aud itory Discri minati on in Vowels 
uditory Di scri minationg 
irection.sg 
Explain t o the children that you are going to read a list of words be-
inning with ~a 9 sw nickname or better known as its sound~ as in ~act.• As 
ou read t hem 9 t hey are to ra i se the i r hands when they hear-one that is 
ifferent . You may vary this by having them stand when they hear the one 
b.a·t is di fferent . There are many ways to i ndicate the stressed need. 
0 
uditory Discrlmination~ 
irectionsg 
addit ion 
Ann 
with 
apple 
ea t 
attract 
tell 
as 
and 
up 
acti on 
Al i ce 
Explain that you are go ing to read a l ist of words that have the long 
ound of ~e" at t he beginning ~ the sound that says its name. They are to 
~ise their hands when they hear one that is different. 
Noteg Exercise I and II can be used :for initial, medial, and final 
ong and short vowels~ us i ng the basi c vocabulary. This exercise can be 
efined from gross errors or differences to refined slight changes either 
etween placement of the same vowel and differences between the various 
owels. 
even 
ea t 
i t 
el even 
on 
all ' 
event 
economy 
why 
elastic 
should 
itch 
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ditory Discriminationg 
rectionsg 
Each child has a ditto sheet or the rollowing words and the teacher says 
e is going to read them numeri cally going across, and they are to underline 
l or those i n Row I that have the long sound or ~o• as in ~soap.• 
in Row II, the long sound of •a• as in ~rake.• 
in Row III, t he long sound or .•e• as in .•beat.• 
in Row IV, the long sound of •i• .as in •side.• . 
Noteg This may also be used ror the short sounds. 
[o 
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Auditory Discrimination~ 
Directionsg 
Each color represents a d i fferent vowel~ Blue-~a, Red-- e , Orange-- i, 
Yellow--a, Green-~uo Each child is given a ni ne blocked ditto sheet. He 
is told tha t t he t eacher is going to read a list of words arranged numeri-
cally that begin with the short wo• sound as i n •operateo• They are to 
place their yellow squares on all the blocks that represent the word begin-
ning with the short •o.~ 
No t eg Can be used for a ll the vowels, short or longo 
IVa 
l. O N ~. if 
o). ox 1. Osca~ 
3. o ~e R.o -be. <;I. obta\ N 
q, eveN 'L so 
5. Octo be~ 
\. ;a. ~. 
~e \\ow Lje\\ow ~ e \\ow 
't. 'S , b. 
('o\an~J 'ie.\\ow (blank) 
1. g, 9. 
(blah k) ~e\ \ow ~ellow -
I 
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The following are additional sources for more auditory rnaterialg 
1. Sarah T. Barrows and Katharine H. Hallg J a ck- in- the-Box 
2. Lucille D. School fieldg Better Speech and Better Readin~ 
A practice book 
3o Coll ection of Poems by Helen A. Brown and Harry Jo Heltman 
Let Q s Read Toget her 
4e Louise Abney and Dorothy Mlniaceg Thi s Way to Better Speech 
5.· Edna Cot rel and El i zabet h 1~ Hals t ed g Class Lessons for 
Improving Sp eech 
6. Clara Bo St oddardg Sounds for Li ttle Folks 
7. Grant Fairbanksg Vo ice and Artic~1ation Dri llbook 
8. Josephi ne Ti mberlake Sounds the Letters Make 
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V. Materials for Visual Discrimina tion with Vowels 
Visual Discrimination~ 
Directions~ 
Ask the child to circle all the letters that look like either of the two 
in the outs ide margin. 
I. 
Aa.. EF·,a.MAJ3eaoA.sa-
E e T N e C E a. i e S' E e ao E 
I; e AiMJ3I·,Ne.CiB 
0 o a 12 0 o Mb o i 0 a o .s 
U u VJ a. u}) U e u Co u U 
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Visual Discrimination~ 
Direct ionsg 
Ask the child to underline the vowel they find that is placed in the 
same spot in the word, as shown in the sample. 
IIo 
above 
-
SUN 
do 
-
saw 
-
ofeN. applel eve.NJask, v~.d~wN 
Mo~J .Ca\ k. -hub. tot, pop, at 
eveN, Map, "Ride, soek, "'tiNe, No 
l~a.wt -b \\, oNe. , ikh, 6a \L io 
upJ fuN , had. '-'u-b- , Co \J, h·.M 
})o N , Ma.N • so , ~e.. J too , ""\ ~ 
Lva~, -bo~ , L.u a..s , eow , Ma.~ J -h o 
ha -h 1 si-b , i N , b i i J M aN , bo~ 
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Visual Discrimination ~ 
Directions~ 
Cross out all the letters that look like the first one i n t he row. 
(sl ight differences between the vowels themselves) 
IIIo 
0 -"'lpa.eoNfoa..t·~b 
d e • 
' 
0 c h d_ s I 
' 
u 
.. 
d e CLO ucNaeo 
u waeuMovv~s 
e a e • \ k u e w 
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Vi sual Di scrimination g 
Directionsg 
Underl i ne the parts that are the same as the underlined parts i n the 
sample wordo 
I V. 
ba\\ 
-
s uN . ta~ . do9 , ~ia~ . Ma~. sa.w 
-be II . s b II , Rat ~~ ! I" bi \ I, ba.c. k 
er<eef I Met. s\ee r ' se.ll .Jeer' e-at 
ia\ k I Sock, RoCJk, Mof , -bo<!. \(I i -h 
su N, doNe, f'uN, LuoN, See, puN 
Me i , b di , ~ a i e , t i -b , h i -h. "e~ 
sell, ia\1" 1Zi4h-hl fa.\\lc.a\\, iN 
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Visual Discrimination~ 
Directions~ 
Cross out the l etter as many times as you see it appear regardless of 
its position in the word o 
W~N sa.-b, 1WN , ofeN, -b~\1, soap, -ho 
bR'~ ask 1 whi I SlJN, r{a.h, bi~~ baek 
d\J be-b, si-h J ~N, NoNe.f.t. hi i 
s·,d\ hut, . Me-b, \Nd~. MiNe, hof. sea-b 
~f what I RuN, -ho'1, buN, fuN, sa-h 
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Tisual Discrimination; 
lire ct ions~ 
Ask the child to draw a line from each word in both columns that have 
;he same ending as the three letters in the middle to that middle word. 
fuen ask him to copy two words that look like those words on the lines 
>elow. 
TI. 
fi \ \ 
'ba~\c 
. 6\ \\ 
wa.s 
-be \ \ -
d ·, \\ 
6" \ \ 
• 
\ 
e. a-t 
h' \\ 
j \ \ \ 
\ \ \oN9 
k.\ \ \ 
fa.\ I 
M \ \ 
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'isual Discriminationg 
tirections g 
Each child has a ditto sheet as follows: Ask them to draw a line from 
;he word in the first row to the word in the second row that is the same. 
'IL 
be Te II 
The following are additional sources for more visual material: 
lo Paul McKee: The Teaching of Reading 
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2o David Ho Russell and Etta E~ Karp: Reading Aids Through the Grades 
3o The John Co Winston Company reading serieso 
4o Do Co Heath and Company reading serieso 
5. Ginn and Company reading serieso 
6. Houghton Mifflin Company reading serieso 
7o RowP Peterson and Company reading serieso 
So The American Book Company reading series. 
9. Julie Hay and Charles Wingo: Reading with Phonics 
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APPENDIX 
Whee\ ~u n 
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I Small . Wheel / 
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